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Veterans Award $2500
For Student Research

The first organization in San,
contribution to the
Ime to make a
newly initiated Student Research
Fellowships is chapter 11 of the
Disabled American Veterans.
A grant aif $2500 was awarded
to SJS for tesearch in the fields
of the social sciences on "Ameri-

l’olitk.al Theiory at modern
Pacifism" will be the topic of
Michael Kay. assistant professor of history. uhen he speaks
this afternoon at 3:30 in cafeteria roam,. A and B. TASC
Cloward Avila,. Student Community will 4114111%1W the talk.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

41110.

Husband -Wife
Peace Team
Nigeria -Bound

rlos

TASC Talk

I i1I/111.11, president
IJIMMOt
Mateo county H.eit the San
speak on
pocalacaan.,u
..tdmission (if Red China to the
oed Nations" In M cc r r Is
Nile). auditorium, 11:30 a.m.
ille Is sponsored by Stut’ommunisna.
dents Agitated

Speech (lass Presents
Congo Forum Tomorrow

covers a wide field. Studies can
done on such widely varied stall wets as "history, journalism
even American conservation," tii.
said. Professor !Brickley said th;,;
two grants will be given pet yes:
over a five-year period.
The Research Fellowship program will allow graduate students
to work with faculty members on
research programs.
According to William R. Siddoway, research coot dinator, several
Individual contributions have been
made to the fellowship fund. Gerald M. Rosenthal of the Workingman’s store and Glenn George. SJS
alumnus, of Joseph George distributors, have also presented grants
to the college.
The Student Research Fellowship program is the combined effort of the administration and the
Greater San Jose Chamber of Commerce. The aims of the program
are not only to aid research at
SJS, but to help bring about closetcooperation between the college
:ind the San .li,,e

A series yf three forums on national and international affairs will
begin tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. in
SD114, with a discussion on the
U.S. state department’s stand on
the Congo situation.
Tapes will be made of the forums
and will be included in a series Of
radio pmgrams titled "SJS Forum
of the Air." which will be broadcast over the new SJS FM radio
station later in the semester.
The project of a speech activities class, the forums will be 50
minutes long. with 10-15 minutes
of audience participation at the
conclusion.

the "Cis il Defense Panic" and
"1)k:imminent Distrust," respectively.
The April 10 program will <piestion whether the Civil Defense office is preparing realistically to
j r,
j
yi%.id ml nil

clear attack. Its modetator is Itodnes- Hoots.
Political distrust arnoni; nations
will be considered as a block to
disarmament on the class’s last
forum. Frederick Sherman will
rrl,otera!/-.

Audubon Screen Tour
To Feature California

’’The Shandon Hills, a study tionship of ali using things.
of wildlife in an area of central
After 15 years of work as manaCalifornia unchanged since the ger of a cattle and wheat -raising
CONGO QUF:STION
opening of the west more than a ranch, McMillan established his
MIS. Kay Law, 1934 SJS gradTomorrow’s program will be an hundred years ago, closes out this own ranch which has become a
husband
of
a
and
half
one
uate, is
informal examination of the vari- semester’s Audubon wildlife screen refuge for the wildlife creatures.
wife Peace Corps team recently
ous viewpoints on the State de- out s
The Audubon film tours are
Nigeria.
to
assigned
partment’s decision to hack the’ The color film will be shown to- sponsored jointly by SJS and the
Leroy,
husband
her
Kay and
I ’nited Nations stand on the Congo night at 8 o’clock in Morris Dailey Santa Clara Valley Audubon so$2500 GIFTA contribution to the Student Research Fellowformerly of 2417 W. Harding way.
question.
ciety.
auditorium.
ship
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Stockton. are
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General admission is 90 cents.
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Larry
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After being accepted by the
Defending the state department’s fornia untouched by factories or l’
Peace Corps, the couple spent
And here it is
position as consistent with U.S. na- ’ dusrries.
eight weeks of intensive training
After several weeks of
I tional goals are Jack Small and
Producer of "The Shandon Hil’
at Michigan state university.
preparation, the Spartan
’Jack Pockman. Elizabeth Stone is F:ben McMillan, consemation
Daily presents its spring
Raymond Blockie will present and naturalist photographer. %,r.
FACULTY OF ISO
color supplement inside tb
viewpoints et it iciz ing the depart- i spent four years working on the
The Laws join a faculty of 150.
regular edition today.
ment’s stand.
The University of Nigeria was
I film. McMillan will be present to
: ytinal Re1
Themed "Spring at &LS."
founded in 1960 with 264 students
narrate his film
REMAINING FOURMS
lat ions:. will he discussed by
the full color section contains
and 34 faculty members. Today
; ;approval by the &IS’ he
., commissioned by SJS to
The remaining forums which the r Essentially. "The Shandon Hills" Dr. George Jones, SJS assistant
articles on springtime at SJS.
the student body has swelled to
board of controls, the Spartan Pro- I write a score for the college’s con- class will present are scheduled for is a biological calendar of the area professor of philosophy, tomorrow
men’s and women’s fashions,
over 1000.
’ !ii
,ith
,in throughout the four seasons.
at 3:30 p.m. in cafeteria rooms A
"S’"1"" )41’er.grants committee will avgard a i
the beach and an undefeated
Kay was graduated from SJS
"Stars" of the film include gold- and 11.
commission of $1200 to Stanley W.
local lightweight boxer.
sith a 11.A. in occupational therIn his address, sponsored by the
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To Speak Tomorrow
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The Secret’s Out
Four colors, a couple of rolls of newsprint, a pot of ink and
a great deal of deter " lion, when combined with carts make
a Peacock.
Although the Peacock referred to is not an a ll i lll ate object,
it has arrised at San Jose State today in full, thing color.
The Peacock, wrapped up in todas’s Spartan Daily, is the
spring semester’s color supplement. The period of hush-hush
and suspense is user and Spartans front all user the campus may
now take a peek in fact a pleasant visit I into the pages of the
second such feature in the 25-ear history of the Daily.
The Peacock receised its name front Twink HeiseIdling.
Need -.%-Name contest winner. It WAS selected because it is a
subtle suggestion of color.
After wading through over 300 possible titles for the supplement. Al s in Long of Long Advertising :tactics, judge for the
contest. selected Peacock because of its year-around versatility
and total impact.

The color supplement was introduced last semester and was
presented to the student body during the 25th anniversary celebration of the Department of Journalism and Advertising.
Although the Peacock had no name at that linos the tradition of publishing a color supplement twice vearis was estali
fished and an innovation to the Spartan Daily introduced.
Lovely Sharon Hallett. the colorful miss on the cover, reminds Spartans of that time "when a young man’s fancy turns to
thoughts of love" and represents this semester’s themespring.
of course!
Miss Hallett is a sophomore. Spartanette and member of
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority. Her colorful bonnet was lent by
Hales especially for the Peacock.
Within the Peacock are 16 pages of color in editorial
matter and advertising.

SPECIAL

GOLF RATES
To S’S FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

$1.00
SATURDAY, SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
FROM I I A.M. to P.M.
2.00
I P.M. to 2 P.M.
.... .
1.50
AFTER 2 P.M.
1.00

PLEASANT HILLS GOLF CLUB
SOUTH WHITE ROAD NEAR STORY ROAD

ASB Vice President
Thanks Students
was indeed gratifying to
large student attendance
at the San Jose City Council
Monday night when the subject
of the temporary closure of
Seventh at. was raised.
May I take this opportunity
to thank each individual student
who attended the meeting as
an indication of his support for
the closing of the street.
May I also indicate at this
time that the representatives of
the Associated Students will
most assuredly continue pursuance of the matter until Seventh st. is finally closed.
Bill Hauck
Astit Vice President
A11:1914
SCV

Ole

Student Explains
Palestine Reference
Editor:
I would like to join Mr. All
Ead in his congratulation on the
independence of Algeria, since
independence, as we have come
to know, is such a great and
wonderful thing.
But after reading the information about Algeria I was confronted with a seemingly questionable reference to Palestine
which read as follows: "And as
the Arab world today celebrates
the independence of Algeria, tomorrow it will celebrate the independence of Palestine as an
Arab state as it used to be before 1948."
Mr. Ead is here speaking
about a future independence of
Palestine, but to my knowledge
Palestine became independent
under the Partition Decision of
the United Nations in 1948. Under this decision two independent states were to be established
in former Palestine: one Arab
and the other Jewish.
The Jewish part of Palestine,
as we all know, became independent with the Declaration of
Independence of the State of
Israel; however, the greater
part of the Arab territory unfortunately never saw its indewas soon occupied
pendence

25 gal.
of Gas

FREE
Every Week
to
SJSC Students

College Queens choose Artcarved

Only
5 Five -Gal. Prizes

’What makes a girl a College Queen? Beauty and brains.
What does she look for in a diamond engagement ring?
Beauty and value. Smart girls!
These 1961 College Queens. twelve of them from all
over the country, found the designs that flatter their hands
(and warm their hearts) among Artcarved’s award-winning
styles. They found value, too. Every Artcarved diamond
ring carries a written guarantee of quality and value that
Is recognized by fine jewelers from coast-to-coast.
You’ll find the extra measure of beauty and value that
you want in a diamond ring at your Artcarved jeweler,
listed below. Ask him to show you the designs chosen by
America’s College Queens.

Artcarvede
DIAMOND AND WEDDING RINGS

No Purchase Necessary
With Pr sentation of
SJSC Student Body
Card.
Lost we,5 s winners are:
080031
08003 5
080036
080038
080042

Students Encouraged
To Use Library
Editor:
We wish to encourage all students to take advantage of the
new library hours which have
been established. If a student is
subject to the lockout rules of
women’s approved housing, she
may still make use of the new
hours until shortly before 11
p.m.
We should all be proud that
SJS now has the longest hours
of any state college in California. But we should remember
that these new hours have been
established only provisionally,
and that their continuance is
contingent upon their use.
The extension of library hours
should be just the first step in
a general program to improve
the condition of our library.
Other urgently needed reforms
include increased books and materials and the services of more
librarians with technical training.
But these changes can be effected only if students indicate
that they are concerned with
the shortcomings of our library
and if they use the facilities and
hours offered at present.
Tom Bruneau
ASB 11855
M. Fred Karlsen
ASB 9263
Donald B. Seney
ASB 8753
Leo J. Flynn
ASB 12745
Virgil Knoche
ASB 9881
Fred Branstetter
ASB 5440

* ALL CREDIT CARDS
HONORED

SPECIAL:

MOHAWK
STATION

EXCLLSIVEL)
275 S. 1st STREET

(..1"

935 So. First Street
(Sort to Sallway

...
FIRST IMMANUEL
LUTHERAN CHURCH
374 South Third Street
LENTEN SERVICES
Each Wednesday, 645 & 8 00p.m.
Meditations on:
THE SEVEN WORDS OF CHRIST
FROM THE CROSS
By The Rey. A. J. Brornrner
Tonight:
The fifth word: "I thirst’

Corsages for
All Occasions
CY 2-0462

37

10111 8 Santa Clara

Worship the Sauior who has
redeemed you!

"CAMUS AND CHRISTs
TWO RESPONSES TO LIFE"
Continuing a series on "responses to the ’hollowness’" which hat
been examined in man, culture, and this church.

WW1

Time:
Wednesday nite: 7:30 p.m.
(Communion Service at 7:00 p.m.)
Speaker:
Don Emmel
Presbyterian Campus Pastor

Tali Shops
HIGH FASHION
Designed for
Taller Than Averaoe
or Lego -waisted

Place:
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER, 300 South Tenth
Sponsored by: UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY, CV 8-0204

42 East San Antonio

(Presbyterian, Congregational, Disciples)

Fre(
dm§

Downtown San Jose

TI

Different!
There’s no place at Western Electric for engi-

Filet of Fish
Delicious Sauce
Lettuce & Burger Bun
Only

39,
Cooked to Order

RECLAIMED OIL 9c Qt.

FAIRCHILD

.1,1 like everyone to know
lot I, Bill Pollacek, ant the
new president of the San Jose
State Young Republicans. I
know that the Young Republicans drifted off course during
the last administration, and I
ho correct it.

on

tonic
ear

Learning never stops for engineers at Western Electric

Some

* BLUE CHIP STAMPS

Get your National College Queen Contest
entry for yourself or your candidate at:

;ill,

-ntered as second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jose, California, um
lsr the act of March 3, 1179, Mornow California Newspaper Publishers
rkssociation. Published daily by Associated Students of San Jose Pats
College accept Saturday and Sunday,
during college year. Subscription eacopied only on a remainder-of-semester basis. Full academic year, $9; each
semester 54.50. Off-campus price per
copy, 10 cents. CV 4-6414Editorial
Ert, 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
Press of Globe Printing Co. Office
hours I:45-4:20 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Any phone calls should be
made during these hours
Editor
CAROLYN PERRI
Advertising Manager
SHERRY THOMPSON
Day Editor
BOB PACINI

FISH WICH

* DISCOUNT ON OIL
and BATTERIES

New YR President
Asking for Ideas

I want to try to make ti
Young Republicans a true
rep.
resentative of the
Republican
party on campus. With this
in
mind, I would like your
on the following topics.
1. Do you believe that
the
Young Republican.s should
dia.
band and reform as a new
ganization or remain intact? or.
2. What types of
sPeakers
you want us to sponsor?
3. What type of policy do you
want us to follow as a
campus
organization?
If you have some helpful
ideas that would benefit
the
YR’s, I would be very interes1e4
in knowing of them.
Bill Pollaeek
ASB 11284

SpaztanSailti

ALSO: Chances on

* 21c CIGARETTES

The only hope remaining for
the free nations of the world for
their existence is to stop the
growth of communism and to
be ready to strike back in ease
of aggression.
This is the only way our
homeland and those dear to us
can be saved.
It is impossible if we are not
prepared.
Jim Mc Donald
ASB 13728

Editor:
Page Brownton seems to think
that I want to "push the war
button," as he put it.
This is not true, Page. I recognize the "horror and stupidity
of war" that you spoke of as

How can you loose?

$1,000 CASH

well as you. But if we are to
preserve the freedoms that man
has struggled for so long to attain, we must be ready to fight
fur them, as did "Geurge Was),ington and the buys at Valley
Forge."
You said that you did not
want to have on your conscience
"the destruction of innocent
civilian population of countries
whose cultures I value as highly
as my own."
Aren’t all the countries lavished by communism on your
conscience?
Isn’t Tibet, for instance, on
your conscience? After the
Communists conquered that
peaceful country, they began deporting children at successively
earlier ages, clear down to infants. Isn’t that on your conscience?
If you had a small child, how
would you feel to have it torn
away from its mother to a slow
death in a slave labor country
by starvation and exhaustion?
Isn’t the anguish of those Tibetan mothers and fathers on
your conscience?
What if it happened here?
Imagine the person you love best
being dragged off by some Communist soldier for his own
amusement. Would you do anything about it? From what you
wrote, it seems doubtful.
You said "It is our duty as
moral beings to avert such a
disaster (war) even at the cost
of our freedom." I cannot believe that you actually mean
those words. The often-demonstrated horrors of Communist
conquest are too great a price
to pay for complacency and
cowardice.

Writer Uses Tibet
As an Example

Try Our

Every Month.
Iwo of the
lovely designs
Chosen by America’s
College Queens.
From $100

by the combined forces of Jordan and Egypt, in whose hands
it remains to this day.
So in view of these present
conditions, Mr. Ali Youssif
then must be hoping for the independence of the Arab -occupied part of Palestine, in which
case I wholeheartedly and sincerely agree with his "reference
to Palestine" and hence feel that
I owe you an apology fur elaborating on such an obvious question.
Lorenz D. Arnold
ASH At1374

HOLIDAY
Fast Serv Foods
(across from new library I
4th and San Fernando

neers who feel that college diplomas signify
the end of their education. However, if a man
can meet our quality standards and feels that
he is really just beginning to learn ... and if he
is ready to launch his career where learning is
MI important part of the job and where graduate-level training on and off the job is encouraged we want and need him.
At Western Electric, in addition to the normal learning-while -doing, engineers are encouraged to move ahead in their fields by several types of educational programs. Western
maintains its own full-time graduate engineering training program, seven formal management courses, and a tuition refund plan for
out-of-hours college study.
This learning atmosphere is just one reason
why a career at Western Electric is so stimulating. Of equal importance, however, is the
nature of the work we do. Our new engineers
are taking part in projects that implement the
whole art of modern telephony, Irons high-

speed sound transmission and solar cells to
electronic telephone offices and computer-controlled production techniques.
Should you join us flow, you will be coming

to Western Electric at one of the best times in
the company’s history. In the management
area alone, several thousand supervisory jobs
are expected to open up to W.E. people within
the next 10 years. And our work of building
communications equipment and systems becomes increasingly challenging and important
as the communications needs of our nation and
the world continue to increase.
Challenging opportunities artist new at Western
Electric for electrical, mechanical, industrial, and chemical engineers, as well as physical science, liberal ortsi
wiii
and business majors. All qualified applicants
ceive careful consideration for employment without
regard to race, creed, color or nation,5 origin. Per more
information about Western Electric, write College Selo332
tions, Western Electric Company, Room 6206, te
Broadway, New York 38, New York. And be sure
our
arrange for a Western Electric interview when
college representatives visit your campus.

Western

Electric

Bien

....I O. OM OM %WV/

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III.; Kearny, N. I Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis. Ind ; Allentown and tsurealltf,P2.
Winston.Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Omaha, Neb ; Koons
City, hto , Columbus, Ohio, Ostationa tits. ..
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N 1. Teletype CorPOratIOn, DOM, III., and ism Rock, Ark Also Western Electric 1hunt
bullon centers In 33 cities and Installation headquarters In IS cities. General headquarters, lag Someway, OW TOO 7.
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Concert by John Browning
Tomorrow Night at Civic
rung. Noong Airier will play a concert
;Tow i,ening at 8:30 in
,itsidoritan as the concludn if the 26th an -
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READING
1000 WORDS
PER MINUTE?
You con do it with a
READAK READING
COURSE

1604115 Otte.
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Costuming for ’1[3:Students
Learn How in Drama Classes

tiu,d Son Jo-, concert sel’IPS.
Tickets are on sale at $3.90,
$3.20, $2.50 and $1.95 at Wendell Watkins management. Sherman Clay, 89 S. First st., 10:30
a.m.-5:30 p.m. daily except Sunday.
Four short works by Mozart
which will open Browning’s recital are "Andante for Mechanical Organ" 4K. 6161, "Gigue"
(K. 5741, and the Rondos in A
minor and 0 major, K. 511 and
K. 485.
Chopin’s Fantasy in F minor
and Samuel Barber’s Sonata,
Op. 26 will also be included in
the concert.
Following a performance of
three impressionistic scores by
Debussy, Browning will bring
his program to a close with
Schumann’s "Etudes Symphoniques." The Debussy scores are
"Poissons d’Or," "Reflects dans
l’eati" and "Jardine sous la
piffle"

..n
t the
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375 Town & Country8.7674
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PART-TIME FOLK SINGERSSJS graduates Don Hubbard
(right) and Paul Thomsen have discovered a way to add a little
excitement to life: become part-time satirical folk singers.

"WORK OF ART"

nor

Full-Time Workers Turn
Part-Time Singers at Night

cereice

One

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

ART CLEANERS
398 EAST SANTA CLARA

al

CORONA

UNDERWOOD ROYAL

REMINGTON

lpetert ter.i
TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
$1
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase price
of arty machine if you decide to buy.
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

8

1900

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
24 S. SECOND ST.

V...444.i.41441

CYpress 3-6383

,144414
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JOSE CITY COLLEGE
presents

DR. LINUS PAULING
"steps Toward World Peace"
Gen. Adm. $1.50

Thuroilay. April 12

CY 8-2181
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FREE CAR HEATERS
THE GEORGE RAFT STORY
Jayne Mansfield la Ray Denton
THESE THOUSAND HILLS
..11 Don Murray 6 Lee Rernkk
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A FOX WEST COAST THEATRE
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entertainment!"
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0 PUT
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ST IN THE CHAIR

WNW
TWIN-VUE DRIVE IN

r.sr SANTA CLARA AT 3715
CL 8-8145
NORTH SCREEN
FIEND WITHOUT A FACE
HAUNTED STRANGER
PSCHO
and Also
TOUCH OF EVIL
SOUTH SCREEN
PINOCCHIO
VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET

’nos Festlyal
Award Nominee
ACTRESS
TWO WOMEN
S-Ohn Loren
TIlf TRUMPET
ilida4a4EWEENIEEMEIN

-3 96 South First
WALK ON THE
WILD SIDE
W Os Lawrence Nervy &
En,bara Stanwyck
Also
THE ROMAN SPRING OF
MRS. STONE
A Warren Beatty

Wu San Jose State graduates
have discovered a way to break
the monotony of holding a 40.
hour week job:
They are part-time satirical
folk singers.
By day, Paul Thomsen and
Don Hubbard are employees of
Bay Area firms. But at night,
their true colors come out when
they cross the line from the
normal, hum-drum life to the
glamour of the entertainment
world.
Thomsen, a 1958 grad, and
Hubbard, a
1959 grad, have
played engagements nights at
such entertainment spots in the
area as San Mateo’s Black Egg
and San Jose’s old and nevi
Kerosene clubs. Tonight they
will open an engagement of
weekly appearances at San
Jose’s Awful Awful.
The folk singers present a
repertoire of satirical songs of
the Kingston trio order. They
accompany themselves, with
Thomsen on the guitar and Hubbard on the banjo.
The young men have done local television and radio shows,
including KNTV’s dance program, "Record Hop" Thomsen
has also appeared on a Lawrence
Welk television show broadcast
from Hollywood. Hubbard held
an engagement at Palo Alto’s
the Outside at the Inside for

R’eutelta
Alma II Almaden
CY 4.2041
ONETWOTHREI
James Cagney & Pamela Tiffin
PICNIC
W.Iliam Holden & Kim Novak
JOE DOKOTA

DONUT
*??"1.1,"*

ONliCarafaellfAi 1010100 0, 540,4 CiatA

THE DAY THE EARTH
CAUGHT FIRE
Aud,o, Murphy
SIX /LACK HORSES

one year.
Both singers are married and
each is the father of two children. Thomsen, 27 years old,
lives in Fremont with his famM7MM,MntMn
ily. He graduated from SJS with
a degree in business administration and is a member of PiKA
fraternity.
A resident of San Jose, 31 year-old Hubbard holds a degree
in engineering from SJS and is
currently employed by the Sunnyvale branch of an electronics
firm. The singer was once leader of the Wayfarers, former entertainment group composed of
former students.

Workshop Slated
For Rally Leaders
The final two song girl and
yell leader workshops will be
held tomorrow at 7 p.m in the
Men’s gym. Kathy Lynes. publicity chairman of the rally committee, announced.
The workshops. under the direction of Bonnie ("rocket. head
Spartanette, and Steve Frohling, head yell leader, are designed to introduce prospective
song girl and yell leader candidates with the standard yells
and routines necessary for the
two positions.

OPENING TONIGHT
IN A SPECIAL 6 WEEK ENGAGEMENT
direct from the BLACK EGG in San Mateo
illiiiiiiinliill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Ii111111111111111

SATRICAL FOLKSINGERS
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HEADINGS
Muss ’,liege men take pride
in the fact that they know how
to sew a button on a shirt.
But their pride in such minor
accomplishments would fall flat
if faced with the seamstress
abilities of the male members
of the Speech and Drama department’s stage costuming
classes.
At the beginning of the semester, most of the men in the
class didn’t know a thing about
sewing. Now, six weeks later,
they are sewing complete wardrobes for the department’s play
productions.
And they are doing as good
as, if not better than, women
in the classes, according to Joseph R. Markham, assistant
costume director and technical
assistant.
NOT JUST SEWING
But sewing isn’t the only thing
done by members of drama 58
A, B and 158 A, B classes.
Students in the two-unit classes also construct such stage
articles as masks, wigs, armor,
animal outfits and any other
costume equipment needed for
the department’s play productions.
The finishing touches were
given last week to costumes for
the production of Archibald
MacLeish’s modern interpretation of the Bible’s Book of Job,
.J.B.." which opens its SJS run
Friday at 8:15 p.m. in the College Theater.
It took the classes two-three
weeks to complete costumes for
"J.B.," according to Markham,
who graduated from SJS in
1958 with a BA in drama.
Costumes for MacLeish’s play
are of "generalized design rather than a show of high fashion
or immediate times," Markham
said.
EMPHASIZE NATURE
Unexplicit uniforms and
’ style-less" costumes are used
to emphasize the timeless nature
of the play’s theme, the assistant
director explained.
This idea is carried through
with the use of subdued, understated circus outfits. ("J.B." is
set within a traveling circus "on
the roads of the world.")
Since "J.B." is a "play within
a play," most costume changes
take place on the stage’s circus
ring. ’We tried to place the emphasis on the individual clothing
the actors find and use to transform their characters," Markham said.
Most of the costume designing
for "J.B." was based more on
choosing clothing to use than on
original designing. Any designing that was necessary was done
by Markham, who also created
the masks used by the two circus vendors who portray God
and Satan.
COSTUMES’ SOURCES
The sources of much of the
play’s costumes were such outof-the-way places as Salvation
Army "as-is" stores.
But the large quantity of rags
used in the play are the original
work of stage costuming students, as is the costume worn by
Satan.
Satan’s costume was described
by Markham as a "cape of fire
hanging from the shoulders."
The fire effect was achieved by
painting red and yellow Barnes
on a black cape.
"The biggest problem of costuming this show, or any show
staged in contemporary costumes, is finding clothes which
fit the actor and the play,"
Markham said.

’ We had to l,fltl bust., huge
enough to have the expository
elements we wanted," the technical assistant explained. This
was somewhat of a problem because James Bertholf, who plays
J.B., is "a big man."
Stage costuming classes are
taught by Miss Berneice E.
Prisk, associate professor of

d 14111,1 iAlPf co,ziirne director fur
; the department’s play produeFOR SALE
Encyclopedia Americana
ID Volume Set
Original Cartons.
Hoeing ,n May must Secrificel
Phon 241-7040, offer 530

pi

1
t

SAVE
9

SACRAMENTO UTILITY
DISTRICT
An organieztion engaged in generating, transmitting and distributing electric power to onhalf million population in the Sacramento
111.1. Presently has 300 megawatt
hydro project under construction
as well as numerous other civil and
electrical projects required to meet
the continuous growth in the region. Friday, April 6, managers of
the Engineering and Personnel Do’
pertinent: will be on campus to
interview graduating seniors in
electrical and civil engineering for
career positions.

VOIKSWAGENS
as low as

$795
’61 MONZA $2195
4 Speed
EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS
1199 SO. FIRST STREET
CY 2-7587

Amiliescesesemenesamicsaessessoess4

Did You Say Typewriters?
We’ve got ’ern!
New, used and rental machines
Fully g
feed
Free parking and delivery
Special student rates
124 E. San Fernando

"We’re next to Cal Book"

CY 3-5283

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

REDUCED PRICES
ON

DAYSTROMIHEATH
1 )N1PoN1 \

\

STEREO HI-F! KITS
Do-It-Yourself Headquarters

United

Radio and T.V. Supply Co.

CY 8-1212

1425 W. SAN C.Z1ILOS

WOOL SKIRTS
Final reductions on all wool
skirts. From our Town &
Country and Campus Shops.
All gathered in one location
Only . . . at our 4th Street
Campus Shop
NOW 9.95 & 11.95
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TON IGHTS LADIES’ NIGHT
REFRESHMENTS 10 CENTS
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AUTO INSURANCE

PLUS
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION

HAI’I’Y HOUR
From 8:00 to 9:00

flat performance at 111:30)

We Insure preferred, standard,
and sub -standard risks.
AT LOW RATES
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AWFUL - AWFUL
I ’Rim !,t II III 1.1
(1 mite south (St the fairgrounds)
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For estimate or interview call
ROSS BEAUDOIN
CY 5-1159 or CV 4-6269
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Pastor To Ing e
’Really Christian?’

TOP CADET

College Women Honored
In Week-Long Program
By PRIVY STAYIG
Ever since women were granted
suffrage, they have advanced not
only as housewives and babysitters, but also into more academic and social worlds. Women
at SJS are no different. They, too,
have made their impression on
campus life.
This %seek as SJS has been
.Sssocia

la; omen
\,,,men’s
Week, and has, us its’ purpose,
the honoring of college women.
Women’s Week includes book list
sales, a fashion show and a student -faculty relations coffee hour.
The annual selection of 50 outstanding campus women on Sunday during a fashion show in
Concert Hall at 2 p.m wilitelimax
the

FOREMOST
Athlete of the Week

Ummm, it’s

Ben Tucker
FOREMOST takes pleasure in naming Ben Tucker as the FOREMOST
athlete of the week for the second
straight week. Saturday he played a
big role in the Spartan’s victory over
Kansas and Stanford by winning the
mile with a magnificent time of
4:03.6. This is the fastest mile this
year in the country in college competition. Look for Ben to break the
4 -minute mile in the near future.

A book list s.ilt. taiiiIt, held
today through Friday by the Associated Women Students in the
Spartan bookstore.
The lists consist of recommended reading selections from
SJS department heads and pi ofessors. The lists are for all students and not just for certain
majors, said Linda Hovi,e, book
list chairman. They will sell for
10 cents.
Due to a printing delay, the
lists which were supposed to go
on sale last Monday were not
available until toda

Octane Ethyl

100+

Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X -I 00, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 38o
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
Castrol
qt. can 50o
qt. 19;
100/0 Eastern Bulk
$1.29
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
Cigarettes
package 22¢

SPEARS To Award
$300Scholarships

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & Williams

6th & Keys

10th &

Taylor
I

EASY-ORDER ADVERTISING!
To place a classified ad, just fill out and clip this
EASY -ORDER ADVERTISING form. Send with check
or money order to Student Affairs Office TH 16, San
Jose State College. San Jose. California.
Check One:
Is
D P
Lost & Found
Transportation

C Help Wanted
Services

"

For Sale
Rentals
Miscellaneous

"Are Christians Really Chit-’

suss life it
Pastor Ray C. Stedittan of Palo, The meaning ot life and man in
"If there
III/ I
ri ,r,tu, ear*,
Alto will ask this question and: culture as it might be seen
humanity. then
explore the answers tomorrow atl through the eyes of Jesus Christ
Iwouk
with Comes that
11:30 a.m. in Memorial Chapel. I and Albert Camus will be exlift
amined tonight by the Rev. Don absUrd, inexplicable and meaning.
His talk will be part of an In- Emmet, Presbyterian compus pas- less," Mr. Emmet said
tervarsity Collegiate Christian fel- tor, at the Campus Christian cenlowship on-campus lecture series. ter, 300 S. 10th at., at 7:30.
Mr. Emmet, in a talk titled
Pastor Stedman is a graduate
RetOit
of Dallas Theological seminary "C’amus and
and was recently leading speaker sponses to Life," will
:it , Pastors’ conference in Ihe Catous’ perspective of
with that of Christ, who

about
agree

slogan

Associated Women
To Sell Book Lists

Delicious ...
FOREMOST
Ice Cream

DISCOUNT
per
2c & 3‘
92+ Octane Reg.

pilots it,
AWS
Since its
has functioned to maintain activities which will help the college
woman understand and further
her position in the world as well
as in college life.
"AWS for every girl and every
girl for AWS" was the
coined for AWS in 1922 and which
remains today. Every coed who
registers at SJS is automatically
a member and is invited to participate in its many activities.
Among the AWS sponsored activities is the Big-Little Sister
program for women entering SJS
for the first time. Women’s Week
started five years ago. "Sparta
Sings" is the annual song fete
project.
AWS was also instrumental in
beginning Spartan Spears, sophomore women’s service society.
and Black Masque, senior honorary society for women.

,n,..

Scholarships totaling $300 are
being offered by the Spartan
Spears, sophomore women’s honorary organization.
Two $100 scholarships will be
available to any sophomore
woman student and one $100
scholarship for any enrolled international student.
Qualified students must aril,
’ in the office of the dean of st,.
dents, Adm269, by April 16, according to Don Ryan, assistant to
the dean of students.
Scholarships will be awarded on
the basis of need, character and
scholarship.
This is the first semester that
Spears is sponsoring a scholarship, Ryan said. It will attempt
to sponsor one annually.

5.15 Presbyterian Minister
Reviews Man’s Life Tonight

Christ: Two
campsite
a meaning-

hie

MARCH WINNERGarrett S.
Williams, 18, a sophomore police major at SJS has been selected by his unit as the cadet
of the month of March. Williams is a graduate of Brown
Military academy in Glendora,
and makes his home in Harbor
City, Calif. Cadet Major Ronald S. Croda, SJS Battle Group
said, "Cadet Williams was
selected on the basis of interest, enthusiasm, appearance
and knowledge of military subject matter. This individual has
shown outstanding proficiency
both on the drill field, and in
his demonstration of his abilities
to the Battle Gre..us, staff."
Williams was chosen from four
top

5-1
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350/0 DISCOUNT
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SPORTSWEAR
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New Arrival for Spring!

cadets chosen each week.
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ICOMPONENTS
HIGH FIDELITY
3400 Stevens
Creek Road

OH 3-1403
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Cotton llop:-ack. Tailored to perfection.
In fly front model
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Walking Short:- itt 1)aeron and Cotton and Colton
Hopsack. In blue. beige. olise and tan . . .
itli Di,e0iint $5.82
\r/1 11111111.S
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VAUGHN’S
121 So. 4th Street

set
ing collection We have
styles to thrill every bride
excellent values is

every price range!
ilswg1
USE OUR DIVIDEND PAYMENT
PLAN
No Interest or Carrying Charges
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across from library

BankAmericard & First Notional Cards Honored

First and San Fernando

Please Print: _

Ro6erta:45
Grand Opening
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)
25c First Insertion
20e loch Additional Liao
n mum,
,2 -Line Minimum)
t2.1_,ne
Starting Date
Run Ad For ______ Days
Enclosed
Check No.
Nemo
Address
City
Phone

For display advertising rates, call CY 4-6414, Ext.
2081, from 1:20 to 4:20, Monday through Friday.

of Our

REMODELED
FASHION SHOP

FREE

Your Choice of

Necklace and
Matching Earrings
with every purchase of

DRESS ... COAT
or SUIT

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Boy to share turn, 2 boy apt U
pd. $40. 643 So. 6th.
1Furn. Apts. for men, large rooms, rates
us’ red,,ed, Swim pool. 686 So. 8th.
CY 3-8864.

b4e. P’

Needed: Mal,. roommate. 425 a -

FOR SALE
56 Ford V.11, stick. P&H
,d Clean. CH 3-181’

4

SERVICES

&
Guit Jr lessons by skilled Instr. F
Ap. 13, Alt, 3 p.m 1,
(English hand n-ede). Entcel. B. P, 61G Sc.
Must sell. New brass record
PERSONALS
LP’s go with player. Phone
after 6.
Superfluous hair removed permanently.
Voice of Music four tra:1, record old Nentalle R.E. 210 So. 1st CY 4-4499.
playback tape recorder. CY 2-3010, Joe. Young student traveling to Europe this
Would like to contact student
Artist’s drawing fable asd chair, $10. 645 summer.
with similar plans. CY 4.4622, Rm. 320.
No, 2nd Street, CY 3-4630.
LOST AND POUND
TEECO AM -FM tuner with AFC,
Monarch 4 spd. record changer, offer. Lost: Ring, silver band, black & white
Ray, 48 So. 8th S. CY 8.5594.
Pearl. Centennial Hall. Sue Palmer,
CY 4-2016 Reward
RENTALS
HELP WANTED
3 Rns. unf. apt. Stove refr., gar. Cpl.
only. IRO. 545 So. 11th.
Hasher mornings between 8 & II and
Experience not
Nice furnished rooms for men. 267 So evenings. 43 Scuth 5111.
neressary.
1286 Str..et,
Pilot NI-Fi
lent cond.
rack & 10
CY 7.4695

r

d mk-h

JR, PETITE DRESSES
JUNIOR DRESSES

WANTED
3.,p.rtd Enslish

Latest Fashions & Colors

Grand Opening Low Prices
145’ 16" 29"
Complete Large Selection
of

SKIRTS 5.99
Blouses 2.99
SWIM SUITS 9.99
Capris 5.99

Its what’s up front that counts
Up front is

eoderta 44
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FILTER -BLEND and only Winston has it!

Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.

286 SOUTH FIRST
OPEN FRIDAY
0 30 6 P.M
B P.M. -MIDNIGHT

WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarette should!
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Hutchinson, Weed Seek Orientation
Demo Committee Posts Interviews Benin
head of lir. Weed. s in.tII it I ,11,11
yosleric A. 11
cP.f
political Science department, candidates for eight offiees. The.
asHutchinson,
names are drawn from a hat, and
to pr. Bud R.
olant professor of business and
ononics, lute candidates for the
sota Clara county Democratic
Professor
central committee -ssed from the fourth district, and
Hutchinson from the third.
Dr.
The purpose of the county comes.e is fourfold, according to
Dr. Weed. It sees to it that
Democratic candidates are put in
afies as often as possible, raises
olio, puts the party in as faorrable a position as passible and

novk

txuii

condoeted

daily a.
3 to 5 pa,

Prof Seeks High School Talent

College (Mon from
nil April 13
In ordtm to be eligible for al.
interview by the orientation sor,
mittee, said Sue Curia, Chita
students must fill out an el.1
tion blank available in the
and sign up for an intervie,A
Applications are due on the day ,
prior to the interview- day.
The ditties of the approximately I
70 selected orientation leaders will ,
Ii’ to condoct discussion groups’
and campus tours for new stir
dents next full.

Dr. Naylor Screens Applicants
For Summer Science institute
It) JOHN illitAlfrift
Dr. Benjamiti F. Naylor, pro lessor of chemistry at 5.15, del%
initels has a problem! HU
sisr
choose the must talented of the
talented?
As director of the National Seienee Foundation’s special chemistry -physics institute, here June
25-Aug. 3, Dr. Naylor must prune
from a list of over 100 applications
the 50 most promising high school
science students In the bay area.
"Each of the applicants register
straight A grades in their high
school mathematics and chemistry
courses," explains the SJS professor of chemistry. "This rather
complicates the problem."

Fraterni:y Holds
BBQ Ticket Sale
Tickets are currently on sale
sponsored by Epsiloi
l’t Tau, the international honorer:.
industrial arts fraternity.
The barbecue, an annual affair,
will be held on May 3 from 5 1..
7 p.m. in the barbecue pits in from
.if the women’s gym. It will I),
tort of the three-day celebration
held by the Industrial Arts departmroo inth.H
the barbecue

DR. BUD R. HUTCHINSON
... committee candidate

DR. FREDERIC A. WEED
... from 4th district

ring
und
have
bride

ASMENT
Charges

AN

then placed on that order on the
Usually, noted Dr. Weed,
the names toward the top win.
Dr. Hutchinson is running from
the third supervisorial district. Iir
noted that the candidates will r,
ceive no pay for their selivir.
and that the committee nws.
once a month. Dr. Hutchison .
t he president of a Ii xiii par,
political organization, the Wilsor
ian Democratic club.

offers a debate ground for (Vim
Fisher Bill Exoert
Jag forces within the two parti’
To
Speak Thursday
conte,,
enters
the
Ds Weed
segislati e con- :
;Oh eight years experience in, liii g h
county committee work. Before sultant to the state senate cornmittee on efficiency and economy
corning to California, he was
members of the Be Kalb county will speak tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
dainoisi committee for two two- in :Morris Dailey auditorium on
year terms. Dr. Weed ran for the Fisher ISE157) Bill.
"McColl is probably the best inoffice in 1958, won, then ran for
formed man in the state on this
reelection in 1960.
According to Dr. Weed, there is bill," said Dr. Bud R. Hutchinson,
a strong element of chance in SJS assistant professor of busisinning a position on the central ness and economics.
The controversial bill which has
committee.
Even announcing one’s profes- been packed by the California
sion can be an art, commented State Federation of Teachers stipthe professor. One housewife who ulates the type of educat ion
tan last term announced herself teachers must have to practice in
as a domestic engineer, and won. elementary, secondary, junior colPositioning on the ballot seems. leges, or designated subjects creIn be an important factor too. In dent Mts.
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I fie

to go.e them a
"real ta.ste of 0, iIit college it like."
snail
UTIVE
"1
ut
!; La.. Nayproci,,
....al live ten
hi’ .1 it,
ecinits.
ttuut some
of iii’
niake the
mister’. ..: ml, .n 1s,1111.; vi College."
The bass ot.ject it es of the special institute :Ire 10 provide (*pots
tunnies for advanced work by the
most talented high school science
students.
According to Dr. Naylor, the
institute will not duplksite either
high school or colleee levels of
instruction.
.71

1!!lp,--..

HARD WORK
1410111 Reg
"These student,, still be here to
A set of intelligence quotient work," emphasizes the SJS chemscores ranging up to 150 further! istry professor. "Even though no
complicates Dr. Naylor’s job of , high school or college credit will
selection. None of the interested be given. the Imo Owe will be conhigh school students have below ducted like regulrir college coltrlies.
an "above average" IQ.
Students are expected to work,
The 50 who qualify, selected on and work hoot
The high school students are
the basis of written explanations
on why they want to attend, school if ten so dedicated to the task of
grades and careful evaluation of learning they challenge the COI.weording to Dr.
the application forms, will partici- lt,ge
pate in a program that includes Naybrr.
Ii ’iii
1,11i
i’rtmilietlig a
lilt the law
11,11l
loPA
gc.1,;,....1,,,hILts were to re- atomic and molecular structure
"We have a hard time keeping
which makes the teaching of a Dr. Goddard continued, "we are ceive foreign language instruction, studies under SJS professors and ahead of some of our high school
foreign language mandatory in not going to be able to train hut as it was written, the law visiting scientists.
students." explained the SJS chem.
istry profiss.ir
the sixth, seventh and eighth enough of really qualified inst rue- exempts those districts whi ch
OFFER CHALLENGE
have a seventh, eighth and ninth
grades beginning in 1965 were tors.
THIRD sEssioN
"We will he teaching stem. of
discussed recently iii Sacramento. 1 "We will have to use stopgap grade junior high school system.
This is the third year an insti"It would create chaos," he de- the world’s future scientific genDr. John W. Gilbaugh. dean of measures," he said, proposing that
iuses," explains Dr. Naylor, -and tute, one of over 200 sponsored
the college, Dr. Frederick W. a foreign language spec i al is t clared, "if some students came to
by the NSF. will be held at SJS.
Schneider, ’assistant to the dean would have to be the equivalent a high school with three years of we intend to provide material that
will challenge such minds."
Dr. Naylor closed the interview
language and some only one.
of the division of education, and rd. a foreign language major.
Dr. Naylor, assisted by Dr. John with the Daily by again starting
’The law is going to have to he
Dr. Wesley Goddard, head, For"We decided on the specialists
A. Neptune, professor of chemis- to study a stack if application
eign Language department, sepsis.. because it would be impossible to revised," he said.
Under the present law, it is as- try, and Dr. Leroy R. Posey, pro- blanks. The three SJS professors
senting SJS, met with other col- turn out approximately the 14.000
lege representatives at a two-day classroom teachers that would be sumed that Spanish will be taught fessor of physics, will provide two are each judging which students
predominately for which text- lectures each day. Laboratory to accept.
conference.
needed," Dr. Goddard explained.
One of the main problems disThe law requiring a foreign Ian- books and other materials will be: studies are scheduled from noon . "I can’t decide between the 100
:to 3:30 each afternoon.
applications here," ended Dr. Naycussed was that of "providing 2000 guage to be taught is "confused" supplied by the state.
Visiting scientists, many nation- lor. "And by April 13, the last
If a district, however, decides
language specialists in 1965 to. as it now stands, according to Dr.
on a language other than Spanish. ally known for their work, will date we accept any requests, I’ll
handle the 600,000 pupils." ac-, Goddard.
cording to Dr. Goddard, who de-1 "The intent of the law was , it will have to buy the necessary visit the institute during the six have to decide between twice as
many
weeks of study.
;clearly that all sixth, seventh and textbooks and materials.
scribed it as "enormous."
SEEKS 50Dr. Benjamin Naylor, professor of chemistry, muses
over a growing list of high school applicants for the National
Science Foundation’s special chemistry -physics institute to be
held at SJS
-

SJS, Colleges Meet on Need
Of More Language Instructors
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TO FINISH...
You’ll find ii’s hard to
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SJS enms
Student Bowling Team Downs
35c ... anytime!
other student benefits
Gator Squad
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Back on the winning

road after
:. :owing
Fl
the California Bears all a

,:: their men are not unbeatable. San
s: lose State’s tennis team clobbered
0, the San Francisco state Gators 9-0
Alleys
iin the Spattan tennis courts yes.S terday.
Gordon Stroud won the feature
:,. match with a 6-3. 6-2 score over
CY 4-7800 ;. :-:F’. state’s Rill Vaughn.
.

: Downtown Bowl ,
REGARDING
BALDNESS
Are You From
MISSOURI?

S. I. TUROFF
Director, California
Turoff Offices
When a man says "I’m from Missouri" he means: "SHOW
ME!" Traditionally. the rithens of that State am people
who don’t believe anything until they are it with their own
eyes. If VOL have an open mind and a willingness to see for
yourself, those two magic words "SHOW ME!" could start
you off on the road to new hair-happiness. When we tell you
that in the overwhelming majority of cases of approaching
baldness we e’’ ii
STOP HAIR LOSS -- ELIMINATE DANDRUFF
START YOU ON THE ROAD TO
THICKER HAIR A HEALTHIER SCALP
’It." and we’ll show you.
We can espect you to sas
We’ll give you an ironclad (.(ARAN jEE. Butwe CAN’T
do anything for the man who 14.14 4mr ads and merely says,
"Impossible!" Right there, our opportunity to "show" you
ends. Hose eve, skeptical you may be, if you have enough
spirit to chalenge us, you automatically place yourself In
the "very intelligent" class. We can help 90% of the people
we eNarnine. Come in and say "*.ziliovy me!" You won’t risk
anythhrrjust the time it take-. No appointment needed for
free examination.
ONE LOCATION ONLY IN SAN JOSE
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED

TUMF
EHE
HAIR 8, SCALP CLINI S

MANIA’S LEADING HAIR :’PECIALISTS
CY 8-4630
Hours. Daily. It a.m.- 8 p.m.: Sot., 10 a.m.-3 p.m
TOURS. 4 PM. 8 P.M.
NO APPT NEEDED
SAN JOSE: 28 No. 1st St. (303 Commercial 6/do.)

Spring hails our elegant pump!
liir.rciditile

, iiricl such iineSse ot this ISA/

price. but QualiCraft always gives-you more
for the money! Here, Italian -sewn str:rt’s fan
pale bone with mellow brown for

$799

A

the
look you
love is

46 ’VA( I EY FAIR

186 SO. 1st ST.

Varsity, Alums Meet Saturday
The alumni football squad that
meets the SJS varsity Saturday
WI be well -stocked with former.
present and future pro players.
The alums will use former pros
Harley Dow, Merle Flattley, Charlie Kaaihue and Billy Wilson when
they meet the varsity at 3:30 p.m.
in Spartan stadium.
Wilson was one of the greatest
pass receivers in National Football league histor in the venni
he spent with the San Francisco

49ert, In 10 years he caught 44 17
passes to rank second on the alltime
list.
Recently Wilson was named tic
the all-time 49er all-star team
end.
Flattley played pro ball with the
Philadelphia Eagles before he began coaching. Kaaihue. now operator of a golf pro shop, played for
the Eagles and the Oakland Raiders. while Dow played his pro ball
with the 49ers

Present pro football players
ho will play In the game Include
is Ii Ugaritic, defensive end tor
!It.. teem who was named rookieof -the -year last season.
, Also returning will be Ray Norton of the 49ers who is the fastest
man in football. Tom Louderback
of the Oakland Raiders will also
play.
Several stars of last year’s foothall team who have completed
their eligibility and have been

Ill

g with
Right tackle will be handled
hy
John lul t
aaltsorisaighntettl.mblyoGn :
Bay. Chicago Bear signee
Ca,
clue will
renLeose’n Donohue, draft 1,11 as
a red.
shirt by the 49ers, will go
at de.
f egnasinins,:e, ar
tackle.on.zn...,
71.. (if 1,1
I sports activities will start at
2:30
p.m.

Alumni will be p:iithestecseloala.egrinismrLse
vaDrseintyniisnBgaytesmn.ahsi
ketball and football.

I3urton SJSI over Andy Quin, ana 6-3. 6-2; Lee Junta ( SJS ) over
Paul Stevens ’SFS). 6-1. 6-2: Stinson Judah ISM over Roger Kim
’SFS’ 6-3. 9-7; Russ Wright (SJS)
over Guy French ’SFS) 6-4, 6-3;
and Mel Higginson ISJS1 over Bill
Rehe ’SFS I 7-5, 6-3.
In doubles play Stroud and Burton heat Vaughn and Quintana 6-3,
6-3; Judah and Wright heat Steand Kim, 6-0, 6-0: and HigLdnson and Quinn downed French
and Rehe 6-4, 6-3.
The victory for the Spartans
over the Gators did not mean as
much to the members of the team
as the 6-3 loss to Cal Friday. In
that one, Russ Wright and Lee
Junta handed Barry Baskin and
Edgie Scott losses, their first this
season.
Coach Butch Krikorian praised
his team’s effort. California’s powerful team, which dominated the
Northern California Intercollegiate
championships held in San Jose
earlier this season, Is highly respected nationally.

MA J012 11 AbLJE
PINVIEW

idririntrit:feh)iseed..ponmgraiBtnian’a:: ). roni

cc

gyoeaarg’salvarsity
nsarst
basisk(e,atbr.a1;,l:ilte:veiliian;

BILLY WILSON, former San Francisco 49er
great will cavort for the SJS alumni Saturday
when they meet Coach Bob Titchenal’s Spartan
varsity in the feature attraction of the first

By JOHN HENRY
Pitching and catching are tw,
problems in the Pittsburgh Pi: ate camp this spring.
Smokey Burgess 1.3031 is a good
,iffensive player but is not up 7,
standards in defense. Behind Btu ,iess the Pirates Inu.st go with rook
les Elmo Plaskett (.172 with Columbus) and Don Leppert (.267 in
22 games). Both need more expeVERO BEACII, Fla (UPI;
rience to catch in the big leagues. Don Drysdale, Dodger fireballer
and the National league’s top
Last year the pitching staff
faVerl to -eneat the fine year it strikeout artist in 1959 and 1960,
has a new pitching theory. He is
had in 1909.
willing to sacrifice his reputation
N’ernon Law was the big disapas a flame thrower and is conpointment. He recorded a 3-4 record after winning 20 games in vinced it vein make him a better
pitcher.
1960.

annual Spartan Games. Wilson, in ten seasons
as a 49er end, caught 407 passes to rank second
on the all-time National Football league list in
that category.

(captain in 53-54 and 54-551, Larry
ozArnzie:icKhalahqcap(et7ipintaiinn
and
of he
team), who was on the basketball
mt
theint,Spfarreetanibgroy:
first opened,
ass.
test.
The football competition will
consist of passing for werunses,
punting for distance and field
goal kicking for distance.
A contest on the trampoline aM
side horse will he the features of
the sciegymnasticsrscriemxmhiabgiteion.,4
also
Asoccer scrimmage
highlight the pre-game activities.
At half-time a chariot race
between the top seven ticket selling teams of fraternities and sororities will he run.
The race will he on two-wheeled
chariots with the girls (hiving and
the boys supplying the power. A
combination of points from the selling contest and the race will deterne the winner of a trophy to be
presented to the winner.
Presentations to the champion.
, ship teams of the intramural
sports ifiogra_m_will also be made.

Marichal
Drysdale To Reduce Spartan Fires 65 Will Pitch
To Pace Golf Win
Strikeouts This Year
Opening Day

Bob Friend fell to a 14-19 record
after winning 18 games in 1960.
Harvey. Haddix had a 10-6 record
to round out the disappointments
of 1961.

"I’ve learned from experience
that a piteher can’t consistently
throw the bail past major league
hitters," says the sidewheeling Los
Angeles righthander, who set a
Elroy Face, after attaining an league record of 488 strikeouts in
1959-60.
18-1 relief record in 1960 and 10-6
in 1960, fell to 6-12 last year.
"I’m going to pace myself this
The only bright soots on the
year. Instead of throwing as hard
staff were Joe Gibbon (13-10)
as I can from the start, I’m goand Al MeRean (3-2 in 19
ing to concentrate more on
games). They will he the hope*
throning to spots. Then, if I
of the Pirates In years to come.
need it, I’ll have
"thing in
The infield was solid last year. reserve for the late innings.
:iithoueh it did not play up to its
"A pitcher shouldn’t be out there
1960 standard.
to collect strikeouts. They aren’t
Dick Stuart posted a .301 bat no average along with 117 RBIs , that important. I can think of only
one situation when the strikeout
rel 35 homers to lead the club in
is a really big out. That is with a
he lsitter two departments. He runner
on third and only one nut
he the regular first baseman.
If you can strike out the next hitGiving Stuart eompetit*
at i ter, a fly ball won’t hurt you."
first is rookie Donn Ciendenon I
One of Drysdale’s chief difficul1.290, 22 homers and 51 RBIs
ties last season watt the lack of
with (’olumbus).
terPrl’e strength. Of the 37 games
Bill Mazeroski 1.2651 is on, of
he started, he was able to complete
the best second basemen in the
hut 10. Fifteen times he was reIPRZUP.
lieved in the sixth inning or earDon Hoak 4.’2981 will he the reglier. His strikeout total of 182 still
ular third baseman. His only cornwas the league’s third best behind
oetition will crime from rookie Rob
teammates Sanely Koufax and Stan
Bailey (.220 with Asheville’ and
Williams.
Duncan Campbell (.298 with Asheville). Veteran flick Schofield
Drysdale has tested his new
1.1921 will probably be thit only theory in spring training as ith
one to spell Hoak.
great success. In 17 innings
against major irPR114. opposition.
Dick Groat (.275) didn’t hit
he has Oriel( out only four hatas ttlaii as he did the sear before
ters, hut has allowed only tsvo
when he won the National league
earned rains for an ERA of LOC
batting crown stith a .325 averIts comparison, his lifetime
age. He will be pretested ha. Johnstrikeout ratio Is 03.a per nine Inny Logan (.197), Coot Veal (.202)
nings and his ’is -year ERA is
and Schofield.
3.30.
Roberto Clemente (.151, will be
the regular right fielder. He led
In order to improve his 13-10
the league in batting. Along with record of last year, Drysdale has
clemente will be Doh Skinner Iteen undergoing a rigorous condi268) in left and Bill Vinton (.260t tioning program. fie arrived here!
in center.
!0I1 weeks ahead of the squad and
trimmed 12 pounds from the 222 he
I fowie Goss (.299, 27 homers and
too RBIs with Vanrouver), EarrY carried at the dose of 1961.
Elliot (.’257 with Columbus’ and
In line with his new pitching
Ron Woods (.309 with Hobbs) are theory, Drysdale is working on a
other outfield candidates.
different curve hall and plans to
PREDICTION: Sixth place. I throw more ehfingellr",. a Piteh he
Nest’ The St. Louis Cardinals.
ignored at the Coliseum.

-Let Sit tided hitters it .re me
out last sear because my curve
ball vs as flat and easy to pick
up. I’m trying to make the ball
break down now. I think I’ve improved, but I still can’t get my
elbow to snap.
"Weatherwise, this has been a
bad spring for all our pitchers.
It’s been windy almost every day,
causing stiff shoulders and arms
As soon as we get some warm
weather, I’ll be all right."

John B rugge r shot a
der-par 65 on the Attica; country
!club golf course to lead the San
PHOENIX, Ariz, ’UPI Juan
Jose state freshman golfers to al
jun:. Marichal will hurl for the San
15-0 victory OVVI’ the Cabrillo
Francisco Giants opening day
isir college team.
I against Milwaukee, according to
Bragger’s sensational score was ’ manager Alvin Dark,
The Giants’ pilot NInnelay named
divided into 31 out and 34 in scores.
The Antos course is 36 par out and . a starting rotation of Marichal
, in. He birdied seven holes and had 113-10 last yearl. Billy O’Dell
7-St. Jack Sanford 1 13-91 t urd Mc.
no bogies in his ii
ttet,,
game.
.Cormick 113-101,
The team hits now won ltve in
But Dark took special care to
it l’OW since losing their first match. warn Met’ormIck that he was in
of the season
*lenmor
tumor trou
. college.
"Unless Mike improves between
now and our retum to San Franeiseo he’ll be dropped out of starting rotation and replaced by Billy
Pierce, who also has t,, show me
something pretty soon. or Jim DI
falo, who has."
Of Marichal, O’Dell and Sanford.
Ilitrk exist egged little reticent.
-They’re ready." he said.
Dark also said he would stick
with the same batting order that
he announeed last JantiarvFhe
vev Kuenn, If: Charlie I1111er,2h:
Mays, ef; Orlando Cipedo,
lb; Felipe Alit. rf; Ed Ballet.
c; Jim Davenport, 31i: Jose Pagan, ss, and the pitcher.
1 ,0 1-,./,.a.trikont.00k special cam lo men"
Mrlion Marty Alnu and Willie
oves. who could not be squeeest
colio the starting lineup, nit
simorpmohw
promised w,eild ,cc Piet*
an ur.
Beeause Hiller has had
asked
and -down spring. Dark was
only.,
tit comment. But he said
baseman.
sevond
my
is
"Charlie
hereabout.
The feeling persists
season
however, that an early
a shift
’.iiifllll by Iii,Iltenrr,,.could mean Davenof Darvey Kttenn to third.
to secondinlmo herp.ee.iiitpch ,Niintadttivya,,Allatu:
joining
the octtot’

Extramural Net
Club To Compete

CAN HE DO I17Ben Tucker, pictured above winning the
mile Saturday at Stanford in 4:03.6, may become the first Negro
IlYer to run a four -minute mile. Tucker’s time is the fastest in the
country this season.
114

tennis
The women’s extramural San
against
team will compete
at 1
Francisco state on Saturday
courts.
p.m. on the Spartan Jose ate
asn
Competing for
I/evries, SUMO
Sue
Croxall.
cherYI
Betty 5111
;$11Viit, Sharon Russell.
flartelan and
Pat
Sonkin.
Zo
mizu,
Jamie Morris.
San 505,
Two weeks ago the Francisre
san
the
team defeated
matches AO
’squad in two singles
five doubles.

tt

frS

--...11111111111111,

College Cage Middleton Runs 9.6 100; 20.9 220
Title on the Line
JOHN HENRY

lisa play

.enea by
11.

hit

Amin.
handled hy
by Green
Jirn
’nitOrl
I as a red.
vo
fie.

Its DON CH

1.!,.

To ail College basketball
championship will be on the line
ogle when Phi Sigma Kappa
second playoff vieopts for its
over tire independent chamthe Spartan gym
p Sheiks in
at Pat
phi Sig wound up on the winside of a tight, hard-fought
bode last night, eking out a 3938 victory in a down to the wire

hvithall

ieduleSI
rt at tat

Weer

rer on this
learn, sill
I Williams
7131, [Am.
;5-351 and
I the 1932
I atsket ball
; gym was
blow cot.

[Rion WIN
accuraey.
tine] field
lee.

;spoline and
features of
II

will also
activities.
trio rare

ticket %elle.

and so-

sm-wheeled
hiving and
power. A
im the sell.
will deter.
ophy to be
champion.
intramural
. he made.

possession of
’The teams traded
the last
ate ball several times in
minute of play.
The Sheiks thusly had a chance
Harris was
fre victory when Al
foaled and had two free throw
Attempts. Harris missed both tries.
towever, and all the, Phi Sigs
tad to do was hold on to the ball
it.
lor the last five seconds to win
Neither team led by more than
wen points at any time.
The Pla Sigs kept close tabs
high point man Gus Anderson
113 points), who had led the
meths throughout league play
with 20-30 point efforts.
Russ Mayfield got 10 points for
ga Sig high point honors.
Dave Fleming got nine points,
Steve Bevis and Dun Shoemaker
sored eight, anti Dick Catlett got
liar for the Phi Sigs.
Eight independent volleyball
teams are entered in the independent volleyball tournament, which
lot under way yesterday adja- -

SJS Golf Team
Stores 141-12+niW
Over S.F. Gators
San Jose State’s golf team
eared a tight 141U -12a victory
over San Francisco state yesterday at California country club in
San Francisco,
Glen Moran of San Francisco
iras medalist for the day with
a de
Johnny Lutz and Bill Aragona
were low men for the Spartans
with two over par 74. It was one
el the Spartans’ tightest matches
this year.

day named
Nlarichal
Ily O’Dell
lit and Mr.
al rare to
he was In
between
San Fran.
it of stared by Billy
; show me
tr Jim Didal Sanford
. eoncern.
maid .tirk
order that
tire -Hal.
Hiller. ?hi
to (epeda.
Ra11,1,
tow Pie
I,1

own.

sqU,c/Pi

Ma Mall.,
see pion?’
tad an unwax asked
said only
tiaeman
hereabout.
rly season
can a shift
ail. Paten tatty Akio
nil MaY5 IP

let
npete
igal tennis
rainat S’n
tirdaY at 1
Newts
Jose are
eusan
Betty Stuat Man and
sail Jaw
Francs’ ;
niche.; ar’

Gibeau, who usually runs the
mile or 880, stepped down to the
440 which he won with a 49.7
over Dave Ellis of Castlemont
who posted a 49.9.

Intramural
Standings
Final 11’ rateend y standings
W
L
11
1
Phi Sigma Kappa
Delta Upsilon .
10
2
Theta Chi
10
2
Pi Kappa Alpha
3
9
8
4
Sigma Chi
Delta Sigma Phi
7
5
Theta Xi
6
6
Sigma Phi Epsilon .
. 5
7
Lambda Chi Alpha .
5
9
Alpha Tau Ornega’
3
9
Amlp.ha F.psiion
....
00
12
12
suspended from league
dropped 0111

:t.,gnitna

Final Independent Standings
I) League
The Hustler’s
Lad Manor
Anonymous .
Question Marks
Newman Niles No. 2
"I" House Five
’Pink Tubbers
I.

6
5

Jo Second Base

Tom Tuite ran the 880 for the
Spartans. winning the event with
a 2:00.2 time. Donn Murphy was
second with a 2:00.4 and Howard
Thew was third with a 2:00.7
Danny Murphy completed the one
thru four finish for SJS.
Highly touted Curtis Crumm of
Cast lemont proved his backers

.2
2
2
0
W
5
5
4
. 3
2
. 0
1

L
1
1
2
3
4
3
5

Jack Nicklaus Will
Win 26th Masters
Arnold Palmer

’weld Student Rates

FREE MILK

\ 1111 EVERY TOP SIRLOIN DINNER
I ,,, I $149
cquire41 e&stauratit
iii

FLY DC - 7C

EUROPE

3 ms

18

USE Of R "R \ /
1’1 IN
TO Olt
AMye4reeic4eso,;a,
1111./.1NEINI PAAGNiNt
AND OrriCe.

N

Third & Sari Fernando

Return:
August 27. 1962
Paris - San Francisco

$399.00 Round Trip
tax included

DICK DURLING
CY 5-8574

MOSHE BEN -ELI
CY 5-2520

Call:

CY 4-7346

BIG PROVIDER INSURANCE
"RIT’

0,000
0,00

LIFE INSURANCE PROTECTION
BEFORE YOU ARE 31...

PLUS S10,000 MORE A TOTAL OF

IN EVENT OF ACCIDENTAL DEATH
AT LESS THAN $900 A MONTH
BIG PROTECTION FOR THE YOUNG COLLEGE MAN ...Many of you are already married, some
already with children. The Big Provider can take care of your wife and children in case of
your death. It guarantees a $30,000 estate before you are 31. $25,000 to age 36, less as

you grow older.
IF YOU ARE SINGLE.. .Talk over the Big Provider plan with your parents. They can be your
beneficiaries. Remember, married or single. the Big Provider GUARANTEES you FUTURE
INSURABILITY! Through the policy’s special "Command" feature, you have the privilege
later of converting part or all of your Big Provider policy to ordinary life without furnishing
evdence of insurability.
AT A COST YOU CAN AFFORD ...For the first time, an insurance company has designed a
big-protection package within the means of every college student ... and faculty member,
too! Just $100 paid once a year.- or, if you prefer, 12 monthly payments of $9.00 each brings your beneficiary up to $30.000 of BIG PROVIDER security.
USUALLY WITHOUT MEDICAL EXAMINATION...Under usual circumstances, your Big Provider
policy is available without medical examination, under age 51.
NO OTHER POLICY OFFERS SO MUCH COVERAGE FOR SO SMALL A PREMIUM
Mail This Postage-Free, Self Addressed Coupon Today!
Or Phone CYpress 7-1800
No Postage Steno Necessary If Malice

STEPHEN CHELBAY COMPANY
Send me complete InformatIon on new low
Big Provider decreasing term insurance.
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180 low hurdles with a 19.7 tim- more Ennio",
I - Albert
BALTI ’
ing. Charles Smith of Castlemont,
Ted Evans the highly touted Johnson net, three winners of the
a 10th grader, was barely nipped! Castlemont sprinter ran a 9.9 in
in two year.;.
at the WIER by Taylor. lie was the 100 to place third behind 1Pimlico Futurity
also timed in 19.7 Dave Ellis of I Middleton and teammate Lee, won on Marvich in 1921 and on
(’astierniatt was third with a 20.11 lioustun who was also timed oi ilkossom Tune and Sally’s Alley.
time.
9.9. F.vans layst year was kept out iii 1912 when the- race was run in
The Spartans swept the pole. of action due to a bout with
vault. Roger Werne who last week , Rheumatic fever.
set a new frosh record with a I There were no team points
leap of 14-4 % against Cal. needed’ kept at the meet. Last year
RENT A
Cs, go only 12-G to win yesterday. Custlemont was ranked the third
’animate Dennis Rediker was best high whexel team in the bit . ond tits.) at 12-G tett he had t ton

Leave:
June 20, 1962
San Francisco - London

GIVES YOUR FAMILY THE S’
0
1
3
4
4
4
6

234 Club
Reed Street Rattlers
....
.
Gregory’s
The Gobblers
Winged Feet
Ripples’
Hitribusters’
VERO BE.,\CII, Fla. tIJPII dropped from league
The Los Angeles Dodgers’ Jim
F League
Gilliam will be back on second
5
0
base this season, a job he held Moulder’s Gestapo
4
1
born his rookie year in 1953 until Dinky Dunkei%
. 4
3
he vacated it to Charlie Neal in AFRCYFC N. ?
3
2
AROTC N.; .2
1938,
2
3
Since then Gilliam has played Bucket loinrio
0
6
the less demanding third base, but Seagrams V
0
6
sill be returning to second now Ding liat.
that Neal has been traded to the
New York Mets.
Gilliam, 33. feels he can still
take care of the pivot position.
"Sure, seeond base is more difM.
ficult than third because you hite
to cover more ground," Gilliam
lad. "But it’s not so much a matter of set d. I don’t care how fast
AUGUSTA, Ga. I UPI t ; Arnold
he Is, a second baseman has to
’cheat’ a little. I mean he has to Palmer, twice miner of the Mashow where to play the hitters. ters golf tournament, believes a
lie can’t be in two places at the near-record 275 will be good
enough to win the big one this
taste time."
Gilliam does not consider sec- weekend.
What’s more, Palmer predicted
ond base rougher physically than
in a television interview Monday
that
’There are times when you can night that young Jack Nicklaus,
let hurt at thimi base, too," he the amateur filmed pri)fessional,
slid "When pull -hitters like Ken is the boy who will win the 26th
weekend.
layer and Hank Aaron are up anual Masters this
Most ohnervers believe a
there, I’d just as soon be at
score in the low 290’s will win
Woad."
Gilliam, who played in 144 It. Nicklalla said the is
Writs last year, believes he can wore will be a 238, t,tit didn’t
Minoan. in at least 140 this say who his pre-tou emollient
choke Is to torn the trick.
Nan.
If P a I in e r ’s prognostication
’lire more I play, the better I
holds up, the 275 will be the secIke it." he explained.
be
the
"I’d
ond lowest score ever registered
t ell( 10
atik for a rest."
in the Masters. lien Hogan hokis
the 72 -hole record - a 274 he
posted in 1953. Three players hold
Man O’War Record
the next lowest score- a 279.
NEW ’YORK UPI
The last
Palmer. mea cantle. complained
or the five world
records credited Monday of pain from a recurring
It Men
0.War at the end of his
ear infection, but insisted the ailbee in 1920
have been erased tnent will not hamper his tournafran the hooks. The
final one was ment play this weekend.
le* .n in the
New York 1-landiThe Latrobe, Pa., golfer will
bY Wise Ship last year when
Is’ bidding for his third Masters
Stan 13, miles
%let-torso Nian in 2:14 over a golf Lille. 11 fent accomplished
O’IA’ar was timed only by S11111 S1111/111 W110 L’s enit1215’2 tin dirt.
tered in the Masters again thin
year. SO its HOKUM Who won the
Pir$Ss
tournament twice.
EREE1101,r). N.J. (UPII-Each
Palmer failed in 1959 and 1961
har mom
than $150,000 is dis- bids to become the only golfer
12$91m1 in purses at
New Jersey to win two Masters in a row. The
belts for
homebreds registered attempt failed last year when
hth the
Thoroughbred Horse Gary Player of South Africa beih’etlet’S AY:Del/MOD
of New Jer- came the only foreign entrant to
k’ at a cost of $10,
win the coveted green jacket.

Day Gil iam Switched
Juan
he San
ninc day
cording to

San Jose State’s fresh ma n
tracksters t oo k on Castlemont
high school, who have lost only
two meets in the past twu years,
0,111 1to
11.111.1, ’,MIA.,
and took nine of the twelve events
anti terminates today.
yesterday. The big scorer in the
Entered are the Red lioanl,
Spartan attack was Dwight MidOmega ’Feu Alpha, Winged Feet,
dleton who won both the 100-yard
Pink Tubbets, AROTC. Moulder
dash and the 220.
Absolutes. and Oden.
The fraternity version of the
He was timed in a fast 9.6 in
tournament starts Friday near the the 100. One of the thners clocked
tennis courts, and winds up Satur- him at 9.5. Middleton came buck
day.
in the 220 to post a 20.9 to win
Entered 1110 Phi Sigma Kappa, the event going away. Lloyd MuPi Kappa Alpha, Theta Chi, Delta rid was held out of the meet by
Upsilon, Sigma Chi. Delta Sigma coach Dean Miller.
Phi, Sigma No, Sigma Pi, Lambda
Later in the afternoon MiddleChi Alpha trial Sigma Phi Epsilon.
ton run an anchor lap on the SJS
Intrainurals Director Dan Un- 880 relay team that beat Castleruh still urges those interested to rnont with a 1:28.6 time.
come in and sign up for softball
Larry Le Fall in second to
officiating jobs.
Middleton ill the 220, posting a
The first rounds of the badmin- 21.7 time. Le Fall along with Midton tournament are scheduled for dleton, Jim Shenberg and Mike
Friday and wind up Monday, ac- Gibeau were the members of the
cording to Unruh.
victorious 880 team.

right when he took two events
for the Knights.
Crumm posted a 149 in the
high hurdles to beat out !lob
Lovejoy of the Spartans. Lovejoy
was times! in 15.2.
CrulnIII and Los e joy finished
one-two in the high jump with ;
Crumm clearing 6-3. and Love-!
joy going over the bar at 6-0.
David Hughes of Castlemont
was third with a leap of 5-10. Although his height is not unusual
the fact that he hut, only one let’
is.
The only other e sent th tr t
Castle:mired took was the
put. Bernard Ronson put the
46-0 ta to beat teammate J. 1.
Johnson who went out 40-5
Rota Perdue of the Spartans was
third with a shot of 35-0.
Pete Hanna and Lester Bond
placed one-two for the Spartans
in the broad jump with leaps o:
23-4 and 22-7 % respectively
Castlemont’s Ray llolbert ma-.
third at 22-4.
liob Taylor of SJS took the

.
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Military History Course Added for ROTE

Special visual materials from the’
stated that the course replaces a
two unit course which was required Army will be used for instruction,
of military science students and Slides of the battle plans of the
taught in coordination with the American Civil war are among 11,
aids.
militai y science department.
The new course will examine, Dr. Melendy explained. "The only
military thinking, planning. shut- other two colleges in the country
egy, and battles from the time of teaching a course like this are
Frederick the Great to the present. Princeton and Duke. Indiana is
Dr. Melendy said, "We will ex-; experimenting with the cow se at
"The course is open to every- amine European strategy, where: present."
ene, but is required of ROTC stu- the standard army course is pri- ! Instructor La r r y Addington,
dents." said Professor Melendy. Ile merity concerned with the role of Duke university, will teach the
course along with Dr. Charles B.
the U.S. Army."
A new course, History 52, Modern Military History, will be oftercet next semester, Dr. H. Brett
Melendy. head of the SJS History
department, announced recently.
Aeroirling to Lt. Col. Edwin
Rios, head of the military science
department at SJS. ’This course
Is probably the only one of its
kind on the Pacific coast."

Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
Women end married men over
Si: In lets 813 dividend, or net
of MS (based on current 17 per
.7ns:0,d:ridged). Single men under
25: 5252 lett $O dividend. or net

eeg
RECREATION ENJOYMENT
A game of
checkers, requiring thought and manual dexterity, absorbs a patient at the Occupational
Therapy laboratory workshops in the Health
building. Student therapist Sara Dolby, senior,

41110:
assists. In the background is a kiln for firing
pottery creations of workshop patients. Enjoyment of crafts and activities help motivate patients during rehabilitation treatment.
trr Nal

oi

O.T. Dept. Trains Aides
For Rehabilitation Work
By CAROLYN LIND
I dents, 24 students in clinical trainOccupational therapy has been ing and four enrolled in the master’s program.
called "Curing by Doing."
LAB WORKSHOPS
Its practitioners apply their
In laboratory workshops and in
knowledge, training and ingenuity
toward promoting the physical and patients’ homes, white-dad senior
mental well-being of patients and O.T. students work with disabled
developing their vocational inter- patients in twice-weekly two-hour
1sessions. Their duties require estabeats,
Working toward these goals, O.T. lishing treatment plans for two pastudents must learn to Use crafts, tients each and following the plans
plan recreational or educational throughout the semester.
Treatments are always by writactivities and teach self-care proten order of physicians.
grams.
San Jose’s Occupational Therapy
Of the 52 patients presently atdepartment, located in lofty quar- tending workshop sessions, apters in the Health building. is one proximately one-third are children.
on only five West Coast colleges Rarely are there more than eight
aiding a curriculum and B.S. de- patients at a time in the laboragree in occupational therapy.
tories.
CLINICAL INTERNSHIP
THERAPY GOALS
The degree follows successful
Immediate goals of the student
completion of four years of college therapists are improvement or restraining with emphasis on liberal toration of patients’ abilities to use
arts and health seiences, plus din -1 affected muscles and the promoical internship of nine months. In
addition. there is a special (’nurse
available to holders of bachelor degrees, requiring approximately a
year and A half of academic training and the clinical internship.
Although the profession has been
primarily practiced by women, an
increasing number of men are entering it. Two are enrolled in the
SJS department now.
A total of 101 undergraduates
are in the department. headed by
Miss Mary D. Booth. OTR. In ad.
((Olen. thew are 11 graduate s’

tion of activities to assist in patients’ adjustment to hospitalization.
Workshop facilities include play
equipment and games, looms, pottery equipment, woodworking and
leatherworking tools, art media
and other aids for recreation and
skills.
Adjustment to daily living activities is also taught in workshop
sessions. A modern kitchen accommodates wheelchair cookery with
accessible controls on appliances.
Pegboards display utensils, more
easily available there than in
drawers.
PATIENTS’ NEEDS
Eating, dressing and grooming
are practical and confidence -building skills that student therapists
help patients to acquire.
A therapist must he resourceful
to improvise activities and adapt
tools or apparatus to a patient’s

Angelo serves
only the best
cuts of beef

$10/20,000
km
$5.000
Properly Damage end 8500 ModicI
Payments. Other ..... aims .4 corn.
Partible savings feemenft ctin be
med once, twice or four timer e
rear Call Of wife for full into,.
relation to Georgie M. Cempbell
See Maple Avenue, Sunnyvale,
REgent 1.1741 (day & nil)

FAMOUS

:31.15

Special
Summer Rates

DINNER
STEAK

Visit Our
Lariat Room

2-BEDRM. APARTMENTS

880.00
2 Students
890.00
3 Students
4 Students ----$100.00
and up

And that
ain’t no
!

APARTMENTS
WITH POOL
8125.00 Flat Rate

Tonight!

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

Spartan Rental
Service

72 E. SANTA CLARA

485 So. 9th - CY 7-8877

_

FREE PARKING - AL’S 8 ERAL S, 38 SO THIRD

Burdick, assistant p . ,
tory at SJS.

History Exam
To Fill Need
Begriming in iii,. Imadsemester.
SJS students may satisfy
their
college gt aduation and
general ed.
ucation requirements in
U.S. his.
tory by exam.
Those who pass this exam
triq
elect any three -unit course
in so.
cial science toward meeting
the
nine-unit social science general
ed.
ucat ion requirement .
Students are reminded,
thniteh
they pass the exam, they may mill
have departmental major requite,
ments in U.S. liet..ry to
satisfy
for gratioat ion.
Incoming students in
the fall will
not be admitted tam History 3 see.
/AIM. They should be
advised le
take the examination. All upper.
.livision students should be enconraged to enroll in History 170
d
they desire only a three unit course
in U.S. history and de not passe*
exam. By 1961. History 3 will be
dropped completely (torn the cue
rieulum.

Co-Rec Invites
Students, Faculty
On Fishing Trip
Co-Rec has a day-long deems
fishing trip planned April 28, which
will allow 30 students to try their
luck on catching widemouth bass,
lingcod or salmon.
Students and faculty will leave
from the Seventh st. side of the
Women’s gym at 5!10 a.m, for the
Santa Cruz pier. They will board a
delux cruiser at 7 a.m, and fish till
2 p.m., arriving back on campus
at about 4 p.m.
A special redurcil rate of $4.5e
COVP1N the complete charter ticket.
For an additional s1.50, a palso
reel and line can be obtained. A
special fishing license can he pup
chased for $1.
The $4.50 for the trip must be
paid in the Student Affairs bud.
ness office. THIte by April 11. For
additional infinanation. call Lee
Morton at 2t08-5( 171,

Rally Committee
With justifiable pride the Spartan
Daily presents for your approval, its

A rally’ committee meeting will
p.m. in Moe
be held today tit
ris Dailey auditonam. -The meeting is called to iliscusx and organize card slants for the romme
semester." said Kai h I.ynes rally
..ommitt re publice ,eae man.

second and largest color supplement.

Spartaguide

We at Globe Printing also feel pride

Tau Delta Phi
Plans ’Smoker’

in having shared with your wonderful
staff the mechanical production of to-

, or

day’s paper.

Irelta Phi, honorary men’sI
scholastic fraternity is holding an
int roductory "smoker," in th.
faculty section of the cafeter,
friday. 7:30 p.m.
Realizing that all qualified men
hese not been notified, the fraternity extends an invitation I.
these men. To qualify, a TY
must have a 3.0 over-all avera,;.
with :to or more units at SJS.
I
Those who attend are requested1
to contact a member of the exemitive board upon arrival at the
smoker.

Job Interview

TtiltAY
%Vomen’,
,
,hesk
\VG

This issue of the Daily is a graphic

tIlent p
man
e 110
fon

1’1,1

example of the versatility of Globe’s

Addre

operation as it exemplifies the "mass
production" newsprint facet of our industry combined with fine four-color
process lithography.
r 1.1

"41Pr-

Job Interviews will be held in the Placement office. Adm234 unless specified
otherwise. Appointment lists Cr. put out in advance of the interview. Students
ere requested to sign up early.
’major for trainees on the executive
TOMORROW
Camphell Soup en.: majors in training squad. 353 S. Fifth st.
ehernistry. civil and industrial enInternational Papa,. 4’0.: any MAeineering, accounting and business jor for direct placement and trainadministration for management ing programs for inditsti ial sales.
tiainee positions. Interviews at 353
Radiation at Stanford: H.S. in
S. Fifth st.
eCtetrical engineering. 353 S. Fifth
Marehant Division of Smith Co- .st.
rona Merchant. inc.: majors in any
Philers Western Development labfeed for seles positions. Interviews
oratories: business administration
at 35.15. Fifth st.
and accounting. for general a,
Procter & Gamble Distributing rolinting
and financial manaeeto.: majors in business administrament positions, 353 S. Fifth St.
tinn or liberal arts for positions
Sacramento Municipal Ctillty
leading to careers in sales mandistrict: electrical eneineere, :M S.
arement . Interviews at .1.171 S
Fifth st.
Fifth mt.
Simi Valley Unified %chord filetCollege Life Insuranee co. of
America: any major interested in ’Het Ventura county. elementary
sales leading to sales management. and high school teacher candidates.
Camp Curry en. (Yosemite NaInterviews at 353 S. Fifth at.
Anaheim Union high school dis- tional park a will interview those
trict tOrange county,: high school men interested in working there
dial Junior high htitt.oftl OotrIlt’r can - this summer. Although the interviews will he held on Monday, interested students must sign for
FRIDAY
Ilroralway-Ilaic Stores, kn..: :ray . interviews lay itanortrav,

THERAPY PR OJ EC T Al
Hansberry, senior Occupational
Therapy student, assists a young
patent in assembling a model 1
sailing ship. S tudent therapists
plan rehabilitation programs for
adult and child patients following physicians’ orders.
ohm,. 1.. Hill ’Mitten
specific needs. An understanding
of human nature is essential foi
engaging a patient’s interest in an
activity, since he may harbor resentment toward his incapacity and
rebel in treating it.
The student therapists find that
eninyment of an activity helps motivate patients to follow treatment,
The end protract, whether it be a
woven dresser Wall% a model ship
or any of myriad possibilities, alse
elves the patient satisfaction of
necomplishment.
Job oppot t n i ties are usually
plentiful for qualified occupational
therapists. If a therapist wishes to
specialize, opportunities exist in
agencies dealing with pntiont,
having a specific handicap and in
’elm le I I bi I en etralers.

All this is produced by our own craftsmen in our own plant right here in San
Jose. We are happy to be a part of it.
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lent Vote
I by Council

rn

foil take
pot the aral 111,
mendments before the part in it.
Other reasons for iii llif ica lien
ioNI I .11 /N.
were that the chairman was not
0./141I
tlie election on present for the entire ballot countWiwi from the election ing p roced 11 r e. the polls were
ASH Pres. Brent Davis moved to the lobby of Morris
activities adviser Dick Dailey auditorium instead of in
led "a lot of confusion front of the library as previously
Iiict of the election."
announced, and the pffis Well. not
old the group that elec. kept opera the required length of
members did not have time, according to Dodson. The
signments from chair- latter two reasons, the board felt,
dorello for the election, were factors which contributed to
the light voter turnout.

may
S s.
: the
lied.

nalyzes
Talk

FEW VOTERS
The elections drew a sparse 1
per cent of the ASH, 163 students.
Freshman elections were not
nullified because the council felt
that considerable delay has already
been imposed on the class which
has been without of rivets for the
and that only revolu- greater part of the- semester. In
*ect order thniugh tech- addition, new elections could not
on-violenee.
be scheduled until later in the seligation it pelities and mester and this would conflict
rdei would be necessary with the spring ASH 1lection.s.
IOCiety. The ideology of I
In a surmise move, president
e is a direct relevant to; Davis appointed Carleton Parks
Professor!
ccording U
chairman of the election hoard to
succeed Morello, whom Davis injustifies the means only dicated has resigned. Council approved that appointment 11-0-1.
is achieved," he said,

tY

cted ends dictate their
’ant oak trees, you must
is. The principle is the
political systems. If you
tical system free of the
m of violence, you canit through violence."
Kay carefully differ?tween non-violent

re-

LESS SIGNATURES
Two of the amendment proposals
which will go before the voters
again call for lowering the percentage of ASB signature’s needed
on a petition fur student government action: and the third asks
that the time span allowed for
election of executive officers and
student council members be
changed to an earlier date.

In either action, Student Council
called a special meeting for 6:15
. tonight to discuss another amendired the Hindu pacifism mem proposal which would make
tan pacifism of both the class presidents members of count-violent resistance type cil.
Lssive withdrawal nonIf approved by council. this pro;lie. He also compared , posal will also go on the ballot
ry anarchistic pacifism next week.
itioruiry socialistic pad-

wpression and complete
throughout his speech.

ee

Official Says Accion
Builds Democracy

.ker was introduced by
lock, junior, who our the audience that they:
in the TASC approval
steps in nuclear reactor
by writing to President Accion’s aim is to build demohe asked for suggestionsi
to show students’ con- cratic local community institutions
emotional peace in eon - in Latin Americo, Jerry Brady. one
h the approaching East-, of Accion’s two Amet ican directors,
said yesterday in Morris Dailey
Kay, who is adviser to auditorium.

will
Mon.
vets
d or.
omarr
’ally

le

Brady, appearing through mopspoke as part of a TASC,
ies on "Modern Political eration with the office of dean of
students, explained the accomplishtalk, Thought."
ments and goals of his 1,2 -year-old
organization.

ming,
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nnent peacetut competition won
communism will show representative deniocracy is the most perfect form of government for the
preservation of individual liberty "
Addressing a joint session
Portuguese, Goulart reaffirmed
Brazil’s support of "the democrane principles which united the
people of the West."
lie praised the Alliance for
Progress. btu warned Congress
nSt to exiact "rigorously technical glottal planning" and "prior
elimina t ion of instability" by
Latin American nations.
lie said Brazil offers "ample
PrissibilitiiN for foreign private
enterprise that wants to cooperate loyally for the development of
the mini ry."
In the field of public utilities,
ne said. "there are certain areas
of friction that
should be elimhated, since, by a natural phenomenon, they generate not only
misunderstandings between t he
government and the franchised
mmatinies, but not infrequently
flIIStt n .1 rs 1 a n dings between
friendly etaintries."
Voreieirawned telephone corn fames in Rio de Janeiro and in
It smaller
cities in southern Brazil have
been expropriated by
state governments
in the pant two
Months. Goulart’s
government has
/eight to bring
about friendly
teelements with the owners.
emilart said inflation
in Brazil
lammed from
sharp changes In
’he economy
provoked by World
WarII
W. know that
victory over our
Present difieulties depends on our
eks Work,
our own energy, our
50ertfiee. The Brazilian People
"ye not made every pnessihle Baer:fir’. to conquer
backwardness and I
1.dekeltiornent," Goulart said.

lion I) tanks may secure. them In the 1 Ivan TV will he this week’s classic
ASH treasurer’s office in the union, film subject when "Ivan the Tet
rible" is shown today at 3:30 p.m
III Concert
Hall and again at 7
p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
The film was directed by Sergei
oish
i.asenstein, who spent years in tesearch and writing the scenario for
this story of one of the most colorDr. Ronald Hilton, considered
ful figures in histmy.
one of the nation’s top authorities
The musical score was written by
on Latin American affairs, will
Russian composer Serge’ Prokofiev.
speak here Monday in connection
The film will be presented in Ruswith the college’s observance of
sian dialogue with English subPan American week, Api il 9
titles.
through 13.
The preliminary film will he the
Professor Hilton, founder and diMack Sennett production "The
rector of Stanford university’s HisParmaeist," with W. C. Fields.
panic American and Luso-Brazilian
institute, will discuss "The Crisis
of Honesty in Latin America,"
Monday at 11:30 a.m. in Concert

Dr. Hilton To Talk
Latin America

wcadlocke d
Grad Study Grant
Special Session Called
/nYvat %Jct.)

Danforth Campus Chi is t.1.1,’
grant has been awarded t..
the Rev. Henry G. Gerner. former
SJS campus chaplain and Wesley
foundation director. The award
furnishes a year of graduate study
in a university or theological school
and a cash stipend.
Mr. Gerner is presently attending the University of California at
Berkeley. having been succeeded
this year by the Rev. J. Benton
White as SJS Methodist college
chaplain.
A
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Hall.
His talk, sopnsonst by the Pan
CUBAN INVADERS AWAIT VERDICT
American committee, the college
HAVANA (UM- -The government prosecutor, demanding the
lecture committee and the As.sociated Student Body, will be open "most severe punishment our laws permit," asked death or 20 years
imprisonment for each of the 1179 captured Cuban invaders whose
to the public without charge.
four-day trial ended Tuesday, the controlled press reported yesterday.
A mob of 300 persons shouting "Fidel, Fidel" and pro-Castro slogans
used brute force to break up a "death watch" at Principe Prison by
100 friends of war prisoners awaiting the verdict in their treason trial.
IN LOAN GETS PRESIDENT’S SUPPORT
PLtit- tor the new SJS FM radio
WASHINGTON itjPIt President Kennedy assured the Senate
station, KSJS, will be discussed by
Dr. Clarence Flick, associate pro- Wednesday he will "minimize the outlay" of U.S. loan funds to the
fessor of drama, Imlay at 3:30 p.m. United Nations under the bipartisan compromise bill, lie hailed the
over campus closed-circuit tele- plan as "wholly satisfactory" to the administration. The President
said that he will insist on annual repayment of principal and interest.
vision.
Opportunities available for stu- He added that he will make certain the money would not be used
dent participation and KSJS pro- to "relieve other U.N. members of their obligation to make good
gramming plans will be elaborated on past assessments" or assessments of other members.
MILITARY CLAIMS CONTROL OVER SYRIA
on by Dr. Flick.
DAMASCUS, Syria UPI1 - The ruling military junta claimed full
Jane Winter, sophomote education major, and Bob Halladay, sen- control of Syria yesterday with the collapse of a revolt by pro-Nasser
ior journalism major, will direct the army officers in Aleppo. There were indications that the country
questions. 1301) Stevens, senior ra- soon would he returned to the civilian government it had before the
dio and television major, will mod- central army command staged a coup just a week ago. The central
command said rebellious army units in Aleppo, the center of the
erate the program.
The program may be viewed in two-day uprising, had pledged thelr loyalty to the command. Conditions in the city were hack to normal.
SDI32.

FM Radio Plans
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SACRAMENTO i UPI1 Demo erotic Gov. Edmund G. Brown said
yesterday he will call the legislature into special session next
week to try to break a deadlock
in the Assembly which saw Republicans block administration efforts to enact a state budget.
Brown told a newsman he feels
the GOP minority in the lower
house showed -pure partisan politics" in blocking passage of his
$2.9 billion spending program
throughout the 30-day regular session which ended at midnight.
SENATE ACCEPTS
Although the Senate voted 34-2
to accept a spending program very
close to Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s
original $2.9 billion recommendain, the lower house failed l() gel
the necessary 54 votes in a roll
call taken minutes before the mandatory end of the session.
The roll call told the story- Al 44 Democrats plus one Republican. Assemblyman Glenn E. Coolidge of Felton, voted for it; :3:3
of the 34 Republicans in the lower
house voted against it.
The roll call ended a cliff-hanger
performance that lasted through
the final day of the budget part.
of the session and reached its climax 35 minutes before the constitutional deadline for the end
of the session.
Hinting that he again will slit,mit to the lawmakers almost the
same budget that the Republicans
turned down Tuesday night, Brown
maid:

"1 have no intention of cutting
down services in a state growing
as fast as California and letting:
;1 minority group curtail essential
services to the people of this
state. Commenting on another party
deadlock in the Assembly over
whether $970 million in administration bond issues should go on
the November or June election
ballot. Brown said:
’:I want the elementary school
anti college construction bonds in
June. If all of the rest of them
are on the primary ballot, it
doesn’t make any difference to
me. Republican party leaders in the
Assembly, meanwhile, blamed the
budget fiasco on the Democratic
administration
and
complaint.,
that the Democrats refused to ac.
cept their recommendations to cut
state expenses.
POLITICS INVOLVED
"This is a political year." Browr
told reporters. "I understand poll
Des but the state. must take can.
of human beings As governor, :
am going to fight for what I knov
is right "
Asked if he thought Richard al
Nixon. one of two Republican coo
tenders for the governorship
anything to do with GOP str:
in blocking passage of the bed
Brown said:
"I don’t think he knows en,,.’,
about the state to have had
thing to do with it "

Accion is a privately sponsored
group which plaees young Americans in 1.atin America to help lift
living standards, eitganize the people in self-help projeds and combat
political extremism. Brady said.
Thirty students from California
are now serving 15-month assamments in Venezuela, according to
Brady. Accion ;tempts only one out
of every eight who apply. "We’re a
small group iind we intend to stay
small ,,,we don’t want tic become
a mass group." Brady explained.
Recruitment so far has heen confined to California.
Technical ability is not required
of applicants, hut is liesiral.le,
Brady added. The. most important
requirement is the it
to lead
and organize.
Brady pointed out that once development work in a laimmunity is
achieved and the developers leave,
all areeimplishments collapse. "We
want our work to be taunt:dent."
he said.
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RECREATION ENJOYMENT A
game of
checkers, requiring thought and manual dexterity, absorbs a patient at the Occupational
Therapy laboratory workshops in the Health
building. Student therapist Sara Dolby, senior,

assis
potti
tient

0.1. Dept. Tr,
For Rehabilita
By CAROLYN LUND
Occupational therapy has been
called "Curing by Doing."
Its practitioners apply their
knowledge, training and ingenuity
toward promoting the physical and
mental well-being of patients and
developing their vocational interests.
Working toward these goals. O.T.
students must learn to use crafts,
plan recreational or educational
activities and teach self-care programs.
San Jose’s Occupational Therapy
department, located in lofty quarters in the Health building, is one
on only five West Coast colleges
offei ing a curriculum and B.S. degree in occupational therapy.
CLINICAL INTERNSHIP
The degree follows successful
completion of four years of college
training with emphasis on liberal
arts and health sciences, plus clinical internship of nine months. In
addition, there is a special course
available to holders of bachelor degrees. requiring approximately a
year and a half of academic training and the clinical internship.
Although the profession has been
primarily practiced by women, an
Increasing number of men are entering it. Two are enrolled in the
SJS department now.
A total of 101 undergraduates
are in the department, headed by
Miss Mary D. Booth. crrR. In addition. there are 11 graduate stu-

_

dents, 24 students in ell]
ing and four enrolled ii
ter’s program.
LAB WORKSHI
In laboratory worksh
patients’ homes, white-,
O.T. students work wit
patients in twice-weekl;
sessions. Their duties see
lishing treatment plans
tients each and followin,
throughout the semeste
Treatments are rdwa3
ten order of physicians.
Of the 52 patients pr
tending workshop sea
proximately one-third ar
Rarely are there more
patients at a time in 1
tories.
THERAPY GOA
Immediate goals of t
therapists are impmverr
toration of patients’ abil
affected muscles and

Tau Delta Phi
Plans ’Smoker’

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus"
2

Spartan Daily

April 4, 1962

Tau Delta Phi, honorary men’.
scholastic fraternity is holding an
Introductory "smoker," in the
faculty section of the cafeteria.
today. 7:30 p.m.
Realizing that all qualified men
have not been notified, the fraternity extends an invitation to
these men. To qualify, a man
must have a 3.0 over-all average
with 30 or more units at SJS.
Those who attend are requested
to contact a member of the execative board upon arrival at the
smoker.

-4- Job Interviews -4-

The name SPARTAN BOOKSTORE means many
things to many people at San Jose State. To some,
it simply means the best place to buy books and
supplies. To others, the Spartan Bookstore is thought
of as a meeting place. Phrases such as "I’ll meet
you in the Bookstore" are often heard on campus.
To still others, the Spartan Bookstore means special
features
features such as the Notary Public service, use of the 3 -hole punch, the paper cutter, the
electric pencil sharpener, and the slide -rule repair
and maintenance service. Also, the Spartan Bookstore is a place of student employment, a convenient place to buy stamps, to cash checks, to order
a book. Indeed, to many it’s a one-stop college
shopping center! Yes, the Spartan Bookstore is
many things to many people. Give us the opportunity to make it mean more to you.

This issue of the Daily is a graphic
example of the versatility of Globe’s
operation as it exemplifies the "mass
production" newsprint facet of our industry combined

with fine four-color

process lithography.
THERAPY PROJECTAl
Hansberry, senior Occupational

Therapy student, assists a young
patient in assembling a model
sailing ship. Student therapists
plan rehabilitation programs for
adult and child patients following physicians’ orders.

Job Interviews will be held in this Plecement office, A4m234, unless specified
otherwise. Appointment lists are pit* out in advance of As interview. Students
are requested to sign up early.
’major for trainees on the executive
TOMORROW
flampbell Soup co.: majors in training squad, 353 S. Fifth st.
phoin
511) Mesas
chemistry, civil and industrial enInternational Paper Co.: any ma-’
gineering, accounting and business jor for direct placement and trainadministration for management ing programs for industrial sales. specific needs. An understanding
is essential for
trainee positions. Interviews at 353! Radiation at Stanford: B.S. in of human nature
.
, .
S. Fifth at.
electrical engineering, 353 S. Fifth
activity, since he may harbor reMarehant Division of Smith Co- St.
sentment toward his incapacity and
rona Merchant, Inc.: majors in any
Philco Western Development lab- rebel in treating it.
field for sales positions. Interviews
oratories: business administration
at 353 S. Fifth st.
The student, therapists find that
and accounting, for general acProcter & Gamble Distributing counting and financial manage- enjoyment of an activity helps moco.: majors in business administrativate patients to follow treatment.
ment positions, 353 S. Fifth at.
tion or liberal arts for positions
Sacramento Munleipal Utility Theend product, whether it be a
leading to careers in sales mandistrict: electrical engineers, 353 S. woven dresser scarf, a model ship
agement Interviews at 353 S.
or any of myriad possibilities, also
Fifth st.
Fifth at.
gives the patient satisfaction of
Simi
Valley
Unified
school
dieof
co.
College Life Imsurenee
accomplishment.
America: any major interested in ti-let (Ventura county): elementary
and
high
school
teacher
candidates.
Job opportunities are usually
sales leading to sales management.
Camp Curry co. (Yosemite Na- plentiful for qualified occupational
Interviews at 353 S. Fifth st.
Anaheim Union high school di.- tional park) will interview those therapists. If a therapist wishes to
trfrt /Orange county): high school men interested in working there specialize, opportunities exist in
and junior high school teacher can- this slimmer. Although the interviews will he held on Monday. in. agencies dealing with patients
dirlates,
terested students must sign for having a specific handicap and in
FRIDAY
sal minters,
Broadway-Hale Stores, Me.: any inter% tows by tomorrow,

All this is produced by our own craftsmen in our own plant right here in San
Jose. We are happy to be a part of it.

San Salvador sts., 5 p.m.
Pistol team, meeting, 220 N. Se,
ond at.. 2:30-4:30 p.m.
Extramural sports. hadmininn.
WG23, 4:30 p.m.: synchronized
swimming. women’s pool. 7 PP.
Newman club, talk by lathe
faith.
Cyril Leach on religious
p.m.
Newman hall, 795. Fifth at.. 8
SAC, speech on "Admission
Nile.
Red China to U.N.." Morris
auditorium. 11:30 a.m.
French club, meeting. Coll
Union, 3:30 p.m.
fellow
United Campus i’lirlstlan
7p.m
ship, meeting, 3005. 10th st.,
picta
Sophomore clans. ii phan’s
be
and frosh-soph mixer ilI
cussed, CH164, 4:30 p.m.
Kay
TASC, speaker. Michael
Par
"Political Theory of Modern
and
A
rooms
cafeteria
fism,"
3:30 p.m.
leaders, in
Student Orientation
3-5 p
Union,
College
terviews,
TOMORROW
E103, 2:
AIEE-IRF., meeting.
Pan.
club, 113
Industrial RelaiiMIS
tour, those needing transPortal
plant Cal
meet at Sixth st.. 111M
teria. 730 p.m.
sot,
Women’s Recreation
kettaill, WG23. 7 p.m.
Israeli Student WOO
on "An FA
speaker. F.frsi im Gugel
and Sisals.
Dances
Israeli
of
ning
st., 8 p
Fifth
79S.
hall,
Newman
the Ante
of
Affiliates
Student
meeting:1/f
can Chemical society,
20, 1:30 p.m.
speak(’
Roger Williamsforum,
"Ameriain
on
Gisela V. Koster
F011iarld St
Paris," 484 E.. San
meet
12:30 p.m.
Spartan mined. genera’
p.m.
mg. TI-1127, 710

Appearance of Spring
College Faculty Moans
VAMAMOTo
it, MARGIE
sunny skies
, on weather and
San Jose
, detriment to the
pus?
.,
temperature rises so does
. the
but the enenthusiasm,
..iit
m may be misguided, acassistant to
ng to Don Ryan,
Iran of students.
water
..,...an cited last spring’s
.., as an example One incident
,me so out of hand that police
was necessary to dis,r,e the crowds.
not acting
These students were
Many
mature college students.
they feel they are expected
li:t this way to ’prove’ them es to their fellow students,

demic year. approximately half ,,ccurred in the spring. Dr. Gray concluded.
Spring weather means less attentive students to Dr. John T. Ballard, assistant professor of political
science.
"With the break of real nice
weather, students can be expected
to become so enthralled by nature
that they suffer a definite lack of

academic activity," he said.
Academic pursuits "go out the
window" for a period of time until
a report or paper is due, according
to Dr. Ballard. "There is a lapse
until mid-May, then an almost desperate activity to makeup work."
As the daylight hours and classroom absences grow, Dr. Ballard
admitted, "Sometimes I’m tempted
to join them."

said.
in the fall there are not nearly
many incidents," he added. "On
first warm day we generally
ssect some type of problem.’,
assistant pro.
Dr. Robert Zaslow,
or of Psychology, finds still
aher student reactions to spring.
SPRING REACTIONS
"With sunshine and warmth, peaare more comfortable and hapThere are both psychological
physiological reactions in
ers," Dr. Zaslow said.
"Suring fever," he added, "if not
sis sickening to you, is a very
,sirable state. It is a state of
lightly magnified pleasant unlirl

itarily.
"liters is a general sexual connon to spring. Most reactions
on erotic qualities in terms
interest in the opposite sex,"
. Zaslow said. But he wisely
str."Love grows all year round."
3 POINTS OF VIEW
From the medical point of view,
,.,,tics show no significant dif-,.,e in the instances of illnesses,
r .s. Dr. Thomas Gray, direststudent health services.
It’s my own impression that
ring is a little less demanding
p the student than is the fall,"
br Gray said in regard to studies
erl social events.
Of the 25,000 student visits to
siege physicians in the last aca-
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Beach Remains Favorite Fancy
By JOHN FARMER
Spring, and a young man’s fancy turns to
. .
Women and song are traditions, but what about the SJS married
students, busy with housekeeping as well as studies?
Despite the ring, the magic words are still beach, Santa Cruz,
mountains, and fun. That’s the view of interviewed married students.
But added to traditional extracurricular activities are gardens.
spring housecleaning, and other "family type" activities.
FAMILY PROJECT
"Sure it’s off to Santa Cruz," comments one, "but we have two
children to bring with us."
"And beach, plus the children, equals picnic with a capital P,"
he added.
Gardening rated high on the list of those gals whose lives includ.the words "wedded bliss." Husbands, though, turn to the outdoors
via suggestions of drives or short trips to beach, hills or mountains.
Sunday drives are still an American tradition, the poll reveals.
BIG HUNT
Hause-hunting occupies another segment of the married student’s
spare time. Even if the budget doesn’t call for a home yet, wives
consider it fun just to look, husbands comment.
So spring means outings and trips for married students, even
with plans to study outdoors. But for one student’s wife, spring will
mean a trip to the hospital.
Commented the student, who asked to remain anonymous,
"Spring has always been the time such things are due. I hope it’s
a boy."

BICYCLES
1, 2, 3, 10, or 15 Speeds
Terms
Trade-ins
Complete Service on All Makes

Pau CYCLES
1435 The Alameda

CY 3-9766

Jne -171ne31 ..700ci in

Out Front
As everybody knows, in the spring a young man’s fancy
fancy turns to you know what. Undoubtedly, Sharon Hatlett,
looking demure beneath a bonnet of spring colors, won’t be
completely unresponsible for such a turn in fancy.
Colors, freckles and the SJS coed featured on the cover
capture the essence of spring and suggest a seasonal change
in fancies and attitudes.
Miss Hatlett, Spartanette and sophomore member of
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, was caught in this whimsical
pose by Bob Hall, staff photographer.
If
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Neat peaceful competition wun
communism "will show representative democracy is the most perfect form of government for the
preservation of individual liberty."
Addressing a joint session in
Portuguese, Goulart reaffirmed
Brazil’s support of "the democratic principles which united the
People of the West."
lie praised the Alliance for
Progress, but warned Congress
not to expect "rigorously technical global planning" and "prior
el im ination of instability" by
Latin American nations.
He said Brazil offers "ample
Possibilities for foreign private
enterprise that wants to cooperate loyally for the development of
the country."
In the field of public utilities,
he said. "there are certain areas
at friction that should be eliminated, since, by a natural phenomenon, they generate not only
misunderstandings between t he
government and the franchised
ronleanies, but not infrequently
misunderst a ndings between
friendly countries"
Foreign -owned telephone cot/invites in Rio tie Janeiro and in
18 smaller cities in southern Brazil have been expropriated by
nate gcnernments
in the past two
tenths. Goulart’s government has
ought to bring about friendly
leillements with the owners.
Goblart said inflation in Brazil
stemmed from sharp changes in
he economy
provoked by World
War II.
"We know that victory over our
Pent dificulties
depends on our
’nen work, our own
energy, our
%0 sacrifice. The Brazilian
people
h8Ve not made every
possible sacto conquer backwardness and
-development," Goulart said.

t
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sday ta :again Put the and the entere group did riot take
anerviments before the part in it.
Other reasons for nullification
1‘,ONFI’SION’
were that the chairman was not
voided the election on present for the entire ballot countation from the election ing procedure. the polls were
ASB Pres, Brent Davis moved to the lobby of Morris
activities adviser Dick Dailey auditorium instead of in
led "a lot of confusion front of the library as previously
luct of the election."
announced, and the polls were not
old the group that elec- kept open the required length of
members did not have time, according to Dodson. The
signments from chair- latter two reasons, the board felt,
dorello for the election, were factors which contributed to
the light voter turnout.

nalyzes
Talk
. and that only revolu!ect order through techon-violence.
lization of politics and
rder would be necessary
:ociety. The ideology of
e is a direct relevant to
ccording to Professor
justifies the means only
Is achieved," he said,
cted ends dictate their

545 So. 2nd St.
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Official Says Accion
Builds Democracy

tteerk,71,‘:::,7dZeedstliglythe audience that they
in the TASC approval
steps in nuclear reactor
by writing to President
Accion’s aim is to build demole asked for suggestions
to show students’ con- cratic local community institutions
.ernational peace in con- in Latin America. Jerry Brady, one
in the approaching East- of Account two American directors,
said yesterday in Morris Dailey
Kay, who is adviser to auditorium.
Brady, appearing through coopspoke as part of a TASC
lea on "Modern Political eration with the office of dean of
students, explained the accomplishmic Thought."
Spartan Daily April 4. 1962 3
ments and goals of his l’i-year-old
organization.
Accion is a privately sponsored
group which places young Americans in Latin America to help lift
living standards, organize the people in self-help projects and combat
political extremism, Brady said.
Thirty students from California
are now serving 15-month assignSACRAMENTO (UP11Derno"I have no intention of cutting ments in Venezuela, according to
eratie Gov. Edmund G. Brown said down services in a state growing Brady. Accion accepts only one out
yesterday he will call the legis- as fast as California and letting of every eight who apply. "We’re a
lature into special session next a minority group curtail essential small group and we intend to stay
week to try to break a deadlock services to the people of this small . . we don’t want to become
in the Assembly which saw Re- state."
a mass group." Brady explained.
publicans block administration efCommenting on another party
Recruitment so far has been conforts to enact a state budget.
deadlock in the Assembly over fined to California.
Brown told a newsman he feels whether $970 million in adminisTechnical ability is not required
the GOP minority in the lower tration bond Mimes should go on of applicants, but is desirable,
house showed "pure partisan poli- the November or June election Brady added. The most important
tics" in blocking passage of his ballot, Brown said:
requirement is the ability to lead
$2.9 billion spending program
"I want the elementary school and organize.
throughout the 30-day regular sesBrady pointed out that once deand college construction bonds in
sion which ended at midnight.
June. If all of the rest of them velopment work in a community is
SENATE ACCEPTS
are on the primary ballot, it achieved and the developers leave,
Although the Senate voted 34-2
doesn’t make any difference to all accomplishments collapse. "We
to accept a spending program very
want our work to he permanent,"
close to Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s
he said.
Republican
party
leaders
in
the
original $2.9 billion recommendaAssembly,
meanwhile,
blamed
the
tion, the lower house failed to get
1111111011111
the necessary 54 votes in a roll budget fiasco on the Democratic
call taken minutes before the man- administration and complained
that the Democrats refused to tiedatory end of the session.
The roll call told the story-- cept their recommendations to
all 44 Democrats plus one Repub- state expenses.
used to be a 97 -pound
lican, Assemblyman Glenn E. CooPOLITICS INVOLVED
welkling until I startlidge of Felton, voted for it; 33
"This is a political year," Brown
ed to wear my Mcof the 34 Republicans in the lower told reporters. "I understand poliGregor nylon stretch
shorts front II/.1 at
house voted against it.
tics but the state must take care
onl) 5.95. Now I’m not
The roll call ended a cliff-hanger of human beings. As governor, I
is weakling like I used
performance that lasted through am going to fight for what I know
is
to he no, now I’m
different type weakthe final day of the budget part is right."
some
got
ling,
hut
I
of the session and reached its cliAsked if he thought Richard M. 11
anti -rand glassier and
max 35 minutes before the con- Nixon. one of two Republican con- mi that
k reps Fusilier
stitutional deadline for the end tenders for the governorship, had 1. away. Shorts are In
of the session.
black or white.
anything to do with GOP strategy
Hinting that he again will sub- in blocking passage of the budget.,
mit to the lawmakers almost the Brown said:
same budget that the Republicans
"I don’t think he knows enough V CCM=
#
turned down Tuesday night, Brown about the state to have had anysaid:
thing to do with it."
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Free Parking

vcadlocked;
Special Session Called
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Grad Study Grant

Dr. Hilton To Talk
On Latin America

FEW VOTERS
The elections drew a sparse 1
per cent of the ASB, 163 students.
Freshman elections were not
nullified because the council felt
that considerable delay has already
been imposed on the class which
has been without officers for the
greater part of the semester. In
addition, new elections could not
be scheduled until later in the semester and this would conflict
with the spring ASB elections.
In a surprise move, president
Davis appointed Carleton Parks
chairman of the election board to
succeed Morello, whom Davis indicated has resigned. Council approved that appointment 11-0-1.

LESS SIGNATURES
Two of the amendment proposals
which will go before the voters
rant oak trees, you must
again call for lowering the peris. The principle is the
political systems. If you centage of ASB signatures needed
on a petition for student governtical system free of the
ment action; and the third asks
m of violence, you canthat the time span allowed for
it through violence."
election of executive officers and
Kay carefully differ- student council members be
etween non-violent re- changed to an earlier date.
In other action, Student Council
oppression and complete
called a special meeting for 6:15
throughout his speech.
itonight to discuss another amendtired the Hindu pacifism ment proposal which would make
Ian pacifism of both the I class presidents members of couneviolent resistance type cil.
issive withdrawal nonIf approved by council, this prospe. He also compared posal will also go on the ballot
ry anarchistic pacifism next week.
itionary socialistic paci-

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE

rvtv di
tion blanks may secure them In the Ivan TV will be this week’s classic
ASB treasurer’s office in the union. film subject when "Ivan the Terrible" is shown today at 3:30 p.m.
in Concert Hall and again at 7
A Danforth Campus Christian
p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
The film was directed by Sergei Worker grant has been awarded to
Eisenstein, who spent years in re- the Rev. Henry G. Gerner, former
search and writing the scenario for SJS campus chaplain and Wesley
Dr. Ronald Hilton, considered this story of one of the most color- foundation director. The award
furnishes a year of graduate study
one of the nation’s top authorities ful figures in history.
The musical score was written by in a university or theological school
on Latin American affairs, will
speak here Monday in connection Russian composer Sergei Prokofiev. and a cash stipend.
Mr. Gerner is presently attendwith the college’s observance of The film will be presented in RusPan American week, Apt il 9 sian dialogue with English sub- ing the University of California at
Berkeley, having been succeeded
titles.
through 13.
The preliminary film will be the this year by the Rev. J. Benton
Professor Hilton, founder and director of Stanford university’s His- Mack Sennett production, "The White as SJS Methodist college
Fields.
chaplain.
panic American and Luso-Brazilian Parmacist," with W. C.
Institute, will discuss "The Crisis
of Honesty in Latin America,"
Monday at 11:30 a.m. in Concert
Flail.
His talk, sopnsored by the Pan
CUBAN INVADERS AWAIT VERDICT
American committee, the college
HAVANA (UPI)The government prosecutor, demanding the
lecture committee and the Associated Student Body, will be open "most severe punishment our laws permit," asked death or 20 years
Imprisonment for each of the 1179 captured Cuban invaders whose
to the public without charge.
four-day trial ended Tuesday, the controlled prese reported yesterday.
A mob of 300 persons shouting "Fidel. Fidel" and pro-Castro slogans
used brute force to break up a "death watch" at Principe Prison by
100 friends of war prisoners awaiting the verdict in their treason trial.
UN LOAN GETS PRESIDENT’S SUPPORT
Plans for the new SJS FM radio
WASHINGTON (UPI)President Kennedy assured the Senate
station, KSJS, will be discussed by
Dr. Clarence Flick, associate pro- Wednesday he will "minimize the outlay" of U.S. loan funds to the
fessor of drama, today at 3:30 p.m. United Nations under the bipartisan compromise bill. He hailed the
over campus closed-circuit tele- plan as "wholly satisfactory" to the administration. The President
said that he will insist on annual repayment of principal and interest.
vision.
Opportunities available for stu- He added that he will make certain the money would not be used
dent participation and KSJS pro- to "relieve other U.N. members of their obligation to make good
gramming plans will be elaborated on past assessments"or assessments of other members.
MILITARY CLAIMS CONTROL OVER SYRIA
on by Dr. Flick.
DAMASCUS, Syria (UPD The ruling military junta claimed full
Jane Winter, sophomore educetion major, and Bob Halladay, sen- conttol of Syria yesterday with the collapse of a revolt by pro-Nasser
ior journalism major, will direct the army officers in Aleppo. There were indications that the country
questions. Bob Stevens, senior ra- soon wouki be returned to the civilian government it had before the
dio and television major, will mod- central army command staged a coup just a week ago. The central
command said rebellious army units in Aleppo, the center of the
crate the program.
The program may be viewed in two-day uprising. had pledged their loyalty to the command. Conditions in the city were back to normal.
SD132.
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lent Vote
I by Council

The Beauties and the Beach
s--(sP t ItT

111411.1,

Wednesday, Apt

WHERE THE BOYS ARE (?)Awaiting the arrival of visitors
are Geri Allen, collapsed on the sand, and Roni Jones (left picture, I. to r.), whose patience is nearly exhausted. At right are
the women before their hope, patience and energy dwindled.
That is Chris Reed trying to hear above the waves.
N.... b. And* ,...h.vrit

"MIL..410
RECREATION ENJOYMENT A
game of
checkers, requiring thought and manual dexterity, absorbs a patient at the Occupational
Therapy laboratory workshops in the Health
building. Student therapist Sara Dolby, senior,

assis
pot+
men.
tie of

Go capezio * for Spring!

O.T. Dept. Tr.
For Rehabilita
83 cAROLYN LUND
Occupational therapy has been
called "Curing by Doing."
Its practitioners apply their
knowledge, training and ingenuity
toward promoting the physical and
mental well-being of patients and
developing their vocational interests.
Working toward these goals. O.T.
students must learn to use crafts,
plan recreational or educational
activities and teach self-care programs.
San Jose’s Occupational Therapy
department, located in lofty quarters in the Health building, is one
on only five West Coast colleges
offei Mg a curriculum and B.S. degree in occupational therapy.
CLINICAL INTERNSHIP
The degree follows successful
completion of four years of college
training with emphasis on liberal
arts and health sciences, plus clinical internship of nine months. In
addition. there is a special course
available to holders of bachelor degrees. requiring approximately a
year and a half of academic training and the clinical internship.
Although the profession has been
primarily practiced by women, an
Increasing number of men are entering it. Two are enrolled in the
SJS department now.
A total of 101 undergraduates
are in the department, headed by
Miss Mary D. Booth, OTR. In addition, there are 11 graduate stu-

etiet

Double

collection

$11.95
of new
Capezio
Spring flats
Tomboy
$11.95

and casual
shoes is
now complete.
Come in today
and delight

$14.95

yourself with
one of our
many styles.

shme,
$10.95

Open Disci Sling
$11.95

135 South First Street

331.1001\,1
4
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Job Interviews will be held in the Placement office. Adrn234, unless specified
otherwise. Appointment its are put out in advance of the interview. Students
are requested fo sign up early.
major for trainees on the executive
TOMORROW
Campbell Soup co.: majors in training squad. 353 S. Fifth at.
chemistry, civil and industrial en-1 International Paper en.: any magincering, accounting and business jor for direct placement and trainadministration for management ing programs for industrial sales.
trainee positions. Interviews at 353
Radiation at Stanford: B.S. in
’ S. Fifth st.
electrical engineering, 353 S. Fifth
Merchant Division of Smith Ca- St.
eons Merchant. Inc.: majors in any
Phlico Western Development labfield for sales positions. interviews oratories: business administration
at 353S. Fifth st.
and accounting, for general ac.
Procter & Gamble Distributing counting and financial manageco.: majors in business administra- ment positions, 353 S. Fifth sr..
tion or liberal arts for positjons
Sacramento Municipal Utility
leading to careers in sales man.’
Interviews at 353 S. district: electrical engineers, 353 S.
neement
Fifth at.
Fifth et.
Simi Valley Unified school disCollege Life Intinrance en. of
Amerlea: any major interested in trict rVentuuuu county): elementary
sales leading to sales management. and high school teacher candidates.
Camp Curry co. (Yosemite NaInterviews at 353 S. Fifth at.
Anaheim Union high school dis- tional park will interview those
trict (Orange comity): high school men. interested in working there
and junior high school teacher can- this summer. Although the interview; will he held on Monday. indidates.
terested students must sign for
FRIDAY
Rroadway-Hale Storm Inc.: any interviews by tomorrow.

Valley Fair
1324 Lincoln Avenue

This issue of the Daily is a graphic
example of the versatility of Globe’s
operation as it exemplifies the ’’mass
production" newsprint facet of our industry combined

with fine four-color

process lithography.
THERAPY PROJECTAl
Hansberry, senior Occupational
Therapy student, assists a young
patient in assembling a model
sailing ship. Student therapists
plan rehabilitation programs for
adult and child patients following physicians’ orders.
5111

Downtown
Willow Glen

(Student

Charge Accounts)

/962

Tau Delta Phi, honorary men’s
scholastic fraternity is holding an
introductory "smoker," in the
faculty section of the cafeteria.;
today. 7:30 p.m.
Realizing that all qualified men
have not been notified, the fraternity extends an invitation to
these men. To qualify, a man
must have a 1.0 over-all average
with 30 or more units at SJS.
Those who attend are requested
to contact a member of the executive board upon arrival at the
smoker.

Job Interviews

krA

says our

dents, 24 students in cli
ing and four enrolled ii
ter’s program.
LAB WORKSHI
In laboratory worksh
patients’ homes, whiteO.T. students work wit
patients in twice-weekl:
sessions. Their duties rec
lishing treatment plans
tients each and followin
throughout the semestc
Treatments are alwa3,
ten order of physicians.
Of the 52 patients pr
tending workshop see
proximately one-third at
Rarely are there more
patients at a time in I
tories.
THERAPY GOA
Immediate goals of t
therapists are improven
toration of patients’ abil
affected muscles and

Tau Delta Phi
Plans ’Smoker’

A little early, pr i naps, but these three SJS
beauties just couldn’t wait to sample the nearby
sands of Santa Cruz beach.
Starting out just before noon on a recent Saturday. Roni Jones, Chris Reed and Geri Allen
found fair weather when they arrived at the "Ft.
Lauderdale of the West."
But while the weather was fair the beach
was empty.
Without the customary crowdedness and the
attention of the opposite sex, the "beachchicks"
romped and played not quite to their hearts’ delight.
Although the day wasn’t thoroughly wasted,
still, the day wasn’t as complete as it could have
been. With spring vacation just around the corner
and summer not far behind, the girls won’t have
long to wait.

Errionse

specific needs. An understanding
of human nature is essential for
engaging a patient’s interest in an
activity, since he may harbor resentment toward his incapacity and
rebel in treating it.
The student therapists find that
enjoyment of an activity helps motivate patients to follow treatmentThe end product, whether it he a
woven dresser scarf, a model ship
or any of myriad possibilities, also
gives the patient. satisfaction of
accomplishment..
Job opportunities are usually
plentiful for qualified occupational
therapists. If a therapist wishes to
specialize, opportunities exist in
Agencies
deo I ing with patients
having a specific handicap and in
rebabili
ion centers.

All this is produced by our own craftsmen in our own plant right here in San
Jose. We are happy to be a part of it.

San Salvador sts.. 5 p.m.
Pistol team, meeting. 220 N. See
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A Priest, A Gym and A Left Hook
it, MIKE SANDERS
Jose is ,, 7, ft, 51ii in. ’23-year -old grocery clerk Mai likes
wis Molina of San
oh. work on boats and box.
ma
How well he does the first three probably will never be recorded in books and
.
hut how well he boxes is beginning to be the most discussed item in and
ettrosucies;
boxing circles throughout the west.
" 7,3 19 opponents, the aggressive Molina has been 138 pounds of sheer terror;
feor seasoned and crafty veterans have been able to go the distance with him.
Tone of the 19 has even come close to winning.
For any nine or 10-yera-old kid who gets in his share of school yard brawls it’s
when he finds a pair of boxing gloves that he puts them on and starts
iy antra I
7,Achint
ror Molina It wasn’t any different. He would finish selling his newspapers in
San Jose and catch the bus to the Santa Clara Youth Center. Here, the
waiter Schmidt S.J. had started what was to become one of the finest youth
organi za lions in California.
ROOM IN BACK
.he time, boxing facilities consisted of one 36 by 36 foot room in back of the
At
.,,weillty of Santa Clara. It had a shower, a ring, a speed bag and Angelo Rogers.
:at spoken former professional fighter who liked kids, liked boxing and had a way
wending the two.
over the years the youth club developed 13 Golden Glove champions and two
achamps. many of them under the tutelege of Rogers.
At the youth club, Molina and many other youngesters learned that if they did
7,eu, fighting in the ring they didn’t have to prove anything in the school yard.
Both Father Schmidt and Rogers remember Molina as a wild, niischievous little
akin of the devil and always laughing.
"Luis was one of the nicest kids to come out of the youth club," said Father
him as good natured and devoted to having a good time.
k’nnsidt. Both men described
,,,wever, they said he was always honest and never forgot to be respectful.
The important thing for Molina was that he enjoyed boxing and liked Angelo
friendship and muttill respect for each other that has become
,., zers The) built
.->nger through the years. The fact that Molina had six or seven pro fights before
decided to have a formal written contract is evidence of this mutual respect.
MARINE LIFE
Molina completed his formal education at Abraham Lincoln High School and
.;.,ted in the Marines. He admits he wasn’t too much of a student and was much
:e interested in boxing than anything he found in textbooks.
As a leatherneck in San Diego, Molina’s future became more concrete and his
began to spread. He won the marine lightweight title and the inter-service
.-oveight championship in 1956 and 1957.
In 1956 Molina won a berth on Uncle Sam’s olympic squad and advanced to the
rterfinals in Australia.
There is a lot required of one seeking a career in boxingboth physically and
7e,tady. The weeks of hard work in the gym developing the techniques that pro!.ce a winner, are only complementary to what Molina considers 75 per cent of any
mental attitude.
From the very beginning of his career, Molina had the right mental attitude. He
:Ikes to fight and wants to win, but not an any cost.
He is a religious boy and a family man who realizes that boxing is only a means
an end. tie understands that through his fighting he can realize the clean and
2i\ilesome life he no doubt thought about while selling newspapers in downtown San
The trouble with too many fighters is they don’t know when to stop fighting.
:ley have a hard time drawing the line between the squared circle and the outside

_
cool

JUDGMENT
When a professional fighter is introduced to someone, he is judged a little more
irlically than is a shoe salesman or an economics professor because the boxing prolesion has a hard time dodging all the blows being tossed its way.
These are the things that Luis Molina thought about as he stripped off the red
and blue of the Marine Corps and embarked on a career as a professional boxer.
On April 28, 1959, Molina stepped into the ring for the first time for pay against
T-71:fly Hunter. It was a scheduled 10-rounder but never went past the first.
Molina had his first win, his first knockout and Hunter had broken ribs.
Two weeks later Kilo Nunes proved slightly tougher lasting until the fifth
r.nd In this fight, Molina suffered his only injury a ripped tendon in his left hand
eh threatened to end his career.
He kept the injury a secret and continued to fight.
One by one opponents stepped up against the dynamite-filled fists of Molina and
zr, blasted for their efforts.
Copland ’sent out in the first; Tony Smith in the second; Camacho, Lucero and
Orion all failed to go the distance.
CRITICISM
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When Molina signed to box Orlando Zulueta a lightweight with more than 100
priessional bouts. he and Rogers were criticized for going in over their heads.
Zulueta was once the class of the lightweight division, but wasn’t a potent
;ocher. Rogers knew that Molina couldn’t help but learn from the crafty Negro;
Shad enough faith in his boy to turn deaf ears to the snickers of the experts.
Molina justified this faith by pounding out a decision over Zulueta. The experts
rad to sit back and wait for another time.
Art Ramponi followed as an opponent and was knocked out. It was after this
lAt that the torn tendon swelled up like a lemon and both fighter and manager
oew it could no longer be ignored. In fact, until after the Ramponi bout, Rogers
ridn’t even known the hand was bothering Molina. He certainly wasn’t fighting like
.tsas!
Molina went to a specialist in Mexico City and had two tendons grafted into his

trent peacerut competition witn
tornmunism "will show representative democracy is the most perfect form of government for the
Preservation of individual liberty."
Addressing a joint session in
Portuguese, Go ulart reaffirmed
Brazil’s support of "the democratic principles which united the
People of the West."
lie praised the Alliance for
Progress, but warned Congress
not to expect "rigorously technical global planning" and "prior
it
of instability" by
Latin American nations.
He said Brazil offers "ample
Possibilities for foreign private
enterprise that wants to cooperate loyally for the development of
tbe country."
in the field of public utilities,
he said. "there are certain areas
cf friction that should be eliminated, since, by a natural phenomenon, they generate not only
misunderstandings between t he
tovernment and the franchised
companies, but not infrequently
mistind ersta n dings between
friendly countries."
Foreign -owned telephone corn Patties in Rio de Janeiro and in
it smaller cities in southern Braillhave been expropriated by
mate governments
in the past two
months. Goulart’s government has
aught in bring about friendly
settlements with the owners.
Goulart said inflation in Brazil
menvned from sharp changes in
the economy
provoked by World
War II.
"We know that victory over our
Present dificulties depends on our
Ms work, our oWn energy, our
*II sacrifice. The Brazilian
People
hoe not made every possible sacrifice ln conquer
backwardness and
oder-development." Goulart said.

lent Vote
I by Council
’Way to again put the and the entire group did not take
znendments before the part in it.
Other reasons for nullification
CONFUSION’
were that the chairman was not
voided the election on present for the entire ballot countation from the election ing procedure, the polls were
ASB Pres. Brent Davis moved to the lobby of Morris
activities adviser Dick Dailey auditorium instead of in
led "a lot of confusion front of the library as previously
announced, and the polls were not
luct of the election."
old the group that elec. kept open the required length of
members did not have time, according to Dodson. The
signments from chair- latter two reasons, the board felt,
dorello for the election, were factors which contributed to
the light voter turnout.

nalyzes
Talk
NO BANANAS Luis Molina, San Jose’s undefeated lightweight contender, offers
Cisco Andrade, opponent, a banana from the Grant of. grocery store Molina owns
with his father. As it turned out, Molina didn’t have to fatten up his opponent. He
won a unanimous 10 -round decision over Andrade.
hand to support the torn one. They took one tendon from his left arm and the other
one from his foot. For seven months he was inactive and they sweated out the healing.
But when Molina recovered, he made up for lost time. In less than two months
after his comeback, he had won three fights and sent Henry Olea to the hospital with
multiple fractures of his cheekbone.
Any man who fights for a living has a philosophy about getting hurt. "You don’t
think about it because you can’t fight scared. Everyone takes the same chance when
he steps into the ring." Molina had become a destroyer in that ring but never stopped
being a gentleman away from it; he helped pay for Oleo’s hospital bills.
When Cisco Andrade came to town the howls went up again that Molina was
going over his head, this time against one of the classiest fighters in the business.
Molina and his manager will tell you he matured that night against Andrade. The
Los Angeles lightweight threw a bigger bomb than Zulueta and he threw his best
shag at the pride of San Jose. Molina took them, shook them off and won a 10round decision. The "over-match" cry died again.
Chico Santos came to town bragging he’d never been kayoed. After less than 10
minutes of fighting he could never say it again. Highly-touted Joey Lopes turned his
back on Molina and told the referee he’d had enough.
When Molina was matched with Len Mathews his undefeated streak had reached
17. Less than two years ago Mathews was No. 1 contender for the crown of champion
Joe Brown. He came to the Garden City with a big reputation and made himself disliked by being antogonistic and difficult during his training period and at the weighin. He made remarks hoping to unnerve Molina and succeeded only in making the
Garden City Bomber more determined to remain undefeated.
With one minute gone in the opening round, Molina lashed oUt with a left hook
that stopped Mathews cold in his tracks. He followed with a devastating right hand
that slammed the lanky Negro into his corner. Forty seconds later the fight was over.
Four nights later, Molina and Manual Gonzales fought in Las Vegas before a
nationwide television hookup as subsitutes for the canceled Joe Brown -Carlos Ortiz
championship fight. Molina, physically strong but mentally down from his peak against
Mathews, won a unanimous decision againf the Texas lightweight.
Presently he is the fourth -ranked junior welterweight in the world and the sixth ranked lightweight. Molina says he’ll have no trouble making the I35-pound lightweight limit.
He works hard keeping his reflexes tuned to a fine edge while waiting for his
next fight. Until that next fight he’ll fish a little, finish up the outboard motor boat
he is building and run the grocery store on Grant st. he owns with his father. At
home Molina will spend his time with wife Alice and his two children. Regina and
Luis jr.
Luis Molina, a fighter who began throwing punches in a little room in back of a
university, continues to be a credit and a gentleman in a profession that needs both
very much. Before he stops throwing punches, he ma" well fight his way to the top
of that profession.
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FldldlFl inwat ueu
Bon blanks may secure them In the Ivan IV will be this week’s classic
ASB treasurer’s office in the union. film subject when "Ivan the Terrible" is shown today at 3:30 p.m.
in Concert Hall and again at 7
A Danforth Campus Christian
p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
The film was directed by Sergei Worker grant has been awarded to
Eisenstein, who spent years in re- the Rev. Henry G. Gerner, former
search and writing the scenario for SJS campus chaplain and Wesley
color- foundation director. The award
Dr. Ronald Hilton, considered this story of one of the most
furnishes a year of graduate study
history.
one of the nation’s top authorities ful figures in
The musical score was written by in a university or theological school
on Latin American affairs, will
Sergei Prokofiev. and a cash stipend.
speak here Monday in connection Russian composer
Mr. Gentler is presently attendin Ruswith the college’s observance of The film will be presented
with English sub- ing the University of California at
Pan American week, Apt il 9 sian dialogue
Berkeley, having been succeeded
titles.
through 13.
film will be the this year by the Rev. J. Benton
preliminary
The
diand
founder
Hilton,
Professor
Sennett production, "The White as SJS Methodist college
rector of Stanford university’s His- Mack
chaplain.
Parmacist," with W. C. Fields.
panic American and Luso-Brazilian
Institute, will discuss "The Crisis
of Honesty in Latin America,"
Monday at 11:30 a.m. in Concert
Hall.
His talk, sopnsored by the Pan
CUBAN INVADERS AWAIT VERDICT
American committee, the college
HAVANA (UPI)The government prosecutor, demanding the
lecture committee and the Associated Student Body, will be open "most severe punishment our laws permit," asked death or 20 years
imprisonment for each of the 1179 captured Cuban invaders whose
to the public without charge.
four-day trial ended Tuesday, the controlled prem.; reported yesterday.
A mob of 300 persons shouting "Fidel, Fidel" and pm-Castro slogans
used brute force to break up a "death watch" at Principe Prison by
100 friends of war prisoners awaiting the verdict in their treason trial.
UN LOAN GETS PRESIDENT’S SUPPORT
Plaits for the new SOS FM radio
WASHINGTON (UMPresident Kennedy assured the Senate
station, KSJS, will be discussed by
Dr. Clarence Flick, associate pro- Wednesday he will "minimize the outlay" of U.S. loan funds to the
fessor of drama, today at 3:30 p.m. United Nations under the bipartisan compromise bill. He hailed the
over campus closed-circuit tele- plan as "wholly satisfactory" to the administration. The President
said that he will insist on annual repayment of principal and interest.
vision.
Opportunities available for stu- He added that he will make certain the money would not be used
dent participation and KSJS pro- to "relieve other U.N. members of their obligation to make good
gramming plans will be elaborated on past assessments" --or assessments of other members.
MILITARY CLAIMS CONTROL OVER SYRIA
on by Dr. Flick.
DAMASCUS, Syria (UPI) --The ruling military junta claimed full
Jane Winter, sophomore education major, and Bob Halladay, sen- control of Syria yesterday with the collapse of a revolt by pro-Nasser
ior journalism major, will direct the army officers in Aleppo. There were indications that the country
questions. Bob Stevens, senior ra- soon would be returned to the civilian government it had before the
dio and television major, will mod- central army command staged a coup just a week ago. The central
command said rebellious army units in Aleppo, the center of the
erate the program.
The program may be viewed in two-day uprising, had pledged their loyalty to the command Conditions in the city were back to normal.
SD132.
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Dr. Hilton To Talk
On Latin America

world wire

FM Radio Plans

and that only revOIUfeet order through techon-violence,
lization of politics and
rder would be necessary
:ociety. The ideology of
e is a direct relevant to
ccording to Professor
justifies the means only
is achieved," he said.
cted ends dictate their
’ant oak trees, you must
is. The principle is the
political systems. If you
tical system free of the
in of violence, you canit through violence."
Kay carefully differetween non-violent reoppression and complete
throughout his speech.
wed the Hindu pacifism
Ian pacifism of both the
a-violent resistance type
assive withdrawal nonype. He also compared
ry anarchistic pacifism
ttionary socialistic paci-

FEW

VOTERS

The elections drew a sparse 1
per cent of the ASB, 163 students.
Freshman elections were not
nullified because the council felt
that considerable delay has already
been imposed on the class which
has been without officers for the
greater part, of the semester. In
addition, new elections could not
be scheduled until later in the semester and this would conflict
with the spring ASH elections.
In a surprise move. president
Davis appointed Carleton Parks
chairman of the election board to
succeed Morello, whom Davis indicated has resigned. Council approved that appointment 11-0-1.
LESS SIGNATURES
Two of the amendment proposals
which will go before the voters
again call for lowering the percentage of ASB signatures needed
on a petition for student government action: and the third asks
that the time span allowed for
election of executive officers and
student council members be
changed to an earlier date.
In other action, Student Council
called a special meeting for 6:15
tonight to discuss another amendment proposal which would make
class presidents members of council.
If approved by council, this proposal will also gm, on the ballot
next week.

Official Says Accion
Builds Democracy

ulcer was introduced by
lock, junior, who sugthe audience that they
in the TASC approval
steps in nuclear reactor .
by writing to President
Accion’s aim is to build demoI e asked for suggestions
to show students’ con- cratic local community institutions
ernational peace in con- in Latin America, Jerry Brady, one
h the approaching East- of Accion’s two American directors,
said yesterday in Morris Dailey
Kay, who is adviser to auditorium.
Brady. appearing through coopspoke as part of a TASC
lea on "Modern Political eration with the office of dean of
students, explained the accomplishmic Thought"
ments and goals of his Pi -year-old
organization.
Accion is a privately sponsored
group which places young Americans in Latin America to help lift
standards, organize the peoSaeplliving
e in self-help pmjects and combat
ession
I Political extremism, Brady said.
Thirty students from California
are now serving 15-month assign"I have no intention of cutting ments in Venezuela, according to
SACRAMENTO (UPDDemocratic Gov. Edmund G. Brown said down services in a state growing Brady. Accion accepts only one out
yesterday he will call the legis- as fast as California and letting of every eight who apply. "We’re a
lature into special session next a minority group curtail essential small group and we intend to stay
week to try to break a deadlock services to the people of this small ... we don’t want to become
in the Assembly which saw Re- state."
a mass group," Brady explained.
publicans block administration efCommenting on another party
Recruitment so far has been conforts to enact a state budget.
deadlock in the Assembly over fined to California.
Brown told a newsman he feels whether $970 million in adminisTechnical ability is not required
the GOP minority in the lower tration bond issues should go on of applicants, but is desirable,
house showed "pure partisan poli- the November or June election Brady added. The most important
tics in blocking passage of his ballot. Brown said:
requirement is the ability to lead
$2.9 billion spending program
"I want the elementary school and organize.
throughout the 30-day regular sesBrady pointed out that once deand college construction bonds in
sion which ended at midnight.
June. If all of the rest of them velopment work in a community is
SENATE ACCEPTS
are on the primary ballot, it achieved and the developers leave,
Although the Senate voted 34-2 doesn’t make any difference
to all accomplishments collapse. "We
to accept a spending program very
want our work to he permanent,"
close to Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s
Republican party leaders in the he said.
original $2.9 billion recommendation, the lower house failed to gel Assembly, meanwhile, blcuned the
budget fiasco on the Democratic A11111111111111Er*
the necessary 54 votes in a roll
call taken minutes before the man- administration and complained
that the Democrats refilSed to acdatory end of the session.
The roll call told the story-- cept their recommendations to cut
all 44 Democrats plus one Repub- state expenses.
I used to be a 91 -pound
POLITICS INVOLVED
lican. Assemblyman Glenn E. Cooweakling until I start "This is a political year." ElroWn
lidge of Felton, voted for it; 33
ad to wear my McGregor nylon stretch is
of the 34 Republicans in the lower told reporters. "I understand polihouse voted against it.
tics but the state must take care = shorts front R/A at INI
only 5.95. Non, I’m not El
The roll call ended a cliff-hanger of human beings. As governor, I Ill a weakling like I nosed
performance that lasted through am going to fight for what I know I to he no, now
I’m a 111
different type weakthe final day of the budget part is right."
ling, hot I got mann. 111
of the session and reached its cliAsked if he thought Richard M.
anti -nand glarote% and
max 35 minutes before the con- Nixon, one of two Republican conkee’p’. Millie.% II
stitutional deadline for the end tenders for the governorship, had IIIthat
away. Shorts are in
or
white.
black
of the session.
anything to do with GOP strategy II
Hinting that he again will sub- In blocking passage of the budget,
mit to the lawmakers almost the Brown said:
0
same budget that the Republicans
"I don’t think he knows enough
turned down Tuesda,v night, Brown about the state to have had any- IP ROO S MUM #
said:
thing to do with it."
IN SAN JOSE
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’Everybody Goes’

"ROBERTS"
QUALITY
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WednemlAy Apt

RECREATION ENJOYMENT A game of
checkers, requiring thought and manual dexterity, absorbs a patient at the Occupational
Therapy laboratory workshops in the Health
building. Student therapist Sara Dolby, senior,

Numerous Ways To See Europe
Entice Students To Visit Continent

PAPERBOUND
BOOKS .

By JANIE YOUNG
It’s no longer "different" logo to Europe!
There are hundreds of student tours and hundreds more of just
"plain" tours. There are suggestions on how to see Europe on $5 a day
to offense to Mr. Frommer), or how to see 16 countries in less than
a month.
These are car rental services in every big European city: and the
Volkswagen people have a vehicle- the Microbus--completely outfitted for cooking and sleeping.
There is a multitude of ways to visit our trans -Atlantic friends
cheaply or on a silver platter.
However, a student without tour accommodations, a Microbus, $5
a day or the means of getting to 16 countries in record time, confronts
some peculiar problems to this business of to(tring Europe. It can be
done, however, and with great enjoyment.
OFF-SEASON
The problem of when to go and how to get there must be the first
consideration. Traveling in "off-season" is less expensive because ship
fares are lower and general expenses in Europe are considerably
reduced.
Prices have a way of soaring in proportion to the number of people
in the hotels and on the streets. Besides, it’s no fun sight-seeing with
thousands of others in uncomfortably hot weather.
Crossing the U.S. can be accomplished cheaply by bus ($88.06 one
way), even cheaper by getting a ride through "Travel Opportunities"
in newspaper classified ads, and even more cheaply by the lucky males
who can hitchhike.

assis
poti
men
+len.

STUDENT SHIPS
Once in New York, embarkation can be made on one of the several
student ships, ranging in price from $150-$170 (one way). Arrangements for these ships should be made several months in advance with
any tourist agency.
One outstanding service is offered by a group of ships owned by
the Netherlands government and run by the Holland-America Line.
The Ste. Claire Travel Service, inc., 74
W. San Carlos at., has the schedule of
these student sailings.
oila
Three ships ---the Groote Beer, Zuiderkruis and Waterman- -are in operation and sail from Hoboken, N.J., Holland -America Line piers. They land in
Southhampton (England), LeH a v re
(France) and Rotterdam (the NethergicearamilREMMIMINaleenil lands). The trip takes nine days.
FREIGHTERS
Some lucky people might find a lowcost freighter by directly contacting
freight companies. Most freighters, however, only accommodate passengers on a first-class basis and fares are just hs expensive, or even
more so, than on passenger ships.
"You do get better accommodations aboard a freighter for the
same money as on a passenger ship," Jack Peak of the Ste. Claire
agency, explains. "The minimum trans-Atlantic fare aboard a freighter
is $180 one way.
"There are never more than 12 passengers aboard. And if 12 people
were to get together several months in advance to make reservations
on a freighter, they would, in effect, be chartering a whole ship!"
quips Peak.
Finding the right ship takes some investigation -writing to freight
companies, consulting with travel agents and/or checking with people
who have already made the trip.

O.T. Dept. Tr
For Rehabilita
By CAROLYN LUND
dents, 24 students in cli
Occupational therapy has been ing and four enrolled i
ter’s program.
called "Curing by Doing."
LAB WORKSH.
Its practitioners apply their
In laboratory workst
knowledge, training and ingenuity
toward promoting the physical and patients’ homes, whitemental well-being of patients and 0.T. students work wi
developing their vocational inter- patients in twice-weekl
sessions. Their duties re,
ests.
Working toward these goals. O.T. lishing treatment plans
students must learn to use crafts. tients each and followir
plan recreational or educational throughout the semesti
Treatments are alwa
activities and teach self-care proten order of physicians
grams.
San Jose’s Occupational Therapy
Of the 52 patients pi
department, located in lofty quar- tending workshop set
ters in the Health building, is one proximately one-third a
on only five West Coast colleges Rarely are there more
offering a curriculum and B.S. de- patients at a time in
gree in occupational therapy.
tories.
CLINICAL INTERNSHIP
THERAPY GO.
The degree follows successful
Immediate goals of
completion of four years of college therapists are improver
training with emphasis on liberal toration of patients’ abi
arts and health sciences, plus clin- affected muscles and
ical internship of nine months. In
addition, there is a special course
available to holders of bachelor de- ;
grecs. requiring approximately a
year and a half of academic training and the clinical internship.
Although the profession has been
Primarily practiced by women, an
increasing number of men are entering it. Two are enrolled in the
SJS department now.
A total of 101 undergraduates
are in the department, headed by
Miss Mary D. Booth, OTR. In addition, there are 11 graduate stu-

Tau Delta Phi
Plans ’Smoker’

Job Interviews will be held in the Placement office, Adrvi234, unless specified
otherwise. Appointment lists are put out in advance of the interview. Students
are requested to sign up early.
I major for trainees on the executive
TOMORROW
Campbell Soup co.: majors in training squad. 353 S. Fifth at.
chemistry, civil and industrial en-1 International Papar co.: any magineering, accounting and business; jor for direct placement and train.
administration for management Mg programs for industrial sales.
trainee positions. Interviews at 353
Radiation at Stanford: B.S. in
S. Fifth st.
I electrical engineering, 353 S. Fifth
Merehant Division of Smith Co- at.
rona Merchant. Inc.: majors in any
Platen Western Development labfield for sales positions. Interviews 10Mb-tiles: business administration
at 35.3 S. Fifth at.
, and accounting, for general acProcter & Gamble DtstriMiting minting and financial manage_
co.: majors in business administra- ment positions, 353 S. Fifth st
tion or liberal arts for positions
Merriment Municipal flinty
leading to careers in sales mandistrict: electrical en1;ineers. :M S.
agement. Interviews at 3.53 S.
Fiftht
Fifth at.
Simi Valley Unified school disCollege Life Insurance en. of
America: any major interested in trict (Ventura county): elementary
sales leading to sales management and high school teacher candidates.
Camp Carry Co. (Yosemite NaInterviews at 353 S. Fifth st.
Anaheim Union high school dis- tional park) will interview those
tract ’Orange county): high school men interested in working there
and junior high school teacher can- this slimmer. Although the interviews will be held on Monday. in.
dictates.
termite(’ students miles sign for;
FRIDAY
Broadway-Haki Stores, inc.: any interviews by tisnorrinv.

Youth hostels are la- far
the thea
est accommodations in
Europe, The
are hundreds of hostels.
Fees
range from 12 cents to $1, varying from country to
Per nig
country, and lisst,
to hostel.
A
hostels
ostels are dormitory style, and there are
regulations. Complete information may be obtained by lockout and a
writing to Ain’e
ican Youth Hostels, inc., 14 W. Eighth st., New York
11, N.y,
Hostels don’t provide hotel standarde.sndoarrdcoms. aforert
iiinndexpseeryn:v2r1:
of them
ohhpeoatveneihsa.hgobetynwhAosamtteeemrlri;afeohnaryossno)onesvetthea)r, some hostels
even now ,
fo t showers
sEhuorwoep nn;(Copenhagen
European
those really -roughing it," youth hostels acoreunthtreiesbesatndplatceso
fintod sofa
Staying in hostels also affords ancoapmpoepAr;ftNaycilities also are
atoFrr:eltisiTtuidEesnts aral
fro
traveling companions.
able. They are marked clearly
and ei
be used for a minimal fee.
So it’s en
bad idea to have a sleeping
bag, even ti
hosteElivnegr.ybody
who’s been has
as
for the prospective Europeansugge
IOU
wishtaatbotoutdowThhereeretso
rgeori’l l3h. Z.
In fact, it’s a very individual matter. One thing everyone ritoghgtoeal;
aqui?,
an I-know-what -I’ll -do-next-time attitude.
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Flash!!!

WHAT TO TAKE
What to take always presents a problem. Most veteran European
travelers will strongly advise taking only bare necessities. It is better
not to buy lots of things here, but to save the space instead for things
that can be purchased in Europe. Many times, more appropriate clothing is available in a particular locale, and more cheaply.
Those who plan to hitch (hitchhike) must be especially careful not
to take too much luggage. Hitchhikers generally travel with only a
rucksack, or pack. Anything more is a nuisance.
Hitchhiking for both men and women is an acceptable mode of
travel on the Continent and in England. One can start hitching as soon
as he leaves the ship. It costs nothing, and the hospitality of most
drivers is overwhelming.
HITCHING BENEFICIAL
Many an American hitchhiker has been treated to a meal or invited to a driver’s home. What better opportunity to get acquainted
with people in different countries, learn about their customs and even
pick up a language!
Train travel is much less expensive on the continent than in the

We’ve just found
Rip Van Winkle
buried beneath our
mounds of paperbacks. . . . Come
browse today and
see who
U.
you can
/’ ’
find.

OPEN THURS.
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9
all
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TUXEDO
RENTALS
An Invitation To Enjoy
The Ultimate in Formal Dress

BLACK TUXEDOS
WHITE DINNER JACKETS
COLORED DINNER JACKETS
DIRECTOR’S COATS
BLACK SUITS

NEAR SAN JOSE STATE

INFORMAL

3 /an

35 SOUTH FOURTH ST., SAN JOSE

April 4, 1962

Tau Delta Phi, honorary men’s
scholastic fraternity is holding an
Introductory "smoker," in the
faculty section of the cafeteria.
today, 7:30 p.m.
Realizing that all qualified men
have not been notified, the fraternity extends an invitation to
these men. To qualify, a man’
must have a 3.0 over-all average
with 30 or more units at SJS.
Those who attend are requested
to contact a member of the executive board upon arrival at the
smoker.

-4- Job Interviews -4-

States. One particular plan available to Americans
is the
For $110, a ticket may be Ennui
PI
which is good for any
train
in 13 European countries. at any tin
The game
costs $150 for two months
and siao-f
three months. A traveter
see as much as possible who wants
in a short pec
would certa(i)nliybenHeofist
vtTa
TfrEmLns a Eura.’
Pass.

This issue of the Daily is a graphic
example of the versatility of Globe’s
operation as it exemplifies the ’’mass
production" newsprint facet of our industry combined

with fine four-color

process lithography.
THERAPY PROJECTAl
Hansberry, senior Occupational
Therapy student, assists a young
patient in assembling a model
sailing ship. Student therapists
plan rehabilitation programs for
adult and child patients following physicians’ orders.
Bill Erdman

specific needs. An understanding
of human nature is essential for
engaging a patient’s interest in an
activity, since he may harbor resentment toward his incapacity and
rebel in treating it.
The student therapists find that
enjoyment of an activity helps motivate patients In follow treatment
The end prorlitet, whether it he a
woven dresser scarf, a model ship
or any of myriad possibilities, also
gives the patient satisfaction of
accomplishment.
Joh opportunities are usually
plentiful for qualified occupational
therapists. If a therapist wishes to
specialize, opportunities exist in
agencies dealing with patients
having a specific handicap and in
centias.

All this is produced by our own craftsmen in our own plant right here in San
Jose. We are happy to be a part of it.
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Men’s Fashions
Look ’Nautical’
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HilleLEM MADRASAl
recht dons popular sport shirt.

Taking a cue from the current yachting craze, men’s fashions
will
emphasize a "Nautical Look" for spring.
Color is the big feature of spring clothes. Blues will
predominate
the nautical accent, with combinations of green and
olive also popular.
Beach wear, featuring novelty sweat shirts and multi-colored
swan
trunks, will be another important part of the spring fashion
parade. The
bermuda short business, already popular at San Jose
State, will be bigger than ever this year.
CONTINENTAL LOOK
The Continental look, consisting of beltless trousers and sleeve
cuffs, will not last through the spring season, according to
local
clothiers. Instead, dacron and cotton suits in solid colors, especially
dark blue, will lead the field.
Most popular spring sport coat has been of dacmn and cotton with
white pearl buttons. Another "Nautical Look" coat comes in
blue
denim with patch pockets.
The two-button sport coat favored by President Kennedy, which
retains the same lines as the three-button model, is not expected to
dent the fashion market. One expert described the coat as one
for
older, more conservative families. He said the design offers no real variation from traditional styles.
Dark blue slacks, making their initial appearance, are recommended as a combination for the lighter colored blue coats.
A few tropical and summer vests will complement the
spring
sports clothes and suits. Otherwise vests are dropping from the market.
DRESS SHIRTS
Short sleeve dress shirts have become so accepted in the past two
years that they could monopolize the market this spring. Button-downs
and English tabs will retain their front -running positions among collar
styles.
Almost all dress shirts, incidentally, will he tapered to some extent.
Even the unlisted models have a seven-inch taper, while listed tapers
run eight inches or more. Pin stripes and convertible cuffs for buttons
or cufflinks are some continuing features for spring.
Blue, especially in stripes, will dominate the dress shirt colors.
Look for mustard colored shirts, too. Originally introduced in New
York, the shade has good possibilities for success on the western
market.
Sport shirt styles will be divided almost evenly between pull -over
and button-down models. Main trends include a semi -madras design,
hot (bright) colors and broad stripes.
BLEED COLORS
The dressy semi -madras design features dark colors which appear
to bleed. In keeping with the color emphasis, electric blue is one of the
hotter colors available in sport shirts.
Ties, after enjoying brief popularity in narrow widths, will widen
to two to two-and -one-half inches. More color combinations are available, also.
Bermuda shorts will range from casual (blues and poplins) to dress
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DAPPER SPARTANJim Irving
demonstrates a summer blazercorbin slacks sport combination.
Plontut by Yob Hull

and that only revolufeet order through tech on -violence.
lizat ion of politics and
rder would be necessary
tociety. The ideology of
e is a direct relevant to
ccording to Professor
justifies the means only
Is achieved," he said.
cted ends dictate their
rant oak trees, you must
is. The principle is the
political systems. If you
tical system free of the
in of violence, you canit through violence."

Continued on Page 10

From racing to pleasure . . .
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sday to again put the and Ow entire. gr,,ap did not take
mendments before the part in it.
Other reasons for nullification
:..sONFUSION’
were that the chairman was not
voided the election on present for the entire ballot countAction from the election ing procedure, the polls were
ASB Pres. Brent Davis moved to the lobby of Morris
activities adviser Dick Dailey auditorium instead of in
led "a lot of confusion front of the library as previously
announced, and the polls were not
luct of the election."
old the group that elec. kept open the required length of
members did not have time, according to Dodson. The
signments from chair- latter two reasons, the board felt,
dorello for the election, were factors which contributed to
the light voter turnout.

you’ll

Kay carefully differstween non-violent reoppression and complete
throughout his speech.
tied the Hindu pacifism
Ian pacifism of both the
a-violent resistance type
assive withdrawal nonype. He also compared
ry anarchistic pacifism
itionary socialistic pact-

find everything

you’ll need at
Desimone’S.

1896
And with these warns days
nights

and

long

weekends

ahead of us. you lust can’t
afford to miss out on the
pleasures of bicycling.

We
can get your old bilis ready
for

the

road,

or you

can

corn* in and make a &elec.
(ion from th many different
makes and modls. Only 21/4
blocks from campus.
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SPRING SPORTBob Trinchero
straightens the tie on a sport
straightens the tie on a seersucker jacket-corbin slacks combination from Mosher’s Ltd.,
50 S. Fourth st.

gagara’J
206 South First Street
42 South First Street
San Jose

IRS,.

DESIMONE’S
CYCLE AND TOY SHOP
77 So. 2nd St. CV 3.580B

Student Discount
Charge Accounts Invited
I,nv-A way Plan

READY FOR BEACHBill
Lange joins the "Nautical Look"
with four -patch swim trunks and
large straw hat.
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went peaceful competition V. Iii
communism "will show representative democracy is the most perfect form of government for the
Preservation of individual liberty."
Addressing a joint session in
Portuguese, Goulart reaffirmed
Brazil’s support of "the democratic principles which united the
People of the West."
lie praised the Alliance for
Progress, but warned Congress
not to expect "rigorously technical global planning" and "prior
flint inati on of instability" by
Latin American nations.
lie said Brazil offers "ample
Possibilities for foreign private
enterprise that wants to cooperate loyally for the development of
the country."
In the field of public utilities,
he said. "there are certain areas
of friction that should be eliminated, since, by a natural phenomenon, they generate not only
misunderstandings between I he
government and the franchised
molPanies, but not infrequently
misunderst ending.% between
friendly countries."
Foreign -owned telephone corn Patties in Rio de Janeiro and in
18 smaller
cities in southern Brazil have been expropriated by
"ale governments in the past two
months. Goulart’s government has
knight to bring about friendly
settlements with the owners.
Goulart said inflation in Brazil
elemmed from sharp changes in
the economy provoked by World
War 11.
Ve know that victory over our
Present dificulties depends on our
mot work, OUT own
energy, our
11 sacrifice. The
Brazilian People
1.14)..e not made every possible sacriftee tn conquer backwardness
and
ninierglevelopment,’ Goulart said,

world wire

FM Radio Plans

LESS SIGNATURES
Two of the amendment proposals
which will go before the voters
again call for lowering the percentage of ASB signatures needed
on a petition for student government action: and the third asks
that the time span allowed for
election of executive officers and
student council members be
changed to an earlier date.
In other action, Student Council
called a special meeting for 6:15
tonight to discuss another amendment proposal which would make
class presidents members of council.
If approved by council, this proposal will also go on the ballot
next week.

Official Says Accion
Builds Democracy

Jeer was introduced by
sock, junior, who sugthe audience that they
in the TASC approval
steps in nuclear reactor
by writing to President
Accion’s aim is to build demole asked for suggestions
to show students’ con- cratic local community institutions
.ernational peace in con- in Latin America, Jerry Brady, one
It the approaching East- of Accion’s two American directors,
said yesterday in Morris Dailey
- Kay, who is adviser to auditorium.
Brady. appearing through coopspoke as part of a TASC
lea on "Modern Political eration with the office of dean of
students, explained the accomplishmic Thought."
ments and goals of his 1,2 -year-old
organization.
Accion is a privately sponsored
group which places young Americans in Latin America to help lift
living standards, organize the people in self-help projects and combat
political extremism. Brady said.
Thirty students from California
are now serving 15-month assign"I have no intention of cutting ments in Venezuela, according to
down services in a state growing Brady. Accion accepts only one out
as fast as California and letting of every eight who apply. "We’re a
a minority group curtail essential small group and we intend to stay
services to the people of this small ... we don’t want to become
state."
a mass group," Brady explained.
Commenting on another party
Recruitment so far has been condeadlock in the Assembly over fined to California.
whether $970 million in adminisTechnical ability is not required
tration bond issues should go on of applicants, but is desirable,
the November or June election Brady added. The most important
ballot, Brown said:
requirement is the ability to lead
"I want the elementary school and organize.
Brady pointed out that ()nee deand college construction bonds in
June. If all of the rest of them velopment work in a community is
are on the primary ballot, it achieved and the developers leave,
doesn’t make any difference to all accomplishments collapse. "We
want our work to be permanent,"
me."
Republican party leaders in the he said.

wcadlocked;
Grad Study Grant
Special Session Called

J-Nweitueu
tion blanks may secure them in the Ivan IV will be this week’s classic
ASR treasurer’s office in the union. film subject when "Ivan the Terrible" is shown today at 3:30 p.m.
in Concert Hall and again at 7
A Danforth Campus Christian
p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
The film was directed by Sergei Worker grant has been awarded to
Eisenstein, who spent years in re- the Rev. Henry G. Gerner, former
search and wilting the scenario for SJS campus chaplain and Wesley
the most color- foundation director. The award
Dr. Ronald Hilton, considered this story of one of
furnishes a year of graduate study
in history.
one of the nation’s top authorities ful figures
The musical score Was written by in a university or theological school
on Latin American affairs, will
composer Sergei Prokofiev. and a cash stipend.
speak here Monday in connection Russian
Mr. Gerner is presently attendpresented in Ruswith the college’s observance of The film will be
dialogue with English sub- ing the University of California at
Pan American week, Apt il 9 sian
Berkeley, having been succeeded
titles.
through 13.
film will be the this year by the Rev. J. Benton
preliminary
The
diand
founder
Hilton,
Professor
Sennett production, "The White as SJS Methodist college
rector of Stanford university’s His- Mack
chaplain.
Parmacist." with W. C. Fields.
panic American and Luso-Brazilian
Institute, will discuss "The Crisis
of Honesty in Latin America,"
Monday at 11:30 am. in Concert
Hall.
His talk, sopnsored by the Pan
CUBAN INVADERS AWAIT VERDICT
American committee, the college
HAVANA (UPI)The government prosecutor, demanding the
lecture committee and the Associyears
ated Student Body, will be open "most severe punishment our laws permit," asked death or 20
imprisonment for each of the 1179 captured Cuban invaders whose
to the public without charge.
four-day trial ended Tuesday, the controlled press reported yesterday.
A mob of 300 persons shouting "Fidel, Fidel" and pro-Castro slogans
used brute force to break up a "death watch" at Principe Prison by
100 friends of war prisoners awaiting the verdict in their treason trial.
UN LOAN GETS PRESIDENT’S SUPPORT
Plans for the new SJS FM radio
WASHINGTON (UPI)President Kennedy assured the Senate
station, KSJS, will be discussed by
Dr. Clarence Flick, associate pro- Wednesday he will "minimize the outlay" of U.S. loan funds to the
fessor of drama, today at 3:30 p.m. United Nations under the bipartisan compromise bill. He hailed the
over campus closed-circuit tele- plan as "wholly satisfactory" to the administration. The President
said that he will insist on annual repayment of principal and interest.
vision.
Opportunities available for stu- He added that he will make certain the money would not be used
dent participation and KSJS pro- to "relieve other U.N. members of their obligation to make good
gramming plans will he elaborated on past assessments"or assessments of other members.
MILITARY CLAIMS CONTROL OVER SYRIA
on by Dr. Flick.
DAMASCUS, Syria (UPI) - .The ruling military junta claimed full
Jane Winter, sophomore education major, and Bob Halladay, sen- control of Syria yesterday with the collapse of a revolt by pro-Nasser
ior journalism major, will direct the army officers in Aleppo. There were indications that the country
questions. Bob Stevens, senior ra- goon would be returned to the civilian government it had before the
dio and television major, will mod- central army command staged a coup just a week ago. The central
command said rebellious army units in Aleppo, the center of the
erate the program.
The program may be viewed in two-day uprising, had pledged their loyalty to the command. Conditions in the city were back to normal.
SD132.

Dr. Hilton To Talk
On Latin America

41,ril 4. /

FEW VOTERS
The elections drew a sparse 1
per cent of the ASB, 163 students.
Freshman elections were not
nullified because the council felt
that considerable delay has already
been imposed on the class which
has been without officers for the
greater part of the semester. In
addition, new elections could not
be scheduled until later in the semester and this would conflict
with the spring ASB elections.
In a surprise move, president
Davis appointed Carleton Parks
chairman of the election board to
succeed Morello, %tom Davis indicated has resigned. Council approved that appointment 11-0-1.

LC91131101.111C

SACRAMENTO f UPI)Demoerotic Gov. Edmund G. Brown said
yesterday he will call the legislature into special session next
week to try to break a deadlock
in the Assembly which saw Republicans block administration efforts to enact a state budget.
Brown told a newsman he feels
the GOP minority in the lower
house showed "pure partisan politics" in blocking passage of his
$2.9 billion spending program
throughout the 30-day regular session which ended at midnight.
SENATE ACCEPTS
Although the Senate voted :14-2
to accept a spending program very
close to Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s
original $2.9 billion recommendation, the lower house failed to get
the necessary 54 votes in a roll
call taken minutes before the mandatory end of the session.
The roll call told the storyall 44 Democrats plus one Republican, Assemblyman Glenn F.. Coolidge of Felton, voted for it; 3.3
of the :14 Republicans in the lower
house voted against it.
The roll call ended a cliff-hanger
performance that lasted through
the final day of the budget part.
of the session anti reached its climax 35 minutes before the constitutional deadline for the end
of the session.
Hinting that he again will submit to the lawmakers almost the
same budget that the Republicans
turned down Tuesday night, Brown
said:

Assembly, meanwhile, blamed the
budget fiasco on the Democratic
administration and complained
that the Democrats refused to accept their recommendation.s to cut
state expenses.
POLITICS INVOLVED
"This is a political year." Browr
told reporters. "I understand poli
tics but the state must take
-e
of human beings. As governor, I
am eoing to fight for what I know
is right."
Asked if he thought Richard M.
Nixon, one of two Republican contenders for the governorship, had
anything to do with GOP strategy
in blocking passage of the budget.
Brown said:
"I don’t think he knows encsiet
about the state to have had an
thing to do with it."

I used to be a 97 -pound
on etklIng until I start
..01 to, wear my Me ergo’. nylon st retch
shorts from R/A at
nii1 5.95. Now., I’m not
a weakling like I 114P41
too
no, now I’M 31
different type weakling, hut I got some
anti -sand glasses and
that k ceps bullies
away. shorts are In
black or white.
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On Winchester and
Stevens Creek Rds.

Town g,c

. . across from the Emporium

covered walkways
store front parking

Look
for
the
lantern/

,,,nr: rzOitionai

shop
It takes a long time to acquire
an education hut it only takes
one stop to get the correct clothes . . . .
that’s at Tearney’s

RECREATION ENJOYMENT
A game of
checkers, requiring thought and manual denterity, absorbs a patient at the Occupational
Therapy laboratory workshops in the Health
building. Studer’ thpnpist Sara Dolby, senior,

NATURAL SHOULDERS AND
PLEATLESS PANTS

assii
poti
men
tien

We feature H. Freeman
suits and sport coats,
Slacks by Major, Shirts
by Gant and Hathaway, Polished Cotton
and Corduroy School
Slacks.

O.T. Dept. Tr
For Rehabilita
By CAROLYN LEN!)
Occupational therapy has been
called "Curing by Doing."
Its practitioners apply their
knowledge, training and ingenuity
toward promoting the physical and
mental well-being of patients and
developing their vocational interests.
Working toward these goals. O.T.
students must learn to use crafts.
plan recreational or educational
activities and teach self-care programs.
San Jose’s Occupational Therapy
department, located in lofty quarters in the Health building, is one
on only five West Coast colleges
offeting a curriculum and B.S. degree in occupational therapy.
CLINICAL INTERNSHIP
The degree follows successful
completion of four years of college
training with emphasis on liberal
arts and health sciences, plus clinical internship of nine months. In
addition. there is a special course
available to holders of bachelor degrees. requiring approximately a
year and a half of academic training and the clinical internship.
Although the profession has been
primarily practiced by women, an
Increasing number of men are entering it. Two are enrolled in the
SJS department now.
A total of 101 undergraduates
are in the department, headed by
Miss Mary D. Booth, OTR. In addition, there are 11 graduate stu-

Tearne0

dents, 24 students in di
ing and four enrolled i
ter’s program.
LAB WORKSH
In laboratory workst
patients’ homes, white0.T. students work wi
patients in twice-weekl
sessions. Their duties re.
lishing treatment plans
tients each and followir
throughout the semest
Treatments are alwa
ten order of physicians
Of the 52 patients pi
tending workshop se
proximately one-third a
Rarely are there more
patients at a time in
tories.
THERAPY GO4
Immediate goals of
therapists are improver
toration of patients’ alai
affected muscles and

Close-ups without attachment.
Interchangability of lenses.
Priced at

$189.50
Come in today for a demonstration of this camera and many
others. We offer consultation on your photographic problems
whether it be the choice of a camera or the development of
pictures.

419 TOWN a COUNTRY VILLAGESAN JOSE
20 Town & Country Village Palo Alto

Town &
it

Country Camera Center
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&

SAN JOSE

COUNTRY VILLAGE
28.

CALIFORNIA

DOWNTOWN, 74 South First
Opsn Monday, Thursday till 9

aVeti
CALMORM/10 01, L,
SHOE COM,IP.

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
2980 Stevens Creek Blvd
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. till 9:30

Men Become
Sophisticated
in Mohair

NOW COMES
THE NEW RAGE

Be suitably dressed

...RUN ABOUT

in this cool, crisp

A shoe you’ll ’’flip -over’’
for fashion and comfort
rightness ... perfect
wherever your busy
schedule takes
you.

natural shoulder suit of
l001/ mohair.
Colors in
black, olive, and
brown.

$79.50

HRSHNS

$10.99

2 Town and Co ntry Village

CH 3-6940
Lots of Life Strides at HEROLD’S

Tau Delta Phi
Plans ’Smoker’

8

Spartan

heels and flats

April 4. /962

Tali Delta Phi, honorary men,.
scholastic fraternity is holding au
introductory "smoker," in the
faculty section of the cafeteria.
1
today, 7:30 p.m.
Realizing that all qualified men
have not been notified, the fraternity extends an invitation 1.
these men. To qualify, a mat
must have a :3.0 over-all averagi.
with 30 or more units at SJS.
Those who attend are requested
to contact a member of the executive board upon arrival at the
smoker.

Job Interviews

Mamiyaflex, the most versatile twin lens reflex can-,era on
the
market, is designed for the amateur as well as the professional.

This issue of the Daily is a graphic
example of the versatility of Globe’s
operation as it exemplifies the ’’mass
production" newsprint facet of our industry combined with fine four-color
process lithography.

"4"

Job Interviews will be held in the Placement office. Ades734, unless t0ec0ed
otherwise. Appointment lists are put out ;n advance of the interview, Students
are requested to sign up early.
major for trainees on the executive
TOMORROW
Campbell Soup en.: MOWS in training squad, 353 S. Fifth st.
chemistry, civil and industrial enInternational Parise en.: any magineering, accounting and business jor for direct placement and trainadministration for management ing programs for industrial sales.
trainee positions. Interviews at 353
Radiation at Stanford: B.S. in
S. Fifth at.
electrical engineering, 353 S. Fifth
marehant Division of Smith Co- st.
rona Merchant. hot.: majors in any
Plane Western Development labfield for sales positions. Interviews oratories: business administration
at 353 S. Fifth at.
and accounting, for general acProcter & Gamble Distributing counting and financial manageco.: majors in business administra- ment positions, 353 S. Fifth at,
tion or liberal arts for positions
Sacramento Municipal Utility
leading to careers in sales mandistrict: electrical engineers, 353 S.
agement. Interviews at 353 S.
Fifth st.
Fifth at.
Simi Valley Unified school disCollege Life Insurance co. of
America: any major interested in trict ( Ventura county t : elementary
sales leading to sales management. and high school teacher candidates.
Camp Cutlery co. (Yosemite NaInterviews at 353 S. Fifth st.
Anaheim Union high school dis- tional park t will interview those
trict (Orange county): high school men interested in working there
and limber high school teacher can- this summer. Although the interviews will be held on Monday. in.
didates.
teresled students must sign tot
FRIDAY
111111. Si OFFS. inc.: any interviews by tomorrow.
inroads

THERAPY PR OJECT Al
Hansberry, senior Occupational
Therapy student, assists a young
patient in assembling a model
sailing ship. Student therapists
plan rehabilitation programs for
adult and child patients follow
ing physicians’ orders.
Er.Iman
specific needs. An understanding
of human nature is essential for
engaging a patient’s interest in an
activity, since he may harbor resentment toward his incapacity and
rebel in treating it.
The student therapists find that
enjoyment of an activity helps motivate patients to follow treatment.
The end product, whether it be a
woven dresser scarf, a model ship
or any of myriad possibilities, also
gives the patient satisfaction of
accomplishment.
Job opportunities are usually
plentiful for qualified occupational
therapists. If a therapist wishes to
specialize, opportunities exist in
agencies dealing with patients
having a specific handicap and in
rehabilitation centers.

All this is produced by our own craftsmen in our own plant right here in San
Jose. We are happy to be a part of it.
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YARN
Skop

KNIT NOW
FOR
EASTER

"Fleisher’s Supra Mohair"
Here is a lovely mohair perfect for your spring knitting.
beautifully natural pastel colors.
Soft and cloud
Only $1.59 per 40-gram ball
4-ply Knitting Worsted

35c oz.

Nyland Bulky

and many
problems.
tpment of

nalyzes
Talk

25c oz., 4 oz. 51.00

Nylana Germantown
Dress Yarns

Isday to again put the and the entire group did r101 take
znendments before the part in it.
Other reasons for nullification
NfleFUSION’
were that the chairman was not
voided the election on present for the entire ballot countation from the election ing procedure, the polls were
ASH Pres. Brent Davis moved to the lobby of Morris
activities adviser Dick Dailey auditorium instead of in
led "a lot of confusion front of the library as previously
lit& of the election."
announced, and the polls were not
old the group that elec. kept open the required length of
members did not have time, according to Dodson. The
signrnents from chair- latter two reasons, the board felt,
dwell for the election, were factors which contributed to
the light voter turnout.

SWoft
94 >464
74 Vitale

We suggest the very beautiful

ra on the
ofessionai.

35c oz.
50c & 65c oz.

and that only revolufeet order through techon-violence.
lization of politics and
rder would be necessary
;ociety. The ideology of
e is a direct relevant to
ccording to Professor

THE YARN SHOP
319 Town & Country V,
Opposite the Emporium
OPEN THURSDAY & FRIDAY EVENINGS
7 - 9 P.M.

S
C.4.4.100E44.4A’
ST6Tt 60118611
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Ideal for Campus Living

come

COTTON MADRAS BEDSPREADS

cafed

Single
72" x 108"

40bair

the most wonderful
way to swim . . .

essed
crisp

’YYLOJtAinas

,uit of

111.o.A.

okair.

california swimguits

)lors in
,e, and
brown.

Banded high in front, and barely
there in back, Peppermint Obi
frames your fan in a delightfully
low square ... gives sensational
curves with the built-in Se.s Shell
bra. Sizes 8-16.

79.50

$17.95
DOWNTOWN, 185 So. First

M
ry Village

WILLOW GLEN
1338 Lincoln Ave

H 3.6940

417 TOWN & COUNTRY
VILLAGE

Machine washable
Color fast

5.50
Double
90’s 108"
King Size
120"x 120"

Over 60 color
combinations

6.95
14.98

Stripes or solids

Co-ordinate with
matching
DRAPERIES or
use as yardage for
DRESSES or SKIRTS

Bring in this ad
for a $1 reduction on bedspread prices.

SAN JOSE
416 Town & Country Village
Winchester & Stevens Creek Rd.
910
Open Daily 10-6, 61.71,Fri.
Sun. 11-7 CH 8-4216
OAKLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
BERKELEY
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talent peacenn competition wun
eornmunism "will show representative democracy is the most perfect form of government for the
Preservation of individual liberty."
Addressing a joint session in
Portuguese, Goulart reaffirmed
Brazil’s support of "the demoOrate principles which united the
People of the West."
He praised the Alliance for
Progress but warned Congress
not to expect "rigorously technical global planning" and "prior
elimina t ion of instability" be
Latin American nations.
He said Brazil offers "ample
Fossibilities for foreign private
enterprise that wants to cooperate loyally for the development of
the country."
In the field of public utilities,
tie saie "there are certain areas
of friction that should be
eliminated, since, by a natural phenomenon, they generate not only
rniaunderstandings between the
enernment and the franchised
companies, but not infrequently
misunderst a ndings between
friendly countries."
Foreign -owned telephone corn Denies in Rio de Janeiro and in
18 smaller cities in southern Brazil have been
expropriated by
state governments
in the past two
months. Goulart’s government has
aught to bring about friendly
*Memento with the owners.
Goulart said inflation in Brazil
gemmed from sharp
changes in
’he economy
provoked by World
WarII
"We know that victory over
our
Present dificulties depends on our
".’n work, our own energy, our
Nti sacrifice. The
Brazilian people
hove not made every possible sacriliee to conquer
backwarrineee and
’4er-development," Goulart said.

world wire

FM Radio Plans

LESS SIGNATURES
Two of the amendment proposals
rant oak trees, you must which will go before the voters
is. The principle is the again call for lowering the percentage of ASH signatures needed
political systems. If you
on a petition for student governdeal system free of the
en of violence, you can- ment action; and the third asks
that the time span allowed for
it through violence."
election of executive officers and
Kay carefully differ- student council members be
etween non-violent re- changed to an earlier date.
In other action, Student Council
oppression and complete
called a special meeting for 6:15
throughout his speech.1
itonight to discuss another amendlied the Hindu pacifism ment proposal which would make
Ian pacifism of both the class presidents members of coun1-violent resistance type cil.
issive withdrawal nonIf approved by council, this proype. He also compared posal will also go on the ballot
ry anarchistic pacifism next week
ttionary socialistic paci-

ifnelisa
nTort.,s
April 4, 1962

iker was introduced by
dock, junior, who sugthe audience that they
in the TASC approval
steps in nuclear reactor
by writing to President
Accion’s aim is to build demole asked for suggestions
to show students’ con- cratic local community institutions
.ernational peace in con- in Latin America, Jerry Brady, one
is the approaching East- of Accion’s two American directors,
said yesterday in Morris Dailey
Kay, who is adviser to auditorium.
Brady, appearing through coopspoke as part of a TASC
lea on "Modern Political eration with the office of dean of
fir Thotazht "
students, explained the accomplishments and goals of his 1i -year-old
organization.
Accion is a privately sponsored
group which places young Americans in Latin America to help lift
living standards, organize the people in self-help projects and combat
political extremism, Brady said.
Thirty students from California
are now serving 15-month assign"I have no intention of cutting ments in Venezuela, according to
down services in a state growing Brady. Accion accepts only one out
as fast as California and letting of every eight who apply. "We’re a
a minority group curtail essential small group and we intend to stay
services to the people of this small . . . we don’t want to become
state."
a mass group," Brady explained.
Commenting on another party
Recruitment so far has been condeadlock in the Assembly over fined to California.
whether $970 million in adminisTechnical ability is not required
tration bond issues should go on of applicants, but is desirable,
the November or June election Brady added. The most important
ballot. Brown said:
requirement is the ability to lead
"I want the elementary school and organize.
Brady pointed out that once deand college construction bonds in
June. If all of the rest of them velopment work in a community is
are on the primary ballot, it achieved and the developers leave,
doesn’t make any difference to all accomplishments collapse, "We
want our work to he permanent,"
me."
Republican party leaders in the he said.
Assembly, meanwhile, blamed the
budget fiasco on the Democratic
I.
administration and complained it
that the Democrats refused to accept their recommendations to cut II
state expenees.
? I used to be a 97 -pound
POLITICS INVOLVE!)
weAling until I start"This is a political year," Brown
ed to wets r my Mctold reporters. "I understand poli- IGregor nylon stretch 11
shorts trans R/A at
tics but the state must take care
NI only 5.05. No’s, Cm not I.
of human beings. As governor, I IIII a weakling
like I used NM
am going to fight for what I know I
to he no, now Cm a II
different type weekis right."
Asked if he thought Richard M. sUna, hat I got some 111
anti -sand glasses and
Nixon, one of two Republican conIthat keeps bullies 11
tenders for the governorship, had
away shorts lire In
black or white.
anything to do with GOP strategy
In blocking passage of the budget.
Brown said:
"I don’t think he knows enough
about the state to have had anything to do with it."
IN SAN JOSE

vcadlocked;
Grad Study Grant
Special Session Called

tion blanks may secure them In the Ivan IV will be this week’s classic 4.0fICIF.)1C1111 PNVICIIUCU
ASB treasurer’s office in the union. film subject when "Ivan the Terrible" is shown today at 3:30 p.m.
in Concert Hall and again at 7
p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
A Danforth Campus Christian
The film was directed by Sergei Worker grant has been awarded to
im
Eisenstein, who spent years in re- the Rev. Henry G. Gelder, former
merrch and writing the scenario for SJS campus chaplain and Wesley
Dr. Ronald Hilton, considered this story of one of the most color- foundation director. The award
furnishes a year of graduate study
one of the nation’s top authorities ful figures in history.
The musical score was written by in a university or theological school
on Latin American affairs, will
speak here Monday in connection Russian composer Sergei Prokofiev. and a cash stipend.
Mr. Gerner is presently attendwith the college’s observance of The film will be presented in RusPan American week, Apt il 9 sian dialogue with English sub- ing the University of California at
Berkeley, having been succeeded
titles.
through 13.
The preliminary film will be the this year by the Rev. J. Benton
Professor Hilton, founder and di"The White as SJS Methodist college
rector of Stanford university’s His- Mack Sennett production,
with W. C. Fields.
chaplain.
panic American and Luso-Brazilian Parmarist."
institute, will discuss "The Crisis
of Honesty in Latin America,"
Monday at 11:30 a.m. in Concert
Hall.
His talk, sopnsored by the Pan
CUBAN INVADERS AWAIT VERDICT
American committee, the college
HAVANA (UPI)The government prosecutor, demanding the
lecture committee and the Associated Student Body, will be open "most severe punishment our laws permit," asked death or 20 years
imprisonment for each of the 1179 captured Cuban invaders whose
In the public without charge.
four-day trial ended Tuesday, the controlled press reported yesterday.
A mob of 300 persons shouting "Fidel, Fidel" and pro-Castro slogans
used brute force to break up a "death watch" at Principe Prison by
100 friends of war prisoners awaiting the verdict in their treason trial.
UN LOAN GETS PRESIDENT’S SUPPORT
Plans for the new SJS FM radio
WASHINGTON I UPI)..President Kennedy assured the Senate
station, KSJS, will be discussed by
Dr. Clarence Flick, associate pro- Wednesday he will "minimize the outlay" of U.S. loan funds to the
fessor of drama, today at 3:30 p.m. United Nations under the bipartisan compromise bill. He hailed the
over campus closed-circuit tele- plan as "wholly satisfactory" to the administration. The President
said that he will insist on annual repayment of principal and interest
vision.
Opportunities available for stu- He added that he will make certain the money would not be used
dent participation and KSJS pro- to "relieve other U.N. mernhenr of their obligation to make good
gramming plans will be elaborated on past assessments"or assessments of other members.
MILITARY CLAIMS CONTROL OVER SYRIA
on by Dr. Flick,
DAMASCUS, Syria (UPD---The ruling military junta claimed full
Jane Winter, sophomore education major, and Bob Halladay, sen- control of Syria yesterday with the collapse of a revolt by pro-Nasser
ior journalism major, will direct the army officers in Aleppo. There were indications that the country
questions. Bob Stevens, senior ra- soon would be returned to the civilian government it had before the
dio and television major, wit, mod- central army command staged a coup just a week ago. The central
command said rebellious army units in Aleppo, the center of the
erate the program.
The program may be viewed in two-day uprising, had pledged their loyalty to the command. Conditions in the city were back to normal.
SD132.

Dr. Hilton To Talk
Latin America

justifies the means only
is achieved," he said.
cted ends dictate their

FEW VOTERS
The elections drew a sparse 1
per cent of the ASH, 163 students.
Freshman elections were not
nullified because the council felt
that considerable delay has already
been imposed on the class which
has been without officers for the
greater part. of the semester. In
addition, new elections could not
be scheduled until later in the semester and this would conflict
with the spring ASH elections.
In a surprise move, president
Davis appointed Carleton Parks
chairman of the election board to
succeed Morello, whom Davis indicated has resigned. Council approved that appointment 11-0-1.

Official Says Accion
Builds Democracy

Spartan Dail)

m.
220N.

lent Vote
I by Council
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SACRAMENTO (UP11Democratic Gov. Edmund G. Brown said
yesterday he will call the legislature into special session next
week to try to break a deadlock
in the Assembly which saw Republicans block administration efforts to enact a state budget.
Brown told a newsman he feels
the GOP minority in the lower
house showed "pure partisan politics" in blocking passage of his
$2.9 billion spending program
throughout the 30-day regular session which ended at midnight.
SENATE ACCEPTS
Although the Senate voted 34-2
to accept a spending program very
close to Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s
original $2.9 billion recommendation, the lower house failed to get
the necessary 54 votes in a roll
call taken minutes lx-fore the mandatory end of the session.
The roll call told the story
all 44 Democrats plus one Republican, Assemblyman Glenn E. Coolidge of Felton, voted for it; 3.1
of the 34 Republicans in the lower
house voted against it.
The roll call ended a cliff-hanger
performance that lasted through
the final day of the budget part
of the session and reached its climax 35 minutes before the constitutional deadline for the end
of the session.
Hinting that he again will submit to the lawmakers almost the
same budget that the Republicans
turned down Tuesday night, Brown
said:

isM UN 4,
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Spring Fashion Look
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By CAROLYN LUND
Spring’s fashion emphasis is on
femininity and beauty of line. A
fresh look accented by American
designers is displayed now in fashion magazines.
New use of color, line and fabric have helped American women
escape from their black -and -pearls
conformity and to achieve a more
feminine look. Ruffles are back

The effect is surprisingly not too
school -girlish, either.
A regard for individualistic fashion sense has grown from the example set by Jackie Kennedy.
American women leaped to imitate
her during 1960 but have gradually
slowed to emulate her practice of
choosing styles most becoming to
the individual. Gone are the mass
of carbon-copy Jackies.

BARBER
SHOP
ALL HAIRCUTS

LEE’S

RECREATION ENJOYMENT A
game of
checkers, requiring thought and manual dexterity, absorbs a patient at the Occupational
Therapy laboratory workshops in the Health
building. Student therapist Sara Dolby, senior,
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3 Barbers To Serve You

Open 9-7 Mon. - Sat. 9-4
68 E. SAN FERNANDO

O.T. Dept. Tr
For Rehabilita
Bs CAROLYN LUND
Occupational therapy has been
called "Curing by Doing."
Its practitioners apply their
knowledge, training and ingenuity
toward promoting the physical and
mental well-being of patients and
developing their vocational interests.
Working toward these goals, O.T.
students must learn to use crafts,
plan recreational or educational
activities and teach self-care programs.
San Jose’s Occupational Therapy
department, located in lofty quarters in the Health building, is one
on only five West Coast colleges
offering a curriculum and B.S. degree in occupational therapy.
CLINICAL INTERNSHIP
The degree follows successful
completion of four years of college
training with emphasis on liberal
arts and health sciences, plus clinical internship of nine months. In
addition, there is a special course
available to holders of bachelor degrees, requiring approximately a
year and a half of academic training and the clinical internship.
Although the profession has been
primarily practiced by women, an
Increasing number of men are entering it. Two are enrolled in the
SJS department now.
A total of 101 undergraduates
are in the department, headed by
Miss Mary D. Booth, OTR. In addition. there are 11 graduate stu-

(One Block from Campus Toward Townl

Your Master
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dents, 24 students in ei
ing and four enrolled
ter’s program.
LAB WORKSH
In laboratory worksl
patients’ homes, white0.T. students work wi
patients in twice-weekl
sessions. Their duties no
lishing treatment plans
tients each and followir
throughout the semesb
Treatments are alwa
ten order of physicians
Of the 52 patients pi
tending workshop se
proximately one-third a
Rarely are there more
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tories.
THERAPY 004
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affected muscles and

Tau Delta Phi
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A MODERN CLASSIC SCULPTURED IN IS KARAT GOLD
RUOGET TERMS TOO.
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Istsrviees will be held in the Plecerneni office, Adrn234. unless specified
otherwise. Appointment lists are put out in advance of the interview. Students
are i.e.:isolated to sign up early.
!major for trainees on the executive
TOMORROW
Campbell Soup en,: majors in training squad, 35.3 S. Fifth St.
chemistry, civil and industrial en -1 International Paper en.: any magineering, accounting and business jor for direct placement and train.
administration for management ! ing programs for indtmtrial sales.
trainee positions. Interviews at 353
Radiation at Stanford: B.S. in
’ S. Fifth St.
electrical engineering, 353 S. Fifth
Marehant Divialon of Smith Co- St.
rona Merchant, Inc.: majors in any Philo() Western Development labfield for sales positions. Interviews oratories: business administration
at 353 S. Fifth at.
and accounting, for general ACProcter a Gamble Distributing counting and financial manage.
en.. majors in business administra- ment positions, 353 S. Fifth at.
tion or liberal arts for positions
Sacramento Municipal Utility
leading to careers in sales mandistrict: electrical engineers, 353 S.
ngement. Interviews at 35.3 S.
Fifth St.
Fifth at.
Mimi Valley Unified school diaCollege Life Insurance 4.4). of
America: any major interested in Met I Ventura county): elementary
sales leading to sales management.; and high school teacher candidates.
Camp Curry co. (Yosemite NaInterviews at 353 S. Fifth st.
Anaheim Union high school dla-! tional park I will interview threw
Met (Orange county): high school !men interested in working there
is summer.
and itinior high school teacher ranviews will be held on Monday, inclidates.
terested students meat sign for
FRIDAY
Broadway -114o Stores. inc.: any interviews by tomorrow.

Although the tunic idea of below-the-waist flare persists and the
straight sheath is still in evidence,
the fashion world has at last discovered that women are not just
lumpy boys.
&ice again. women have discernible waistlines. Basic dresses and
coats have cinch belts, wide and
leathery.
Less noticeable: the extremely
tailored look. Chanel suits are ever
practical and attractive, but style
leans toward suits with flared
skirts and short, waist -conforming
jackets with lapels. If waistlines
aren’t actually emphasized with a
belt or a bow, at least they’re acknowledged by a fold or a seam.
RACK INTEREST
There is back interest in the
spring line of dressy dresses. Designers have employed eye-catching fullness at the yoke, drapes encircling the shoulders and back
necklines that plunge low enough
to ventilate the vertebrae.
Chiffon and silk organza are
widely used in ultra-feminine evening dresses. Brilliant colors or
muted pastels are equally effective
in conveying femininity if skirts
are full enough.
Hats this spring are generally
small. Pill boxes perch on top of
the head and neither hide a lady’s
bouffant hairdo nor detract from
the line of her costume.
Multi-hued shoes and buttons galore of brassy metal or touches of
fur -- these are spring styles.
Jewelry is generally being played
down.
BLOOMING
Also blooming this spring
pleats and fullness, double-breasted
jackets and coats, more knits in
wool, synthetic fibers and cotton
jersey.
Spring sport clothes follow the
patterns of tried and true standards, but designs and patterns in
over-blouses are wilder than ever.
No innovations such as the "skorts"
of preceding years are catching
interest.

’Nautical’ Look
In Men’s Wear
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(madras) styles. Seersucker tor
pin stripe), baby chord (fine pin
Stripe) and dacron plaids are sample3 of the color pattersn which
should zoom bermudas to a new
importance.
Dacrons and wools are the No. 1
materials for spring slacks. Look
for a new all -wool worsted slack
coming soon.
HEMP BELT
Belts are regaining their fashion importance after relative deemphasis. The hemp belt with
leather tabs is the main style promoted by clothiers.
Belts consist of denim elastic,
seersucker and hemps with one
color superimposed upon another.
Lighter colors will prevaid.
Loafers and two-eyelet ties will
continue to be the most popual
shoe styles. Conservative patterns
will prevail. Only new additions to
the market appear to be lighter
weight shoes with more squared
toes.

SUITED FOR SPRINGSusan Libby (left) wears a three-pieee
pink silk suit by Lilli Ann, $89.95 at Barbara’s; and Vss B heels
$19.95; bag, $13.95, from Bloom’s. Her white straw sailor hat.
$ 13.95, is from Blum’s. Joan Phelan wears a three-piece imported
knit suit from Gloria’s, $76.50; bone antioued cavier heels
$19.95 at Bloom’s; bone linen bag, $11.95 at Bloom’s; and cloche’
flower hat, $15 at Blum’s.

Always-in -Style
Favored in Suits
By JOAN JACKSON
Ready for spring’s first muster is the always-in -style suit
the
well-dressed girl’s best friend.
Suit silhouettes are featured with a fresh counterpoint of detail
this spring that charms the woman --and her figure.
New entry in suit fashions is the fitted, even -belted jacket suit.
A wide lapel offsets the tailored lines of this spring favorite.
Jackets appear in every conceivable style. Braid -hound, no-button
jackets have their opposite in the double-breasted suit jacket. The
fly -away waist-length jacket lends a share of swagger to the well.
dressed woman.
ALL FORMS
Skirts take all forms: the pinch-tucked but slightly slim; the
panel-draped; the box or inverted pleat; the full circle or the gedet
insert; the whirl -full Norell type for controlled fullness through ode
pleats with an unbroken front and back appearance.
Charmers in the "when-is-a-suit-not-a -suit" category are the
dresses with three-fourth length coats, dresses with jackets and the
skirts with separate blouses and hipbone or bolero jackets.
Wool leads the fabric parade for spring. The airy wool, new
firm-bodied wool worsted and silk blend, wool tweed and wool knits
are top choices for suits.
The silk suit, particularly the hand-woven Indian tussah silk, is
very high-fashion; especially in warm climates.
Suitcolors run the gamut from bright, bold reds and blues to the
new soft pastel tones. Neutral tones of gray, beige, black-and-white
and solid white share popularity. The spring favorite of Navy blue is
still very popular and "tre chic."
NEUTRALS
This season’s new neutral is "chamois," which is, depending an
the colors with which it is worn, a warmed -up white or delicately
pale gold.
Solids, bright lively plaids, modest-size checks and contrasting
color tones in tweed are among top contenders for style favorites as
as shown in Bazaar and Vogue magazines.
With nearly every suit, the blouse is the keynote: fragile, fere
Mine, casual or dressyand in many cases, one suit can serve all ro!es
when worn with the correct blouse.

April 4, 1962

Tau Delta Phi, honorary men’s
scholastic fraternity is holding an
Introductory "smoker," in the
faculty section of the cafeteria,
today. 7:30 p.m.
Realizing that all qualified men
have not been notified, the fraternity extends an invitation to
these men. To qualify, a man
must have a 3.0 over-all average
with 30 or more units at. SJS.
Those who attend are requested
to contact a member of the executive hoard upon arrival at the
smoker.

Job Job Interviews -*-
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Femininity

This issue of the Daily is a graphic
example of the versatility of Globe’s
operation as it exemplifies the -mass
production" newsprint facet of our industry combined with fine four-color
process lithography.
THERAPY PROJECTAl
Hansberry, senior Occupational
Therapy student, assists a young
patient in assembling a model
sailing ship. Student therapists
plan rehabilitation programs for
adult and child patients
ing physicians’ orders.
/rho. b.

11111

Errirnere

specific needs. An understanding
of human nature is essential for
engaging a patient’s interest in an
activity, since he may harbor resentment toward his incapacity and
rebel in treating it.
The student therapists find that
enjoyment of an activity helps motivate patients to follow treatment
The end product, whether it be a
woven dresser scarf, a model ship
or any of myriad possibilities, also
gives the patient satisfaction of
accomplishment..
Job opportunities are usually
plentiful for qualified occupational
therapists. If a therapist wishes to
specialize, opportunities exist in
agencies flailing with patients
having a sperifio handicap and in
telt:dam:wen tssitees.

All this is produced by our own craftsmen in our own plant right here in San
Jose. We are happy to be a part of it.
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Old vs. New
Ask Granma
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Discount
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By PRUDY STAVIG
Would Grandma have cast a janudiced eye upon her female
contemporary of today? You bet! And Grandpa? Well, that’s a
different story.
After all, while Grandpa might have loved his lady of the day,
he also was human. Yet, Grandma insisted on being "inhuman" with
her iron corsets, wire bustles and wasp -sized waist.
De -bustled, de -corseted and de -pained, the modern woman is
de-licious. At last she has come out of her cocoon -like bindings into
a whole new world of style and color. Best of all, she no longer
attempts to hide the fact that she is definitely a female.

.e -piece
B heels,
lor hat,
mported
; heels,
I cloche

CAMEL?
Succeeding the bustle, which made a woman look like a two legged camel, came the sleeve which made her look as if she had
a leg o’ mutton. This was the puffed sleeve exploding at the shoulder
and tapering into a snug fit at the wrist. A modern-day woman
might attain this look if she were extremely athletic and had a huge
muscle atop her upper arm.
The ’90s too had a look of their ownin particular their sexy(?)
bathing suits. They were two-piece (definitely not as we know them)
garments composed of a short dress bound below the waist with a
sash and a pair of full bloomers to cover up what wasn’t to be seen.
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CHANGE!
With the dawn of a new century, fashions underwent little
change until the roaring ’20sand then, change they did! Skirts
shot up and taboos went down, and the lithe lass emerged as a doowack-a-dooer, boop-boop-be-doer in no time at all.
Out the window went these gals’ stays, corsets and torture
machines. In her exuberance for her new-found freedom in the fashion
world, out went every convention. No more busts, waists or hips.
All of these lay hidden beneath the baubles and beads of her free.
swinginggarb. In place of the concealment of these parts of the
anatomy, the flapper brought the revealment of the knees, ankles
and shoulders.
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Talk
YESTERYEARBe-bustled coed
Judy Chandler (above) looks
down her nose at the world in
her fancy 1800s gown. Sharon
Whitmire (lower left) plays the
slinky ’30s siren swathed in ostrich feathers. Bathing beauty
Colette Soult (upper left) shows
what the beach boys i n the
90s ogled. (Costumes courtesy
of The Costume Shop, 851 W.
San Carlos.)
1.1..1I..

V

THE DIAMOND SHOW t.
157 South First Street

is on the word femininity
and every woman we know is
adding femininity to her
Spring ’62 vocabulary.
One of the prettiest late -day

black silk organza. Added
excitement, a handkerchief-fold
skirt.
Sizes 7-15.

$35.95

AT LAST!
At last, the fair sex of the ’60s has blossomed forth. Everywhere
she can be seen bustling about in her dagger-toed shoes (not to
mention the epitome of femininity"tennies," hairdos five feet and
two feet tall and the fingernails of yellow, lavender and blue.
What an enticing picture. Just think what Grandma missed!

loria’s
36 South Second Street
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went peacertu competition wan
ommunism "will show representative democracy is the most perfect form of government for the
reservation of individual liberty."
Addressing a joint session in
’ortuguese, Goulart reaffirmed
Irani’s support of "the demoratie principles which united the
eople of the West."
He praised the Alliance for
’Ingress, but warned Congress
et to expect "rigorously tech seal global planning" and "prior
limina tion of instability" by
Latin American nations.
He said Brazil offers "ample
ossibilities for foreign private
enterprise that wants to cooperate loyally for the development of
he country."
In the field of public utilities.
P said. "there are certain areas
of friction that should be elim%led, since, by a natural phenomenon, they generate not only
misunderstandings between the
Mernment and the franchised
ompanies, hut not infrequently
misunderstandings between
fnendly countr"
Foreign -owned telephone cont.
sues in Rio de Janeiro and in
18 smaller cities in southern Brazil have been
expropriated by
state governments in the past two
months. Goulart’s government has
smelt to bring about friendly
!foments with the owners.
Goulart said inflation in Brazil
Sennett front sharp changes in
the economy
provoked by World
’Sr II
"We know that victory over our
Present dificulties depends on our
work, our own energy, our
es’n sacrifice. The Brazilian
People
have not made
every possible saein conquer backwardness and
met...development," Goulart said.
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tion blanks may secure them in the Ivan TV will be this week’s classic
ASB treasurer’s office in the union. film subject when "Ivan the Terrible" is shown today at 3:30 p.m.
in Concert Hall and again at 7
A Danforth Campus Christian
p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
The film was directed by Sergei Worker grant has been awarded to
Eisenstein, who spent years in re- the Rev. Henry G. Gerner, former
search and writing the scenario for SJS campus chaplain and Wesley
foundation director. The award
Dr. Ronald Hilton, considered this story of one of the most colorfurnishes a year of graduate study
in history.
one of the nation’s top authorities ful figures
The musical score was written by in a university or theological school
on Latin American affairs, will
composer Sergei Prokofiev. and a cash stipend.
speak here Monday in connection Russian
Mr. Gerner is presently attendfilm
will be presented in RusThe
of
observance
college’s
the
with
sub- ing the University of California at
English
dialogue
with
sian
9
il
Apt
week,
Pan American
Berkeley, having been succeeded
titles.
through 13.
The preliminary film will be the this year by the Rev. J. Benton
Professor Hilton, founder and diSennett production. "The White as SJS Methodist college
rector of Stanford university’s His- Mack
chaplain.
Parrnacist." with W. C. Fields.
panic American and Luso-Brazilian
Institute, will discuss "The Crisis
of Honesty in Latin America,"
Monday at 11:30 a.m. in Concert
Hall.
His talk, sopnsored by the Pan
CUBAN INVADERS AWAIT VERDICT
American committee, the college
HAVANA (UPI)The government prosecutor, demanding the
lecture committee and the Associasked death or 20 years
ated Student Body, will be open "most severe punishment our laws permit."
imprisonment for each of the 1179 captured Cuban invaders whose
to the public without charge.
four-day trial ended Tuesday, the controlled mew reported yesterday.
A mob of 300 persons shouting "Fidel, Fidel" and pro-Castro slogans
used brute force to break up a "death watch" at Principe Prison by
100 friends of war prisoners awaiting the verdict in their treason trial.
UN LOAN GETS PRESIDENT’S SUPPORT
Plans for the new S,IS FM radio
WASHINGTON (UPI)-- President Kennedy assured the Senate
station, KSJS, will be discussed by
Dr. Clarence Flick, associate pro- Wednesday he will "minimize the outlay" of U.S. loan funds to the
fessor of drama, today at 3:30 p.m. United Nations under the bipartisan compromise bill. He hailed the
over campus closed-circuit tele- plan as "wholly satisfactory" to the administration. The President
said that he will insist on annual repayment of principal and interest.
vision.
Opportunities available for stu- He added that he will make certain the money would not be used
dent participation and KSJS pro- to "relieve other U.N. members of their obligation to make good
gramming plans will be elaborated on past assessments"or assessments of other members.
MILITARY CLAIMS CONTROL OVER SYRIA
on by Dr. Flick.
DAMASCUS, Syria (UPDThe ruling military junta claimed full
Jane Winter, sophomore education major, and Bob Halladay, sen- control of Syria yesterday with the collapse of a revolt by pro-Nasser
in Aleppo. There were indications that the country
ior journalism major, will direct the army officers
questions. Bob Stevens, senior ra- soon would be returned to the civilian government it had before the
dio and television major, will mod- central army command staged a coup just a week ago. The central
command said rebellious army units in Aleppo. the center of the
erate the program.
The program may be viewed in two-day uprising. had pledged their loyalty to the command. Conditions in the city were hack to normal.
SD132.

Grad Study Grant’

Dr. Hilton To Talk
On Latin America

world wire

FM Radio Plans
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FEW VOTERS
The elections drew a sparse 1
per cent of the ASH, 163 students.
Freshman elections were not
nullified because the council felt
that considerable delay has already
been imposed on the class which
has been without officers for the
greater part of the semester. In
addition, new elections could not
be scheduled until later in the semester and this would conflict
with the spring ASH elections.
In a surprise move, president
Davis appointed Carleton Parks
chairman of the election board to
succeed Morello, whom Davis indicated has resigned. Council approved that appointment 11-0-1.

LESS SIGNATURES
Two of the amendment proposals
which will go before the voters
rant oak trees, you must
again call for lowering the peris. The principle is the
centage of ASH signatures needed
political systems. If you
on a petition for student governdical system free of the
ment action; and the third asks
m of violence, you canthat the time span allowed for
it through violence."
election of executive officers and
Kay carefully differ- student council members be
etween non-violent re- I changed to an earlier date.
oppression and completel In other action, Student Council
called a special meeting for 6:15
throughout his speech. I
tonight to discuss another amendaced the Hindu pacifism I ment proposal which would make
Ian pacifism of both the ;class presidents members of courtr-violent resistance type
issive withdrawal rum- I If approved by council, this proype. He also compared posal will also go on tile ballot
ry anarchistic pacifism next week.
itionary socialistic paci-
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MAN -WOMAN
World War II brought the advent of the man -woman. This was
the dainty morsel with the padded shoulders and baggy slacks. The
woman was taking her place beside the man as the bread winner.
At least she attained her goal; people literally could not tell her from
her male peer.
Into the ’50s bounced the bosom babe. When one encountered
this "femme fatale" one certainly knew it: Necklines merged with
waistlines, and it seemed that milady was poured into her dress. Perhaps these were the years when women dressed for men instead of
for other women.

contrastin
favorites as

220N. Se

:way to again put the and the entire group did not take
itnendments before the part in it.
Other reasons for nullification
VONFUSION’
were that the chairman was not
voided the election on present for the entire ballot countation from the election ing procedure, the polls were
ASH Press, Brent Davis moved to the lobby of Morris
activities adviser Dick Dailey auditorium instead of in
led "a lot of confusion front of the library as previously
luct of the election."
announced, and the polLs were not
old the group that elec- kept open the required length of
members did not have time, according to Dodson. The
signments from chair- latter two reasons, the board felt,
Itorello for the election, were factors which contributed to
the light voter turnout.
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FLAPPER FOLLOWER
Slinking in behind the flapper came the ’30s and the svelte, sleek
siren in black. No rear, no bust, no shape, nothing but a neckline
that swooped down to the navel!
Over the shoulders, arms, neck and feet was strewn the very
latestthe ostrich boa. Over the head, preferably drooping over the
ear and into the eye, was a large ostrich plume. From behind this
nose -tickling device, the siren sent out her smoldering flirtatious
messages.
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TELL STORY
The gross changes in the fashion world do in fact fell a whole
history in themselves. From caveman days to present, clothes always
have personified the mode of living. The rustic life of the pioneers
was shown in the drab, but practical clothes of the pioneeress;
the
garb of the flapper was loose, easy and loud to fit in with the gay,
experimental air of the time, and the clothes of the modern-day
woman are exciting and adventurous as is the time.
For every era there has been a style. In 1870 the bustle came
into focus. The atrocious concoction usually was constructed of wire.
Its function was nil. It was merely an ornament which made it difficult to sit down and which minimized the buntline. The only modern
counterpart is an exceedingly large handbag carried atop a cute
little derriere.
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Official Says Accion
Builds Democracy

iker was introduced by
dock, junior, who sOlgthe audience that they
In the TASC approval
steps in nuclear reactor
by writing to President
Accion’s aim is to build demole asked for suggestions
; to show students’ con- cratic local community institutions
terrtat ional peace in con- In Latin America, Jerry Brady, one
th the approaching East- of Accion’s two American directors,
said yesterday in Morris Dailey
r Kay, who is adviser to auditorium.
Brady, appearing through coopspoke as part of a TASC
lea on "Modem Political eration with the office of dean of
students, explained the accomplishmic Thought"
ments and goals of his 1,2 -year-old
organization.
Accion is a privately sponsored
group which places young Americans in Latin America to help lift
living standards, organize the people in self-help projects and combat
political extremism, Brady said.
Thirty students from California
are now serving 15-month assign"I have no intention of cutting ments in Venezuela, according to
clown services in a state growing Brady. Accion accepts only one out
as fast as California and letting of every eight who apply. "We’re a
a minority group curtail essential small group and we intend to stay
services to the people of this small . . . we don’t want to become
state."
a mass group," Brady explained.
Commenting on another party
Recruitment so far has been condeadlock in the Assembly over fined to California.
whether $970 million in adminisTechnical ability is not required
tration bond issues should go on of applicants, but is desirable,
the November or June election Brady added. The most important
ballot, Brown said:
requirement is the ability to lead
"I want the elementary school and organize.
Brady pointed out that once deand college construction bonds in
June. If all of the rest of them velopment work in a community is
are on the primary ballot, it achieved and the developers leave,
doesn’t make any difference to all accomplishments collapse. "We
want our work to be permanent,"
Republican party leaders in the he said.
Assembly, meanwhile, blamed the
budget fiasco on the Democratic
administration and complained
that the Democrats refused to accept their recommendations tit crit
state expenses.
I used to be a In -pound
POLITICS INVOLVED
vietklIng until I start"This is a political year," Brown 111 ed to wear my McGregor nylon stretch
told reporters. "I understand polities but the state must take care = shorts from K/A at
only 5.95. Now, I’m not
of human beings. As governor, I 1111 a weakling like 1 used
am going to fight for what I know I to be
no, now I’m a
different type weakis right "
got some
Asked if he thought Richard M. II ling, but Iglassea
and
anti -sand
Nixon, one of two Republican conthat keep’. Milne%
away. Shorts are In
tenders for the governorship, had
black or white.
anything to do with GOP strategy
In blocking passage of the budget
Brown said:
don’t think he knows enough V erafgalEM #
about the state to have had anything to do with it."
IN SAN JOSE

ucadlOCked;

special Session Called
SACRAMENTO I UPI1Democratic Gov. Edmund G. Brown said
yesterday he will call the legislature into special session next
week to try to break a deadlock
in the Assembly which saw Republicans block administration efforts to enact a state budget.
Brown told a newsman he feels
the GOP minority in the lower
house showed "pure partisan politics in blocking passage of his
$2.9 billion spending program
throughout the 30-day regular session which ended at midnight.
SENATE ACCEPTS
Although the Senate voted 34-2
to accept a spending program very
close to Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s
original $2.9 billion recommendation, the lower house failed to get
the necessary 54 votes in a roll
call taken minutes before the mandatory end of the session.
The roll call told the story-all 44 Democrats plus one Republican, Assemblyman Glenn E. Coolidge of Felton, voted for it; 33
of the 34 Republicans in the lower
house voted against it.
The roll call ended a cliff-hanger
performance that lasted through
the final day of the budget part
of the session and reached its climax 35 minutes before the constitutional deadline for the end
of the session.
Hinting that he again will submit to the lawmakers almost the
same budget that the Republicans
turned down Tuesday night. Brown
sald:
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With a
light ribbed
rubber sole and
elasticized
inner
collar

THERE’S A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE
IN DIAMONDS ...

.. the VALUE depends on the store ..

Available
on a
stacked heel
just right
for walking

When you buy it from US ... it’s the
FINEST ... ! and it won’t cost you one
penny more ... ! No "prizes" ... No
"come ons" ... No "give-aways"
RECREATION ENJOYMENT A game of
checkers, requiring thought and manual dexterity, absorbs a patient at the Occupational
Therapy laboratory workshops in the Health
building. Student therapist Sara Dolby, senior,

assit
pot1
men
tien

O.T. Dept. Tr
For Rehabilita
By t’AROLYN LUND
Occupational therapy has been
called "Curing by Doing."
Its practitioners apply their
knowledge, training and ingenuity
toward promoting the physical and
mental well-being of patients and
developing their vocational interests.
Working toward these goals. O.T.
students must learn to use crafts.
plan recreational or educational
activities and teach self-care programs.
San Jose’s Occupational Therapy
department, located in lofty quarters in the Health building, is one
on only five West Coast colleges
offering a curriculum and B.S. degree in occupational therapy.
CLINICAL INTERNSHIP
The degree follows successful
completion of four years of college
training with emphasis on liberal
arts and health sciences, plus clinical internship of nine months. In
addition, there is a special course
available to holders of bachelor degrees. requiring approximately a
year and a half of academic training and the clinical internship.
Although the profession has been
primarily practiced by women, an
Increasing number of men are entering it. Two are enrolled in the
SJS department now.
A total of 101 undergraduates
are in the department, headed by
Miss Mary D. Booth, OTR. In addition. there are 11 graduate stu-

dents, 24 students in ch
ing and four enrolled 1
ter’s program.
LAB WORKSH
In laboratory worksl
patients’ homes, white0.T. students work wi
patients in twice-weekl
sessions. Their duties re
lishing treatment plans
tients each and followir
throughout the semest,
Treatments are alwa
ten order of physicians
Of the 52 patients pi
tending workshop se
proximately one-third a
Rarely are there more
patients at a time in
tories.
THERAPY GO/
Immediate goals of
therapists are improver
toration of patients’ abi
affected muscles and

Tau Delta Phi
Plans ’Smoker’
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ALL the value is in the jewelry .
Payments arranged to meet your convenience .

JENKEL JEWELERS
44 VALLEY FAIR

CH 8-2900

CH 8-3921

86 Valley Fair

6 Valley Fair
astooseessiewr

RECORD SALE
$1.00

CH 3-8000

Save These Precious Moments

OFF REGULAR PRICE
On All MONAURAL & STEREO
CAPITAL & VICTOR

JAZZ - CLASSICAL & POPULAR

We Also Have
NORELCO
PORTABLE TAPE RECORDERS

17 WEST
The elegant Continental style of 17 WEST
becomes yours when you dine in the New
Regency room .. . A place for an occasion
you want her to remember forever! European
cuisine, with special attention to flaming
dishes, nothing compares with our chef’s
cherries jubilee!
For informal dining in chic and beautiful
surroundings, there is the 17 WEST Coffee
Garden!

It’s more fun when you take your camerafun
that lasts, as you look over those fun pictures
that bring it all back so clearly. You want
your picture to be the best. And they can be.
Take advantage of superior developing and
finishing at Webbs. When expert film service
and quality equipment are your assurance of
fine pictures.

OPEN APRIL 20th

$129.95

North First and Highway 17 San Jose
Regency Room Reservations 298-5000

Campi’s Music Co.

At Valley Fair there’s

Bob & Guy’s
A place to get a tasty snack
when shopping

Everything Photographic

WEBBS F’

50 South First St.

CY 3-9290

56 Valley Fair

CH

8-4500

36 Valley Fair

CH 3-8210

66 South First St. and 1084

Lincoln

Creek Blvd., San Jose
,1,11 lop /)itily

11,111 1.

Tau Delta Phi, honorary men’s
scholastic fraternity is holding an
Introductory "smoker," in the
faculty section of the cafeteria,
today, 7:30 p.m.
Realizing that all qualified men
have not been notified, the fraternity extends an invitation to
these men. To qualify, a man
must have a 3.0 over-all average
with 30 or more units at SJS.
Those who attend are requested
to contact a member of the executive board upon arrival at the
smoker.
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1
MANGO strikes a figure superlative.
nylon stretch knit that smooths every Sleet
Exciting color contrasts of mango, curve.
rang5.
yellow: black, cocoa, white; navy, red,
white.
Sizes 8 to 16. $25.95.

This issue of the Daily is a graphic
example of the versatility of Globe’s
operation as it exemplifies the "mass
production" newsprint facet of our industry

combined

with

fine

four-color

process lithography.
THERAPY PROJECTAl
Hansberry, senior Occupational
Therapy student, assists a young
patient in assembling a model
sailing ship. Student therapists
plan rehabilitation programs for
adult and child patients following physicians’ orders.

Job Interviews will be bald in th Placement office, Adm234, unlss specified
otherwise. Appointment lists ere put out in advance of the interview. Students
are requested to sign up sarly.
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TOMORROW
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S. Fifth st.
electrical engineering, 353 S. Fifth activity, since he may harbor reMarehant Division of Smith Co- at.
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rons Marchant, inc.: majors in any
Miro Western Development lab- rebel in treating it.
field for sales positions. Interviews oratories: business administration
at 353 S. Fifth st.
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.
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College Life Insurance co. of
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school
high
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Camp Curry en. (Yosemite Na- plentiful for qualified occupational
Interviews at 35.3 S. Fifth st.
tional park will interview those therapists. If a therapist wishes to
Anaheim Union high school
trlet (Orange county): high school men interested in working there specialize, opportunities exist, in
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didates.
(crested students must sign for having a specific handicap anti in
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interviews by tomorrow.
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All this is

produced

by our own crafts-

men in our own plant right here in San
Jose. We are happy to be a part of it.
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At Popular Prices

Exciting, modern stores and services
blossoming with new "Spring Song"

We also specialize in

fashions for your family and home.
You can’t find a more refreshing

SEPARATE SHADES

setting than Valley Fair for your
happiest of "Spring Song" shopping

&a/rice

Limps

102 VALLEY FAIR
3-8000

ments

(Next to Post Office)

AX 6-2710

CELEBRITY HOUSE
Oriental

Downtown, 161 South First

Valley Fair

Just a rew are ...
Fine Earthern Ware Coffee Mugs
$1.00 each

Official Says Accion
Builds Democracy

ALWAYS AT DISCOUNT

Beaded Curtains and Room Dividers
just 7.95 and up

>
8-4500

Lincoln
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!dent peacerui competition won
conununism "will show representative democracy is the most perfect form of government for the
I Preservation of individual liberty."
Addressing a joint session in
Portuguese, Goulart reaffirmed
Brazil’s support of "the democratic principles which united the
People of the West."
lie praised the Alliance for
Progress, but warned Congress
net to expect "rigorously tech seat global planning" and "Prior
dim mat ion of instability" by
Latin American nations.
He said Brazil offers "ample
Possibilities for foreign private
enterprise that wants to cooperate loyally for the development of
the country."
In the field of
Public utilities’
he said. "there are certain
areas
of friction that should be eliminated, since, by a natural phenomenon, they generate not only
misunderstandings between the
government and the franchised
eomPanies, but not infrequently
misundersta n dings between
friendly countries."
Foreign -owned telephone continues in Rio de Janeiro and in
18 smaller cities in southern Braal have been expropriated by
state gcnernments
in the past two
Months. Goulart’s government has
sought to bring about friendly
*Memento with the owners.
Goulart said inflation in Brazil
stemmed from sharp
changes in
the economy provoked by World
War IL
"We know that victory over our
Present dificulties depends on our
’Ti work. our
own energy, our
awn sacrifim The
Brazilian people
ht" net made every possible sacrifice to conquer
backwardness and
underdeveiopment," Goulart said.

tion blanks may secure them In the Ivan IV will be this week’s classic
ASS treasurer’s office in the union. film subject when "Ivan the Terrible" is shown today at 3:30 p.m.
in Concert Hall and again at 7
p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
The film was directed by Sergei
Eisenstein, who spent years in research and writing the scenario for
Dr. Ronald llilton, rs..rnsidered this story of one of the most colorone of the nation’s top authorities ful figures in history.
The musical score was written by
on Latin American affairs, will
speak here Monday in connection Russian composer Sergei Prokofiev.
with the college’s observance of The film will be presented in RusPan American week, Apr il 9 sian dialogue with English subtitles.
through 13.
The preliminary film will be the
Professor Hilton, founder and director of Stanford university’s His- Mack Sennett production, "The
panic American and Luso-Brazilian Parmacist," with W. C. Fields.

Dr. Hilton To Talk
On Latin America

April I. 19e,_

A Danforth Campus Christian
Worker grant has been awarded to
the Rev. Henry G. Gerner, former
SJS campus chaplain and Wesley
foundation director. The award
furnishes a year of graduate study
in a university or theological school
and a cash stipend.
Mr. Gerner is presently attending the University of California at
Berkeley, having been succeeded
this year by the Rev. J. Benton
White as SJS Methodist college
chaplain.

world wire

deer was introduced by
dock, junior, who sugthe audience that they
in the TASC approval
steps in nuclear reactor
by writing to President
Accion’s aim is to build demoie asked for suggestions
; to show students’ con- cratic local community institutions
ternational peace in con- In Latin America, Jerry Brady, one
th the approaching East- of Accion’s two American directors,
said yesterday in Morris Dailey
r Kay, who is adviser to auditorium.
Brady, appearing through coopspoke as part of a TASC
lea on "Modern Political eration with the office of dean of
students, explained the accomplishmic Thought."
ments and goals of his ITS -year-old
1 ;
organization.
Accion is a privately sponsored
group which places young Americans in Latin America to help lift
living standards, organize the people in self-help projects and combat
political extremism, Brady said.
Thirty students from California
are now serving 15-month assign"I have no intention of cutting ments in Venezuela, according to
down services in a state growing Brady. Accion accepts only one out
as fast as California and letting of every eight who apply. "We’re a
a minority group curtail essential small group and we intend to stay
services to the people of this small .. . we don’t want to become
state."
a mass group," Brady explained.
Commenting on another party
Recruitment so far has been condeadlock in the Assembly over fined to California.
whether $970 million in adminisTechnical ability is not required
tration bond issues should go on of applicants, but is desirable,
the November or June election Brady added. The most important
ballot, Brown said:
requirement is the ability to lead
"I want the elementary school and organize.
Brady pointed out that once deand college construction bonds in
June. If all of the rest of them velopment work in a community is
are on the primary ballot, it achieved and the developers leave,
doesn’t make any difference to all accomplishments collapse. "We
want our work to, toe permanent,"
Republican party leaders in the he said.
Assembly, meanwhile, blamed the
budget fiasco on the Democratic
administration and complained
that the Democrats refused to accent their recommendations to cut
state expenses.
I used to Is. a 97 -pound
POLITICS INVOLVED
meaklIng until I start"This is a political year," Brown
ed to wear my McGregor nylon stretch
told reporters. "I understand polishorts Irons K/A at
ties but the state must take care
only 5.93. Now, I’m not
of human beings. As governor, I
a weakling like I used
am going to fight for what I know
no, 11.1W Val
to tie
different type weakis right "
ling. hut I got some
Asked if he thought Richard M.
anti -sand glasses and
Nixon, one of two Republican conthat keeps Wiles
tenders for the governorship, had
away. !shorts are In
or white.
black
anything to do with GOP strategy
in blocking passage of the budget,
Brown said:
"I don’t think he knows enough
RCK3S
about the state to have had anything to do with it."
IN SAN JOSE

ucadlocked;
Special Session Called
LC91)101111 C

Grad Study Grant

Institute, will discuss "The Crisis
of Honesty in Latin America,"
Monday at 11:30 am. in Concert
Hall.
His talk, sopnsored by the Pan
CUBAN INVADERs AWAIT S’ERDICT
American committee, the college
HAVANA (UPDThe government prosecutor, demanding the
lecture committee and the Associated Student Body, will be open "most severe punishment our laws permit," asked death or 20 years
imprisonment for each of the 1179 captured Cuban invaders whose
to the public without char ge.
four-day trial ended Tuesday, the controlled press reported yesterday.
A mob of 300 persons shouting "Fidel, Fidel" and pro-Castro slogans
used brute force to break up a "death watch" at Principe Prison by
100 friends of war prisoners awaiting the verdict in their treason trial.
UN LOAN GETS PRESIDENT’S SUPPORT
Plans for the new SJS FM radio
WASHINGTON ( UPD President Kennedy assured the Senate
station, KSJS, will be discussed by
Dr. Clarence Flick, associate pro- Wednesday he will "minimize the outlay" of U.S. loan funds to the
fessor of drama, today at 3:30 p.m. United Nations under the bipartisan compromise bill. He hailed the
over campus closed-circuit tele- plan as "wholly satisfactory" to the administration. The President
said that he will insist on annual repayment of principal and interest.
vision.
Opportunities available for stu- He added that he will make certain the money would not be used
dent participation and KSJS pro- to "relieve other U.N. members of their obligation to make good
gramming plans will be elaborated on past assessments"or assessments of other members.
MILITARY CLAIMS CONTROL OVER SYRIA
on by Dr. Flick.
DAMASCUS, Syria (UPDThe ruling military junta claimed full
Jane Winter, sophomore education major, and Bob Halladay. sen- control of Syria yesterday with the collapse of a revolt by pro-Nasser
ior journalism major, will direct the army officers in Aleppo. There were indications that the country
questions. Bob Stevens. senior ra- soon would be returned to the civilian government it had before the
dio and television major, will mod- central army command staged a coup just a week ago. The central
command said rebellious army units in Aleppo, the center of the
erate the program.
The program may be viewed in two-day uprising, had pledged their loyalty to the command. Conditions in the city were back to normal.
SD132.

FM Radio Plans

FEW VOTERS
The elections rIrew a sparse 1
per cent of the ASS, 163 students.
Freshman elections were not
nullified because the council felt
that considerable delay has already
been imposed on the. class which
has been without officers for the
greater part of the semester. In
addition, new elections could not
be scheduled until later in the semester and this would conflict
with the spring ASS elections.
In a surprise move, president
Davis appointed Carleton Parks
chairman of the election board to
succeed Morello, whom Davis indicated has resigned. Council approved that appointment 11-0-1.

LESS SIGNATURES
Two of the amendment proposals
rant oak trees, you must which will go before the voters
as, The principle is the again call for lowering the perASS signatures needed
political systems. If you centage of
dice) system free of the on a petition for student government action; and the third asks
m of violence, you canthat the time span allowed for
it through violence."
election of executive officers and
Kay carefully differ- student council members be
etween non-violent re- changed to an earlier date.
oppression and complete I In other action, Student Council
called a special meeting for 6:15
throughout tots speech.:
tonight to discuss another amendaxed the Hindu pacifism ment proposal which would make
Ian pacifism of both the class presidents members of counI-violent resistance type cil.
assive withdrawal non/I approved by council, this proype. He also compared posal will also go on the ballot
ry anarchistic pacifism next week
’Urinary socialistic paci-

We have some wonderful decorations
for your apartment.

Oriental Lanterns 250 and up

nalyzes
Talk

justifies the means only
is achieved," he said,
cted ends dictate their

ALL RECORDS

erafte
pictures
You want
y can be,
ping and
m service
urance of

rsclay to again put the and the entire group did not ’take
mendments before the Dart in it.
Other reasons for nullification
:‘ONFUSION’
were that the chairman sees not
voided the election on present for the entire ballot courtation from the election ing procedure, the polls were
ASS Pres. Brent Davis moved to the lobby of Morris
activities adviser Dick Dailey auditorium instead of in
led "a lot of confusion front of the library as ;ireviously
luct of the election."
announced, and the polls were not
old the group that elec. kept open the requiresi length of
members did not have time, according to Dodson. The
signments from chair- latter two reasons, the board felt,
dorello for the election, were factors which contributed to
the light voter turnout.

1.1o1 [hal orily revolufect order through techon-violence,
lization of politics and
rder would be- necessary
ociety. The ideology of
e is a direct relevant to
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Lanz loves lace ... frosts
the widened neckline
and squared arm of this
charming cotton
matelasse with an edging
of imported Irish
lace. Skirt is eased,
neatly bowed at
waist. White.
5 to IS. 25.95

Arts and Gifts

lent Vote
I by Council

SACRAMENTO I UPI IDemocratic Gov. Edmund G. Brown said
yesterday he will call the legislature into special session next
week to try to break a deadlock
in the Assembly which saw Republicans block administration efforts to enact a state budget.
Brown told a newsman he feels
the GOP minority in the lower
house showed "pure partisan politics" in blocking passage of his
$2.9 billion spending program
throughout the 30-day regular session which ended at midnight.
SENATE ACCEPTS
Although the Senate voted 34-2
to accept a spending pie .1 am very
close to Gov. Edminx1 G. Brown’s
original $2.9 billion recommendation, the lower house failed to get
the necessary 54 votes in a roll
call taken minutes before the mandatory end of the session.
The roll call told the story
all 44 Democrats plus one Republican, Assemblyman Glenn E. Coolidge of Felton, voted for it; 33
of the 34 Republicans in the lower
house voted against it.
The roll call ended a cliff-hanger
performance that lasted through
the final day of the budget part
of the session and reached its climax 35 minutes before the constitutional deadline for the end
of the session.
Hinting that he again will submit to the lawmakers almost the
same budget that the Republicans
turned down Tuesday night, Brown
said:
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Different Designs, Colors
" ’AD Predicted in Spring Wear
By DRU CHALLBERG
Vivid colors, pastels and weird designs are
paving the road of spring fashions. Personalities
of all kinds can safely venture into the varied new
styles.
Women this spring can choose almost anything
that they fancy and it most likely will be on the
1962 fashion agenda.
High and round collars, belted dresses, 3 nd
bright plaids, stripes and prints are leading the
parade of fashion.
For the strictly feminine, ruffles and lace are
to trim, accent and envelop the clothes figure.
Ruffles appear on collars, sleeves and hems for a
finishing touch to suits and dresses. Nylon and
cotton lace trim are popular for The casual blouse,
as well as the dressy creations.
Pastel shades this spring include beige, pink
and blue, while the vivid colors are Raspberry,

orange ice, lime and turquoise. High-toned plaids,
stripes and prints appear in casual clothes and
sportswear.
The patriotic spirit is reflected in the popular
red, white and blue ensembles. Matching shoes
and hats are available for such tri-color arrangements.
Hats, ou+ for the woman’s whim, come designed
for the radical, sedate or light-hearted personality.
Brims grow both extremely wide or narrow with
the lacy, flowered, sailor and cloche styles predominating.
Shoes dress the feet in high or low heels with
the wearer able to comfortably fit into pointed,
oval or square toe styles.
Generally, the spring fashions are designed
to satisfy the woman’s deside for comfort and
ease in movement. Most casual wear is washable.
Synthetic fabrics continue to eliminate wrinkles and
hard -to-care -for clothes.

tort
RECREATION ENJOYMENT A
game of
checkers, requiring thought and manual deeterity, absorbs a patient at the Occupational
Therapy laboratory workshops in the Health
building. Student therapist Sara Dolby, senior,
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Occupational therapy has been
called "Curing by Doing."
Its practitioners apply their
knowledge, training and ingenuity
toward promoting the physical and
mental well-being of patients and
developing their vocational interests.
Working toward these goals, O.T.
students must learn to use crafts.
plan recreational or educational
activities and teach self-care programs.
San Jose’s Occupational Therapy
department, located in lofty quarters in the Health building, is one
on only five West roast colleges
offering a curriculum and B.S. degree in occupational therapy.
CLINICAL INTERNSHIP
The degree follows successful
completion of four years of college
training with emphasis on liberal
arts and health sciences, plus clinical internship of nine months. In
addition, there is a special course
available to holders of bachelor degrees. requiring approximately a
year and a half of academic training and the clinical internship.
Although the profession has been
primarily practiced by women, an
increasing number of men are entering it. Two are enrolled in the
&IS department now.
A total of 101 undergraduates
are in the department, headed by
Miss Mary D. Booth, OTR. In addition there are 11 graduate stu-

dents, 24 students in cli
ing and four enrolled 1
ter’s program.
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tients each and followir
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Tau Delta Phi, honorary men’s
scholastic fraternity is holding an
introductory "smoker," in the
faculty section of the cafeteria,
today, 7:30 p.m.
Realizing that all qualified men
have not been notified, the fraternity extends an invitation to
these men. To qualify, a man
must have a 3.0 over-all average
with 30 or more units at SJS.
Those who attend are requested
to contact a member of the executive board upon arrival at the
smoker.

-3- Job Interviews -4-

Job Interviews will be held in the Placement office. Adm234, unless specified
otherwise. Appointment lists Cr. put out in advance of the interview. Students
are requested to sign up early.
major for trainees on the executive
TOMORROW
canspheii soup en.: majors in training squad, 353 S. Fifth at,
chemistry, civil and industrial enInternational Paper co.: any magineering. accounting and business jor for direct placement and trainadministration for management ing programs for industrial sales.
trainee positions. Interviews at 353
Radiation at Stanford: B.S. in
S. Fifth st.
electrical engineering, 353 S. Fifth
Marehant Division of Smith Co- st.
rona Murehant. Inc.: majors in any
Phileo Western Development labfield for sales positions. Interviews ors toriea : business administration
at.
S.
Fifth
353
at
and accounting, for general acProcter & Gamble Distributing counting and financial manageen.: majors in business administra- ment positions, 353 S. Fifth at..
tion or liberal arts for positions
sacrament
Municipal Utility
leading to careers in sales mandistrict: electrical engineers, 353 S.
agement Interviews at 353 S.
Fifth st.
Fifth et.
Simi Valley Unified school disCollege Life Insurance en. of
America: any major interested in trIct (Venni: R county): elementary
sales leading to sales management. and high school teacher candidates.
Camp Curry co. (Yosemite NaInterviews at 353 S. Fifth st.
tional park) will interview those
Anaheim Union high *clued
Met (Orange county r : high school men interested in working there
and Junior high school teacher can- this summer. Although the interviews will be held on Monday, in eltdateta
terested students must sign for
FRIDAY
Rroadway-Hale Morels. inc.: any interviews by tomororw.

TONES OF SPRINGVivid to
ors and lacy frills are example
of the 1962 spring creation
Nylon lace ruffles adorn st
’Liz’ blouse a hip length, whil
cotton innovation (top picture
Lime predominates in the to
ton sports ensemble designe
tl
by White Stag in one of
pi
new "wild" prints (bottom
ture). Modeling is Miss Lair
Sta
Lee Reeves, San Jose
senior biological sciences malt
Outfits are from Colman’s
at
Willow Glen, 1338 LincolnCholib
in Dm

San Salvador st.. 5 p.m.
This issue of the
example

of

the

Daily

is a graphic

versatility

of

Globe’s

operation as it exemplifies the ’’mass
production" newsprint facet of our industry

combined

with

fine

four-color

process lithography.
THERAPY PROJECT-.-.- Al
Hansberry, senior Occupational
Therapy student, assists a young
patient in assembling a model
sailing ship. Student therapists
plan rehabilitation programs for
adult and child patients following physicians’ orders.
Am., I. Bill 1,1 nt..n

specific needs, An understanding
of human nature is essential for
engaging a patient’s interest in an
activity, since he may harbor resentment toward his incapacity and
rebel in treating it.
The student therapists find that
enjoyment of an activity helps motivate patients to follow treatment
The end product, whether it he a
woven dresser scarf, a model ship
or any of myriad possibilities, also
gives the patient. satisfaction of
accomplishment.
Job opportunities are usually
plentiful for qualified occupational
therapists. If a therapist wishes to
specialize, opportunities exist in
agencies dealing with patients
having a !merlinr handicap and in
eeliabilita I ion renters.

All this is produced by our own craftsmen in our own plant right here in San
Jose. We are happy to be a part of it.
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eadline Tomorrow
Plagues Panicked
Newspaper Writer
Ito leits leA(
ed.peadline tomorrow." the
oopped callously.
yadline tomorrow!
Rot pounding, fingers tremapproaches his
the reporter
A frantic search of his notes
negatively.
be OM
a
Nssense! There’s always
at least that’s what you’re
open, look
.i Keep your eyes
lurid Ye*.
EYES OPEN
ibe reportet looks around, eyes
;much open.
So story.
tomorrow? ToAnd a deadline
Alt right now, let’s remain calm,
budding journalist tells him feeling more like a blooming
Quick! Re-cheek

those notes.

Cone, now. There must be someg There has to be something.
NOTHING
Nothing. And a deadline apehing rapidly.
Get ahold of yourself . . . get
old of a story while you’re at

i----......--------r----.
_ ............
-..........
...-..-----...
--........
----.......

Bot there isn’t any.
glop shaking and relax. People
.. looking at you as though
:re crazy. You give a pretty
od imitation of it,
surely, other reporters have been
he same spot, you rationalize.
.ey with other reporters!
?an That’s the best thing. Map
some strategy. Get a plan of
on Get a story!
le deadline creeps closer.
BREAK TIME
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Take a break. That’s it. When
logs get rough, take a break.
You take a break and soon are
it again at your typewriter. You
are contemptuously at the blank
of paper in it.
How dare it just sit there. You’ve
to get some words on it. Any
q.t. No, not those kind of words.
.,u’re not that desperate.
Oh, yes you are!
GONE!
All the others have gone now.
office is quiet. The clock ticks,
tick. But the typewriter
’t tick -- click.
You sit, you think, you tremble.
you don’t write. The paper reblank. Your mind is like that
t of paper of good quality
blank.
It grows late. You grow hysterThe typewriter grows nothAnd that deadline tomorrow.
You glance at the clock.
Correction.
That deadline today....

Fashion Predictions for Women
Suggest Bold Ideas for 2062
Women will be women and will
want to look pretty in the year
2062 just as they do in 1962.
Today’s fashion leaders are making bold predictions about 2062
fashions.
Women will get their warmth
out of a faucet; they’ll fly to the
shopping center like birds; they’ll
change the colors of their eyes and
paint roses on their cheeks as they
please.

swirl and twist to the hairline, her
nose will be outlined in an extension of the curve that joins the
brows. Her lips may be blue, black
or purple, painted into a stylized
smile.
Sally Victor (hat designer): I
visualize a woman walking or flying along the street, getting the
weather and news through her hat.
Adele Simpson (designer): Undergarments will consist of stretch

suits laminated to the body and
Men’II lakf’s them centuries to
peeled off at night. Clothes will he change the number of buttons on
sold in compressed packages from their jackets and the cut of their
vending machines. And probably collar. We may make great strides
style showings will emanate from in space travel, but man can’t
the moon instead of Paris.
bring himself to restyle his topcoat
Oleg Cassini (designer): Times or his tie.
may change but fashions continue ’flit material is roprintml from boy rfichs
to move in ever-narrowing circles. "How Women Will Look 100 Toms Vern
Noor: by Joan Katt., copyrighted 1142 by
What we’re wearing in 2062 will THIS WEEK MAGAZINE by poto,ssion of
WEEK MAGAZINE ond IS. otho. is.
not be so different from what we THIS
SPAKTAN DAILY Impress. /mow
ate wearing today.
both for this COurfO,Y

THIS
WEEK
MAGAZINE
women’s editor Joan Rattner decided to find out what the experts
thought women would look like
and would be wearing 100 years
from now.
The stimulating. unbelievable,
yet wholly possible predictions for
the fashionable woman of 2062 are
offered by experts in the design
and fashion world.
John Moore (designer for Talmock): Clothes will be very functional with no frills or supeffluous details. Maybe we’ll be wearing
uniforms by then because, with
overpopulation, people can’t have
much individuality. We may wear
zip-up suits with portable flight devices to strap on for local transportation. Clothes, lightweight and
insulated, will be disposable, worn
once and tossed away.
FROM THE FAUCET
Helen Lee (designer for children’s clothes): I see a simple
chemical covering of the body
which will flow from a bathroom
faucet. It will have the power to
control warmth and coolness. Additional clothing will be pure
adornment.
Raymond Loewy (industrial designer): There will be materials
that react to temperatures as skin
does. Without changing their visible shape or texture, these materials may realign their fibers or
synthetic cells to ventilate or insulate us as necessary. We haven’t
begun to see the potential number
of disposable items of clothing.

PER GAL.
WITH OUR
7-BLEND PUMPS

Mr. Amendola (hair stylist.
Charles of the Ritz): Permanent
hair coloring will be sprayed on.
Hair will be weather-proofed so
that rain and wind won’t disturb
the hairdo. And perhaps, through
a hormonal process, baldness may
be eliminated.

nom peacetui competition wills eon blanks may secure them in the
communism "will show represen- ASB treasurer’s office in the union.
tative democracy is the most perfect form of government for the,
Preservation of individual liberty."
Addressing a joint session in
Portuguese. Goulart reaffirmed
Brazil’s support of "the democratic principles which united the
Dr. Ronald Hilton, considered
People of the West."
He praised the Alliance for one of the nation’s top authorities
Progress but warned Congress on Latin American affairs, will
rat to expect "rigorously tech- speak here Monday in connection
nical global planning" and "prior with the college’s observance of
elimina t ion of instability" by Pan American week, April 9
through 13.
Latin American nations.
Professor Hilton, founder and diHe said Brazil offers "ample
Pouibilities for foreign private rector of Stanford university’s Hisenterprise that wants to cooper- panic American and Luso-Brazilian
ate loyally for the development of institute, will discuss "The Crisis
of Honesty in Latin America,"
the country."
In the field of public utilities. Monday at 11:30 a.m. in Concert
he said. "there are certain areas Hall.
of friction that should be elimHis talk, sopnsored by the Pan
inated, since, by a natural phe- American committee, the college
nomenon, they generate not only lecture committee and the Associtnisurelerstandings between the ated Student Body, will be open
lovernment and the franchised to the public without charge.
ro11Panies., but not infrequently
Misunderstandings between
friendly countries."
Radio Plans
Foreign -owned telephone coins Palsies in Rio de Janeiro and in
Plaits for tiw new 5.15 F51 radio
1/ mailer cities in southern Bra- station, KSJS, will be discussed by
nt have been expropriated by Dr. Clarence Flick, associate proPale governments in the past two fessor of drama, today at 3:30 p.m.
Months. Goulart’s government has over campus clonod-circuit tele!ought to bring about friendly vision.
lelliernents with the owners.
Opportunities available for stuGoulart said inflation in Brazil dent participation and KSJS prostemmed from sharp changes in gramming plans will be elaborated
the economy
provoked by World on by Dr. Flick.
War if,
Jane Winter, sophomore educaWe know that victory over our tion major, and Bob Halladay, senPresent dificulties depends on our ior journalism major, will direct the
"lt work, our own energy, our questions. Bob Stevens, senior ra%It sacrifice. The Brazilian
major, will modPeoPle dio and television
have not made every possible
erate the program.
sac.
Mee to conquer backwardness and
The program may be viewed in
Inder-developrnent," Goulart said. SD132.

Dr. Hilton To Talk
On Latin America

FM

outlay to again put the and the entire group did riot take
imendments before the part in it.
Other reasons for nullification
CONFUSION’
were that the chairman was not
voided the election on present for the entire ballot countlotion Irons the election ing procedure, the polls were
ASB Pres. Brent Davis moved to the lobby of Morris
activities adviser Dick Dailey auditorium Instead of in
led "a lot of confusion front of the library as previously
hie of the election"
announced, and the polls were not
old the group that elec- kept open the required length of
members did not have time, according to Dodson. The
signments from chair- latter two reasons, the board felt,
11orello for the election, were factors which contributed to
lthe light voter turnout.

nalyze
Talk

SPRAY ON COLOR

Lester Gaba (display expert,
fashion show producer): Women
of today paint their faces in such
an extravagant manner that their
grarrimethers would have thought
them mad. This desire to decorate
the face will eventually lead to the
use of tattoo techniques and designs on the face - the rest of the
body as well.
The woman of 2062 will probably have a decorative rose painted
on each cheek, her eyebrows will

lent Vote
I by Council
FEW VOTERS
SThe elections drew a sparse 1
per cent of the ASB, 163 students.
Freshman elections were not
nullified because the council felt
that considerable delay has already
been imposed on the class which
has been without officers for the
and that only revolu- greater part of the semester. In
feet order through tech- addition, new elections could not
on-violence.
be scheduled until later in the selization of politics and mester and this would conflict
rder would be necessary with the spring ASB elections.
lociety. The ideology of
In a surprise move. president
e is a direct relevant to Davis appointed Carleton Parks
ccording to Professor chairman of the election board to
succeed Morello, whom Davis injustifies the means only dicated has resigned. Council apthat appointment 11-0-1.
Is achieved," he said. proved
LESS SIGNATURES
cted ends dictate their
Two of the amendment proposals
which will go before the voters
/ant oak trees, you must
again call for lowering the peris. The principle is the
centage of ASB signatures needed
political systems. If you
on a petition for student governitical system free of the
ment action; and the third asks
m of violence, you canthat the time span allowed for
it through violence."
election of executive officers and
Kay carefully differ- student council members be
etween non-violent re- changed to an earlier date.
In other action, Student Council
oppression and complete
called a special meeting for 6:15
throughout his speech. I
tonight to discuss another amendared the Hindu pacifism ment proposal which would make
Ian pacifism of both the I class presidents members of couni-violent resistance type cil.
assive withdrawal nonIf approved by council, this proype. He also compared posal will also go on the ballot
.my anarchistic pacifism next week.
itionary socialistic paci-

Official Says Accion
Builds Democracy

iker was introduced by
dock, junior, who sttgthe audience that they
in the TASC approval
steps in nuclear reactor
by writing to President
Accion’s aim is to build demo-le asked for suggestions
to show students’ con- erotic local community institutions
temational peace in con- In Latin America, Jerry Brady, one
th the approaching East- of Accion’s two American directors,
said yesterday in Morris Dailey
r Kay, who is adviser to auditorium.
Brady, appearing through coopspoke as part of a TASC
ies on "Modern Political eration with the office of dean of
students, explained the accomplishsnic Thought."
Spartan Daily April 4, 1962 1.5
ments and goals of his 1,2 -year-old
organization.
Accion is a privately sponsored
group which places young Americans in Latin America to help lift
living standards, organize the people in self-help projects and combat
political extremism. Brady said.
Thirty students from California
are now serving 15-month assign-I have no intention of cutting ments in Venezuela according to
SACRAMENTO IUPI)--Deniocratic Gov. Edmund G. Brown said down services in a state growing Brady. Accion accepts only one out
yesterday he will call the legis- as fast as California and letting of every eight who apply. "We’re a
lature into special session next a minority group curtail essential small group and we intend to stay
week to try to break a deadlock services to the people of this small ... we don’t want to become
in the Assembly which saw Re- state."
a mass group," Brady explained.
publicans block administration efCommenting on another party
Recruitment so far has been cona
state
budget.
forts to enact
deadlock in the Assembly over fined to California.
he
feels
Brown told a newsman
whether $970 million in adminisTechnical ability is not required
the GOP minority in the lower tration bond issues should go on of applicants, but is desirable,
house showed "pure partisan poli- the November or June election Brady added. The most important
tics in blocking passage of his ballot, Brown said:
requirement is the ability to lead
$2.9 billion spending program
"I want the elementary school and organize,
throughout the 30-day regular sesBrady pointed out that once deand college construction bonds in
sion which ended at midnight.
June. If all of the rest of them velopment work in a community is
SENATE ACCEPTS
are on the primary ballot, it achieved and the developers leave,
Although the Senate voted 34-2 doesn’t make any difference to all accomplishments collapse. "We
to accept a spending program very
want our work to be permanent,"
close to Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s
Republican party leaders in the he said,
original $2.9 billion recommendation, the lower house failed to get Assembly, meanwhile, blamed the
budget fiasco on the Democratic
the necessary 54 votes in a roll
call taken minutes before the man- administration and complained
that the Democrats refused to
datory end of the session.
cent their recommendations ti
The roll call told the story-state expenses.
all 44 Democrats plus one Repub1 tired to la. it 97 -pound
POLITICS INVOLVED
lican, Assemblyman Glenn E. CooNs" .10Ing until 1 Martlidge of Felton, voted for it; 33
"This is a political year," Brown
ell te, P1111 r ray Mcnylon stretch
Gregor
of the 34 Republicans in the lower told reporters. "I understand polishorts front Hi.% at
tics hut the state must take care
house voted against it.
only 5.95. New). I’m not
The roll call ended a cliff-hanger of human beings. As governor, 1,
a aeaklIng like I tired
performance that lasted through am going to fight for what I know
to he no. nor% I’m a
different tpe weakthe final day of the budget part. is right."
ling, hot I got %OHM.
of the session and reached its cliAsked if he thought Richard M.
anti -sand glarrer and
max 35 minutes before the con- Nixon, one of two Republican conthat keep. tinnier
stitutional deadline for the end tenders for the governorship. had 1.1 away. Shorts are in
Meek or white.
of the session.
anything to do with GOP strategy
Hinting that he again will sub- in blocking passage of the budget.
mit to the lawmakers almost the Brown said:
same budget that the Republicans
"I don’t think he knows PTITKIgh
ROOS
turned down Tuesday night, Brown about the state to have had anyodd:
thing to do with it"
IN SAN JOSE

YAGER Sz SILVA
Ivan IV will be this week’s classic
film subject when "Ivan the Terrible" is shown today at 3:30 p.m.
in Concert Hall and again at 7
p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
The film was directed by Sergei
Eisenstein, who spent years in research and writing the scenario for
this story of one of the most colorful figures in history.
The musical score was written by
Russian composer Sergei Prokofiev.
The film will be presented in Russian dialogue with English subtitles.
The preliminary film will be the
Mack Sennett production, "The
Parmacist," with W. C. Fields.

%vile:WIWI! "%Welt ueu
Grad

Study Grant

A Danforth Campus Christian
Worker grant has been awarded to
the Rev. Henry G. Gerner, former
SJS campus chaplain and Wesley
foundation director. The award
furnishes a year of graduate study
in a university or theological school
and a cash stipend.
Mr. Gerner is presently attending the University of California at
Berkeley, having been succeeded
this year by the Rev. J. Benton
White as SJS Methodist college
chaplain.

world wire
CUBAN INVADERS AWAIT VERDICT
HAVANA (UPI) --The government prosecutor, demanding the
"most severe punishment our laws permit," asked death or 20 years
imprisonment for each of the 1179 captured Cuban invaders whose
four-day trial ended Tuesday, the controlled pre*: reported yesterday.
A mob of 300 persons shouting "Fidel, Fidel" and pro-Castro slogans
used brute force to break up a "death watch" at Principe Prison by
100 friends of war prisoners awaiting the verdict In their treason trial.
UN LOAN GETS PRESIDENTS SUPPORT
WASHINGTON UPI)President Kennedy assured the Senate
Wednesday he will "minimize the outlay" of U.S. loan funds to the
United Nations under the bipartisan compromise bill, He hailed the
plan as "wholly satisfactory" to the administration. The President
said that he will insist on annual repayment of principal and interest.
He added that he will make certain the money would not be used
to "relieve other U.N. members of their obligation to make good
on past assessments" or assessments of other members.
MILITARY (7LAUSIls CONTROL OVER SYRIA
DAMASCUS, Syria (UPI) The ruling military junta clamed full
Control of Syria yesterday with the collapse of a revolt by pro -Nasser
army officers in Aleppo. There were indications that the country
soon would be returned to the civilian government it had betore the
central army command staged a coup just a week ago. The central
command sale rebellious army units in Aleppo, the center of she
two-day uprising, had pledged their loyalty to the command. Conditions in the city were back to normal.
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- -UNIQUE ATMOSPHERE
A Touch of "1890" Awaits You at

The Cable Car
The Most Distinctive Restaurant
on the West Coal*

RECREATION ENJOYMENT A
game of
checkers, requiring thought and manual dexterity, absorbs a patient at the Occupational
Therapy laboratory workshops in the Health
building. Student therapist Sara Dolby, senior,

WE FEATURE
A Complete Luncheon for
95c With Entree. Salad,
Hot Roll and Butter. Coffee and Homemade Pie.

assit
pot+
men
tien

Occupational therapy has been
called "Curing by Doing."
Its practitioners apply their
knowledge, training and ingenuity
toward promoting the physical and
mental well-being of patients and
developing their vocational interests.
Working toward these goals. O.T.
students must learn to use crafts.
plan recreational or educational
activities and teach self-care programs.
San Jose’s Occupational Therapy
department, located in lofty quarters in the Health building. is one
on only five West Coast colleges
fretting a curriculum and B.S. degree in occupational therapy.
CLINICAL INTERNSHIP
The degree follows successful
completion of four years of college
training with emphasis on liberal
arts and health sciences, plus clinical internship of nine months. In
addition. there is a special course
lalile to holders of bachelor degrees. requiring approximately a
yeal and a half of academic training and the clinical internship.
Although the profession has been
primarily practiced by women, ;in
increasing number of men are entering it. Two are enrolled in the
STS department now.
A total of 101 undergraduates
are in the department, headed ti,
Miss Mary D. Booth. OTR. In addition. there are 11 graduate sto-

dents, 24 students in ell
ing and four enrolled
tern program.
LAB WORKSH
In laboratory works1
patients’ homes, white0.T. students work wi
patients in twice-weekl
sessions. Their duties re
lishing treatment plans
tients each and followir
throughout the semest
Treatments are alsva
ten order of physicians
Of the 52 patients ix
tending workshop se
proximately one-third a
Rarely are there more
patients at a time in
tories.
THERAPY GOi
Immediate goals of
therapists are improver
toration of patients’ abi
affected muscles and

Tau Delta Phi
Plans ’Smoker’

Job Interviews will be held in the Placement office, Adrn234. unless specified
otherwise. Appointment lists are pet out in advance of ths interview. Students
are requested to sign up early.
’major for trainees on the executive
TOMORROW
Campbell Soup CO.: majors in ! training squad. 353 S. Fifth St.
chernisti’v. civil and industrial en-1 International Papar co.: any magincwiring, accounting and business jor for direct placement and train administration for management ing programs for industrial sales.
tiainee posit toils. Interviews at 353! Radiation at Stanford: H.S. in
S. Fifth st.
, electrical engineering, 353 S. Fifth
Marehant Division of Smith Co- St.
rona Merchant. inc.: majors in any j phik. wpsta,n, Development lab- J
field for sales positions. Interviews oratories: business administration
I
at 353 S. Fifth at.
and accounting, for general arProcter & Gamble Distributing counting and financial manageco.: majors in business administra- mem positions, 353 S. Fifth St.
tion or liberal arts for positions
Sacramento Municipal IllUity
leading to careers in sales mans district: electrical engineers, 353 S.
Interviews at
Fifth st,
Fifth td.
SIMI Valley Unified school disCollege Life Insurance en. of
America: any major interested in trict Ventura county’ : elementary
sales leading to sales management. and high school teacher candidates.
Camp Curry co. (Yosemite NaInterviews at 353 S. Fifth at.
Anaheim Union high school di.- tame] park) will interview those
+Het ’Orange countyi: high school men interested in working there
and turnout high school teacher ran- this summer. Although the inter
views will he held on Monday. in didates.
terested students most sign for
FRIDAY
liroadnity-Ilale Stores, ine.: any , interviews by tomormw.

CARRY THE BANNER HIGH!
Join the movement to San Jose Paint for
political sign supplies and other required
art course materials

PO 42 ,’-;!-[tREIS

The Cable Car
66 VALLEY FAIR

112 So. 2nd St. - CY 2-1447
78 VALLEY FAIR - CH 8-4171

CH 3-7200

McWhorter - Young
Stationers

Art Point Wedding Invitations
The Ultimate in Quality

BOBBIE

BROOKS greets you with

Invitations that express without words that
you are a person of good taste and that
your ’’once in a lifetime!’ event will be
correct in every detail.
100 for $14.95 and up

new spring suits in delightful colors

Your local headquarters for complete
paper wedding service.
Invitations
Announcements
Bride’s Stationery
Imprinted Napkins
Bride’s Books
Bulk -Paper Party Goods

of Shocking Pink, Aqua, Beige, Brown
and Navy. In sizes 5 to 11 - Priced at
19.98 - 21.98.

Ask for your free booklet: "Now That You
Are To Be Married."

KATHY DON
76

VALLEY FAIR

AX

6

6800

165 South First Street
54 Valley Fair

CY 7-0883
CH 3-2900

Atar,

VALLEY FAIR Shopping Center, Stevens Creek Blvd., San Jo’
,partan
Apra 1. /(#6.

Tau Delta Phi, honorary men scholastic fraternity is holding in
int n eluctory "smoker," in th
faculty section of the cafeteria
today. 7:30 p.m.
Realizing that all qualified men
have not been notified, the fraternity extends an invitation to
these men. To qualify, a man
must have a 3.0 over-all average
with 30 or more units at. SJS.
Those who attend are requested
to contact a member of the ex_
eroitive board upon arrival at Ii:’
smoker.

Job Interviews

4

OUR SANDWICHES ARE DIFFERENT
CORNED BEEF
BEEF
PASTRAMI
BAKED HAM
TURKEY

O.T. Dept. Tr
For Rehabilita
It, It \ I I \ II

ALSO
A Complete Saturday Night
or Sunday Boarding House
Special Dinner With Roast
Beef, Turkey or Baked
Ham for $145

This issue of the Daily is a graphic
example

of

the

versatility

of Globe’s

operation as it exemplifies the "mass
production" newsprint facet of our industry combined with

fine

four-color

process lithography.
THERAPY PROJECTAl
Hansberry, senior Occupational
Therapy student, assists a young
patient in assembling a model
sailing ship. Student therapists
plan rehabilitation programs for
adult and child patients following physicians’ orders.
phnIn I.. litll CrAnum
siceeific needs. An understanding
if human nature is essential for
engaging a patient’s interest in an
activity, since he may harbor resentment toward his incapacity and
rebel in treating it.
The student therapists find that
entoyment of an activity helps mot wate patients to follow treatment..
The end product. whether it he a
woven dresser scarf, a model ship
or any of myriad possibilities, also
gives the patient satisfaction of
acconniiishrnent
Job opportunities are usually
plentiful for qualified occupational
therapists. If a therapist wishes to
specialize, opportunities exist in
agencies dealing with patients
having a specific. handicap and in
rehabilitation centers.

All this is

produced by our own crafts-

men in our own plant right here in San
Jose. We are happy to be a part of it.
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